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Abstract
Title of Dissertation: A Meta-Analysis of Transformational Leadership and Subordinate
Nursing Personnel Organizational Commitment, Job Satisfaction
and Turnover Intentions
Kathleen M. Barlow, Doctor of Philosophy, 2013
Dissertation Directed by: Dr. Jeanne Geiger Brown, Associate Professor,
School of Nursing

Background: The ANA and ANCC have identified transformational leadership as the
style of leadership essential for nursing personnel to meet the challenges of the 21st
century health care environment. Personnel shortages and escalating clinical demands on
staff require nurse leader attention to organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and
turnover intentions to retain high quality staff. While there are many correlational
studies examining the relationship between transformational leadership and nursing
personnel organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions, results
are inconsistent. Additionally, there is little information about factors which may
account for variations in these relationships.
Aims: The aims of this study were: 1) to examine the overall magnitude of effects
between transformational leadership (TFL) and nursing personnel organizational
commitment (OC), job satisfaction (JS), and turnover intentions (TI) across a sample of
studies, and 2) to evaluate variability in the magnitude of effects according to selected
moderator variables.
Methods: Search strategies included accessing computerized databases, emailing
researchers, consulting experts, and footnote-chasing. Two independent, qualified
reviewers reached consensus on inclusion criteria for selected studies, data
extraction, and quality ratings. Data analysis was conducted using Comprehensive
Meta-Analysis (Biostat, 2005) statistical software.
Results: A total of 28 studies (k = 28) with 9,572 nursing personnel met the inclusion
criteria for this meta-analysis. Pooled effect size estimates demonstrated statistically
significant effect size relationships between TFL and OC (k = 14, MWES = .292),
JS (k = 22, MWES = .596), and TI (k = 5, MWES = -.307). Sub-group analyses
indicated significant heterogeneity across studies according to type of TFL
instrumentation, subordinate nursing personnel patient care position, number of research
sites, century of study, and type of publication. Sensitivity analysis showed significant
variability according to higher and lower quality ratings for studies.
Conclusion: Transformational leadership plays an important role to varying degrees in
nursing personnel commitment to the organization, satisfaction at work, and staff

retention. Nurse leaders can use knowledge of factors impacting relationships between
TFL and subordinate nursing personnel OC, JS, and TI to inform organizational decisionmaking and maximize retention of quality subordinate nursing personnel.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
1.1 Introduction
Rapid scientific, medical, technological, and health system changes in the 21st century
require nursing leadership to adapt to a rapidly changing health care environment
(Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2011). National and international nurse leaders have
identified transformational leadership as the type of leadership to meet these challenges
in nursing (Barker, 1992; Drenkard, 2009; Hill & Welton, 2008; IOM, 2011; MarrinerTomey, 2009; Marshall, 2011; McClure & Hinshaw, 2002; Robbins & Davihizar, 2007;
Urden & Monarch, 2002; Wolf, Triolo, & Ponte, 2008). Transformational nurse leaders
envision and promote initiatives which align the goals, interests, and needs of the nursing
workforce to the mission of the organization. In this way, they contribute to the viability
and growth of their organizations in collaboration with others within and outside of the
organization. Important to these initiatives are achieving high quality patient care and
positive nursing personnel outcomes. Nursing research provides evidence of the
association between nurse attitudes and behaviors, quality of patient care, and patient
morbidity and mortality (Aiken, Clarke, & Sloane, 2002a; Aiken, Clarke, Sloane, Lake,
& Chaney, 2009; Aiken, Clarke, Sloane, Sochalski, & Silber, 2002b; Needleman,
Buerhaus, Mattke, Stewart, & Zelevinski, 2002). The most extensively researched
1

nursing personnel attitudes and behaviors are organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, and turnover intentions.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
Effective nursing leadership in health care organizations is very important because
nursing personnel subordinates provide essential patient care services. According to the
American Hospital Association (AHA) (2012), more than 813 million patients were
treated in emergency rooms, inpatient and outpatient settings in 2010. The United States
(US) Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) (2010) indicated that nursing
personnel job categories comprised the largest number of those employed in the health
care industry. Table 1.1 provides estimates for categories of nursing personnel providing
direct and indirect patient care in the US.
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Table 1.1: Nursing workforce estimates in the US
Nursing Personnel in Health Care Organizations
Job Categories

Frequency

Percent

Registered Nurses (RNs)1, 3
Senior Management/Administration
Registered Nurses (RNs)1, 3
Middle Management

48,825

1.2%

115,227

2.8

121,086

2.9

1,667,842

38.3

753,600

17.8

1,532,300

36.1

4,238,880

100%

Registered Nurses (RNs)
First Line Managers1, 3
Registered Nurses (RNs)
(includes staff RNs1, 4 and other
non-administrative or
non-management RNs 1, 3, 4)
Licensed Practical Nurses (LPNs)/
Licensed Vocational Nurses
(LVNs)2, 4
Nursing Assistants (NAs)2, 4
Total workforce estimates

Note: 1 The 2008 National Sample Survey of registered nurses was the source of nursing personnel estimates:
http://bhpr.hrsa.gov/healthworkforce/rnsurvey/2009/nssrn2008.pdf.
The total number of RNs employed in health care settings was approximately 65% of 3.1 million or 1,952,980. 2 The US
Occupation Outlook Handbook, 2010-2011 was the source of the estimates for non-RNs: www.bls.gov/oco/pdf/ocos327.pdf.
Indirect patient care 4 Direct patient care
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The US Department of Labor (2010) has suggested that a 22% increase in nursing
personnel will be needed to provide essential patient care services by 2018. Despite
current economic instability and projected increases in nursing personnel, experts
have predicted an RN shortage of 500,000 with a 40% vacancy rate by 2025 (Buerhaus,
Staiger, & Auerbach, 2009). According to US Department of Labor (2010)
estimates, an additional 145,600 LPNs/LVNs and 279,600 NAs will be needed for patient
care by 2018.
Research has shown that escalating clinical demands in patient care areas and
shortages of nursing personnel, especially RNs, are associated with the following:


poor quality of patient care (Aiken, et al., 2002a; Needleman, et al., 2002);
3



patient falls with injury for each one hour decrease in nursing care per shift and an
increase in the odds of medication errors (Patrician, et al., 2011);



patient morbidity and mortality (Aiken, et al., 2002b; Person, et al., 2004);



nurses’ dissatisfaction (Aiken, et al., 2002a; Halm, et al., 2005);



nurses’ intent to leave the job (Aiken, et al., 2002b; Halm, et al., 2005).

In a survey of nursing staff in 168 hospitals in Pennsylvania, Aiken, et al. (2009) found
that the odds of failure-to-rescue (the patient from dying) and 30-day patient mortality
were significantly lower in higher quality as compared to lower quality environments.
The odds of staff nurse burnout, job dissatisfaction, and intent to leave were significantly
lower in higher quality as compared to lower quality hospital environments in the same
study. Research has shown that job satisfaction and intent to leave the job or
organization are also associated with organizational commitment among nursing
personnel as well (Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995; Vandenberghe, Stordeur, & D’Hoore,
2002).
There are human and economic costs related to nursing personnel dissatisfaction and
withdrawal of commitment to the organization with intent to leave. Subordinate nursing
personnel job dissatisfaction and intentions to leave are related to low quality health care
environments, nurse burnout, and poor patient outcomes (Aiken, et al., 2009). Intent to
leave the job or organization has been found to be associated with turnover (Hinshaw &
Atwood, 1987; Price & Mueller, 1986; Shader, Broome, Broome, West, & Nash, 2001).
Jones (2008) estimates the cost of turnover per nurse ranges from $82,000 to $88,000.
As a result, nurse leaders in health care organizations must recognize the human as well
as economic costs of job dissatisfaction, withdrawal of commitment to the organization,

4

turnover. Nurse leaders’ recognition of the magnitude of clinical demands and
complexity of patient care for nurses and the impact on quality nursing personnel requires
work with subordinate nursing personnel to anticipate, address, and solve problems in the
hospital environment affecting them. Nursing personnel organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, and turnover intentions require nurse leader attention and directly reflects the
degree to which transformational leadership is translated into action.
Transformational leadership is the gold standard of nursing leadership. It is the first of
fourteen quality indicators for Magnet-designated health care organizations (McClure,
Poulin, Sovie, & Wandelt, 1983; Urden & Monarch, 2002). Table 1.2 provides a list of
the fourteen quality indicators or “Forces of Magnetism” (Urden and Monarch, 2002).

5

Table 1.2: Forces of Magnetism: Elements of Excellence in Health Care Organizations1
Fourteen Quality Indicators

Characteristics

1. Quality of Leadership

Transformational leadership: Nurse leaders are
visionary, knowledgeable, risk-takers, visible, supportive
of subordinates, empowering, and collaborative. Nurse
leader is in an executive position in the organization.
2. Organizational structure
Decentralized decision-making: Nurses participate in
patient care decisions, are on hospital-wide committees,
and are consulted about unit-based policies.
3. Management style
Participative management: Solicit feedback from staff.
Staff members are valued. Communication is reciprocal
between managers and staff. Managers are visible,
committed, and accessible to staff.
4. Personnel policies and
Staffing models: Nurses contribute ideas in shaping
Programs
policies such as schedules, shifts, clinical ladders, and
professional growth opportunities.
5. Professional models of
Nurse role---Coordinators of patient care: Nurses have
care
responsibility for patient care and are accountable for their
nursing practice.
6. Quality of Care
Quality of Care as Priority: High quality of patient care
is an organizational priority. Nurses are supported in a
high quality of care environment.
7. Quality Improvement
Quality improvement projects: Nurses participate in
projects which improve quality of care for patients and
care delivery in the organization.
8. Consultation and
Access to Experts: There are available expert clinical
resources
and administrative resources for guidance as needed.
9. Autonomy
Independent judgment within practice standards:
Nurses participate as a member of an interdisciplinary
team and are accountable for decisions about patient care.
10. Community and the
Community-Hospital relationship: Hospitals maintain a
hospital
strong community presence and support with outreach
programs. Hospitals are seen as positive corporate
citizens.
11. Nurses as teachers
Nurses as educators: Nurses provide health teaching in
all aspects of patient care.
12. Image of Nursing
Value of nurses: Nurses are viewed as important within
the Team and organization in providing patient care.
13. Interdisciplinary
Value of Team: All members of the Team are valued,
relationships
respected, accountable, and responsible for patient care.
14. Professional development Professional competence: Nurses receive the resources
to maintain clinical competence and the support to pursue
professional and educational goals.
1

Adapted from Urden, L.D. and Monarch, K. (2002). The ANCC Magnet recognition program:
Converting research findings into action. In M. McClure and A.S. Hinshaw (Eds.), Magnet
hospitals revisited: Attraction and retention of professional nurses (pp. 103-115). Washington,
DC: American Nurses Association.

6

McClure, et al.’s (1983) seminal nursing survey first identified and defined the essential
indicators of excellence in health care organizations. Transformational leadership is one
of fourteen key factors responsible for the attraction and retention of nurses (American
Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), 2012; Urden & Monarch, 2002).
Part of the updated ANCC Magnet model consists of examining relationships
between transformational leadership and nursing personnel outcomes (Wolf, et al., 2008).
There are examples of individual empirical studies examining relationships between
transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions (Appendix I). Table 1.3 describes
examples of variations in aspects of study characteristics from study to study.
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Table 1.3: Variations in characteristics of studies of transformational leadership (TFL)
Research methods
Sample factors
Publication
Temporal
Factors
Factor
1. Sampling
techniques:
a. Probability
b. Non-probability
c. Not reported

2. Sample sizes:
N < 100
N = 100 to 500
N > 500

1. Characteristics of
nursing personnel
subordinates:
a. Direct or Indirect
patient care
position
b. Mean age
c. Mean job years in
current position
d. Direct or Indirect
reporting
relationship
with nurse leader
2. Types of facilities:
a. Hospital
b. Non-hospital

3. Response rates:
< 40%
> 40%
Not reported

3. Number of sites:
a. Single site
b. Multiple sites

4. TFL measures:
a. MLQ1
b. LPI2
c. Other

4. Country of study origin:
a. United States (US)
b. Non-US

1. Types of
Publication:
a. Published
b.
Unpublished
(Dissertation
or Thesis)

1. Historic
Economic
Conditions*:
a. Recession
b. Nonrecession
(*Year of the
study according to
economic trends)

2. Study
century
a. 20th
b. 21st

Note: 1MLQ represents the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (Bass & Avolio, 2004). 2LPI represents the Leadership Practices
Inventory (Kouzes & Posner, 1990).

Inconsistencies in results among studies may reflect these variations among studies.
When there are inconsistencies in the studies’ results (i.e., effect sizes), there is a loss of
confidence in the ability of researchers to answer important questions about the value of
transformational leadership to recruit and retain nurses. This also reduces the
interpretability of the studies’ results and limits their applicability to health care
organizations nationally and internationally.
8

In order to address the problem of conflicting or inconsistent results, meta-analysis
provides methods to estimate pooled effect sizes between variables of interest across
studies. Where variations exist, moderator variables are analyzed to determine if they
account for those variations. Results of meta-analysis provide a clear understanding not
only about the overall magnitude of relationships between variables but also about any
variations in magnitude according to moderators across many studies for a large number
of nursing personnel. This information will help nurse leaders to make informed
decisions about the applicability of results to their specific organizations.
1.3 Theoretical Framework
Burns’s (1978) seminal work introducing the concept of transformational leadership
and Bass’s (1985) development of transformational leadership within the Full Range
Model of Leadership provide the theoretical framework for this meta-analysis.
Transformational leadership is an energized, dynamic relationship between the leader and
his/her subordinates. The transformational leader provides the vision for organizational
development and change. This type of leadership is especially important in times of
instability or change in the health care environment. The transforming leader uses power
and influence to mobilize the needs, aspirations, values, and interests of subordinates to
align with the mission, goals, and objectives of the organization. In this way, the
transformational leader enhances subordinates’ motivations and aspirations beyond their
own self-interest in the service of the organization. At the same time, the
transformational leader becomes informed about what is important to subordinates.
Burns (1978) describes the transforming leader as ethical, committed, persistent,
courageous, self-sacrificing, and selfless in support of the (organizational) mission
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(p. 169). According to Burns (1978), transformational leaders may occur at all levels of
society (or organization).
The transformational leader is influenced by subordinates as well. The leader and
his/her subordinates interact in ways to “raise one another to higher levels of motivation
and morality” (Burns, 1978, p. 20). Within the transformational relationship, “activated
followers” (i.e., subordinates) demonstrate a vested interest in the organization and its
outcomes and develop a sense of efficacy (Burns, 1978, pp. 130-131).
The transformational leadership dynamic is akin to what Howell (1988) has described
as “socialized leadership”. Howell (1988) has identified the antecedent condition, its
process, leader behaviors, and the consequences of this leadership style (p. 215). The
antecedent condition is the power motive of the leader. The power motive is socialized in
the service of others (p. 217) and the overall mission of the organization. It is moral,
ethical, non-coercive, and non-exploitative. The socialized power motive recognizes the
human rights and dignity of others as well as their responsibility and potential to make
contributions to the organization. The process through which the leader exerts power is
social influence. Social influence appeals to subordinates’ values, needs, and goals and
aligns these values, needs, and goals to the mission of the organization. As a result,
subordinates are motivated by identification and internalization. Identification occurs by
subordinates’ accepting the leader’s values, goals, and behaviors as their own (Howell,
1988, p. 221). Internalization reflects congruence between the leader’s and subordinates’
value systems, goals, and behaviors (Howell, 1988, p. 219). The behavior of the leader
takes into account the needs and goals of subordinates as well as the collective purpose of
the organization. The leader recognizes, encourages and supports subordinates’
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development of interests and goals which are consistent with subordinates’ values and
contribute to the vision and mission of the organization. Howell (1988), like Burns
(1978), has theorized that this process of leadership results in followers’ empowerment,
autonomy, commitment to the cause or organization, and potential to develop into future
leaders.
Burns (1978) conceptualized two types of leadership as bipolar opposites--transformational and transactional leadership. Transformational leadership characterized
the relationship between leader and follower as a joint effort going beyond self-interest to
achieve mutual value-based goals for the betterment of the cause (organization).
Transactional leadership represented a quid pro quo relationship or economic exchange
between leader and followers in the service of their own self-interests within an
organization. Rewards were contingent on expected performance. However, Bass (1985)
reconceptualized transformational (TFL) and transactional (TAL) leadership as related to
each other and present to varying degrees simultaneously in leaders (p. 22). He also
extended the leadership model to include three additional leadership styles: management
by exception---active (MBE-A), management by exception---passive (MBE-P), and
laissez-faire. Bass (1985) theorized that transformational leadership would augment the
effect of transactional leadership on employee attitudes and behaviors. This
augmentation effect has been demonstrated in nursing research on faculty satisfaction
with academic leadership (Chen, Beck, & Amos, 2005), nursing staff satisfaction with the
leader, affective organizational commitment, extra effort, and turnover intentions, (Bycio,
et al., 1995; Vandenberghe, et al., 2002), and nursing staff job satisfaction, work-related
altruism, and staff retention (Vandenberghe, et al., 2002).
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Although Bass (1985) initially viewed transformational leadership as value-neutral, he
altered his position after discussions with Burns at the University of Maryland, College
Park (Bass & Riggio, 2006). He reconceptualized transformational leadership as two
subtypes: authentic (moral, ethical, non-exploitative) and inauthentic
(“pseudotransformational”: immoral, unethical, exploitative) leadership (Bass & Riggio,
2006, p. viii). His later writings demonstrated his alignment with Burns that
transformational leadership was value-laden and reflected moral values (Bass, 1997).
Transformational leadership theory emphasizes the importance of research to measure
the degree to which transformational leadership produces “intended effects” (Burn, 1978,
p. 22). Bass and many other researchers have developed research programs and
conducted thousands of research studies worldwide across many disciplines to understand
the relationships between transformational leadership, correlates and outcome variables
since the mid-1980s (Bass, 2008; 1997). Conger and Kanungo (1998) suggest that
leadership and its relationship to subordinate feelings, attitudes, and behaviors are more
relevant areas of research than the relationship of leadership with variables such as cost
savings and revenue generation. While Conger and Kanungo (1998) believe subordinate
attitudes and behaviors are directly within the sphere of control of the leader, they
indicate that cost savings and revenue generation are affected by market conditions and
other environmental conditions generally outside of the control of the leader.
Burns (1978) suggested the importance of establishing a cause-effect relationship
between transformational leadership and outcome variables. However, there is a dearth
of experimental research in the literature examining the effects of transformational
leadership on organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions among
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nursing personnel. Correlational studies provide evidence about the strength and
direction of associations between these important variables. In considering the overall
magnitude of the relationships between transformational leadership and organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions, researchers may determine
whether or not conducting experimental studies is worthwhile.
Transformational leadership theory has been developed within multiple contexts and
applies directly to health care organizations. In Magnet hospitals and health care
organizations, transformational leadership is the gold standard of quality leadership in
nursing (ANCC, 2012; Marshall, 2011; Wolf, et al., 2008). Transformational leadership
represents a dynamic relationship between the leader and his/her subordinates. The
transformational nurse leader provides the vision for organizational and infrastructure
development and change when needed. The leader’s and subordinates’ needs,
motivations, aspirations, and interests align with the mission, goals, and objectives of the
organization. How well this relationship works in health care organizations is related to
the magnitude of the relationship between transformational leadership and key attitudes
and behaviors among nursing personnel as well as other contextual variables which may
affect those relationships. Those key attitudes and behaviors are organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions.
1.4 Purpose of the Meta-Analysis
The purpose of this meta-analysis was to synthesize quantitative research studies of
nursing personnel available from January 1, 1985 through June 30, 2010 in order to
examine relationships between the following variables:
1. transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment;
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2. transformational leadership and nursing personnel job satisfaction;
3. transformational leadership and nursing personnel turnover intentions.
From this research synthesis, the magnitude of the effect for each relationship was
examined. For statistically significant variations in effect sizes across studies, moderator
analyses were performed for each relationship to determine the potential sources of these
variations. Moderator variables were organized according to research methods, sample
factors, publication factors, and historic economic conditions and include the following:
A. Research Methods
1. Sampling technique
2. Type of transformational leadership instrumentation
3. Quality Assessment Rating
B. Sample factors
1. Direct, Indirect, or Mixed nursing personnel patient care position
2. Mean age of subordinates
3. Mean years in current position for subordinates
4. Direct or Indirect reporting relationship with the nurse leader
5. Types of facilities
6. Number of research sites
7. Country of study origin
C. Publication factors
1. Type of publication
2. Century of publication
D. Historic economic conditions:
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1. Recession year of the study
2. Non-recession year of the study.
These moderator variables represent those which are important for nurse leaders to
consider when determining the applicability of results to their particular organizations.
1.5 Research Questions
The following research questions were used to guide this meta-analysis. The overall
relationships between transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions across studies of nursing personnel
were examined. Moderator variables were used to examine variations in the strength of
relationships between transformational leadership and the other variables of interest.
1.5.1 What is the overall magnitude of effect between transformational leadership
and nursing personnel organizational commitment across studies?
1.5.2 Are there variations in the magnitude of effects according to the following
moderator variables:
A. Research Methods
1. Sampling technique
2. Type of transformational leadership instrumentation
3. Quality Assessment Rating
B. Sample factors
1. Direct, Indirect, or Mixed nursing personnel patient care position
2. Mean age of subordinates
3. Mean years in current position for subordinates
4. Direct or Indirect reporting relationship with the nurse leader
5. Types of facilities
6. Number of research sites
7. Country of study origin
C. Publication factors
1. Type of publication
2. Century of publication
D. Historic economic conditions:
1. Recession year of the study
2. Non-recession year of the study?
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1.5.3 What is the overall magnitude of effect between transformational leadership
and nursing personnel job satisfaction across studies?
1.5.4 Are there variations in the magnitude of effects according to the following
moderator variables:
A. Research Methods
1. Sampling technique
2. Type of transformational leadership instrumentation
3. Quality Assessment Rating
B. Sample factors
1. Direct, Indirect, Mixed nursing personnel patient care position
2. Mean age of subordinates
3. Mean years in current position for subordinates
4. Direct or Indirect reporting relationship with the nurse leader
5. Types of facilities
6. Number of research sites
7. Country of study origin
C. Publication factors
1. Type of publication
2. Century of publication
D. Historic economic conditions:
1. Recession year of the study
2. Non-recession year of the study?
1.5.5 What is the overall magnitude of effect between transformational leadership
and nursing personnel turnover intentions across studies?
1.5.6 Are there variation in the magnitude of effects according to the following
moderator variables:
A. Research Methods
1. Sampling technique
2. Type of transformational leadership instrumentation
3. Quality Assessment Rating
B. Sample factors
1. Direct, Indirect, or Mixed nursing personnel patient care position
2. Mean age of subordinates
3. Mean years in current position for subordinates
4. Direct or Indirect reporting relationship with the nurse leader
5. Types of facilities
6. Number of research sites
7. Country of study origin
C. Publication factors
1. Type of publication
2. Century of publication
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D. Historic economic conditions:
1. Recession year of the study
2. Non-recession year of the study?
1.6 Definition of Terms
1.6.1 Meta-Analysis
Meta-analysis is also known as an integrative research review. Its conceptual
definition is “a research synthesis” which “integrates empirical research for the purpose
of creating generalizations” (Cooper & Hedges, 1994, p. 5). The researcher maintains a
“neutral stance” toward the outcomes of the study (Cooper & Hedges, 1994, p. 5).
Its operational definition is a quantitative analysis of effect size statistics “for the purpose
of integrating findings” from a larger body of research (Glass, 1976, p. 3).
1.6.2 Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership is defined conceptually for this study as dimensions of
the leader’s implicit or explicit vision for the organization and behaviors demonstrated to
align subordinates to the organization by recognizing their needs, interests, and goals to
perform beyond expectations. The conceptual definition may be represented as a global
or multidimensional construct. Transformational leadership is determined from the
subordinate’s perspective. The operational definition of transformational leadership is
the nursing subordinate’s reported assessment of one or more dimensions of the leader’s
vision for the organization and behaviors demonstrated to align subordinates to the
organization by recognizing their needs, interests, and goals to perform beyond
expectations. It is measured by transformational leadership instruments.
1.6.3 Organizational Commitment
Organizational commitment is defined conceptually as a nursing subordinate’s
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positive attachment to, identification with, involvement in, or loyalty to an organization
in which she/he is employed. Organizational commitment represents the nursing
subordinate’s alignment with the leader and organization. The conceptual definition may
be represented as a global or multidimensional construct. The operational definition is the
nursing subordinate’s reported assessment of a positive attachment to, identification with,
involvement in, or sense of loyalty to an organization in which he/she is employed.
Organizational commitment is measured by organizational commitment instruments.
1.6.4 Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction is defined conceptually as one or more aspects of the current
job which provides positive feelings, attitudes, or fulfillment for the nursing subordinate.
The conceptual definition may be represented as a global or multidimensional construct.
The operational definition of job satisfaction is the nursing subordinate’s reported
assessment of positive feelings, attitudes, or fulfillment derived from one or more aspects
of the job. It is measured by job satisfaction instruments.
1.6.5 Turnover Intentions
Turnover intentions is defined conceptually as the nursing subordinate’s intention to
leave, turnover intention, thoughts to leave or withdrawal cognitions, retention, intent to
remain, or intent to stay in the current job or with the current organization. The
conceptual definition may be represented as a global or multidimensional construct. The
operational definition for turnover intentions is the nursing subordinate’s reported
assessment of his/her turnover intentions. It is measured by turnover intention
instruments. For those instruments measuring retention, intent to stay or intent to remain
in the current job or with the current organization, those scores were reversed to maintain
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consistency with those measures of intent to leave, thoughts to leave, or withdrawal
cognitions. Although the direction of the effect will change, the magnitude of effect will
remain the same.
1.6.6 Nurse Leader
A nurse leader is the individual to whom subordinate nursing personnel report directly
or indirectly. She/he is the person about whom the nursing subordinate makes
assessments about transformational leadership style.
1.6.7 Subordinate Nursing Personnel
Subordinate nursing personnel are defined as those nursing subordinates (i.e., RNs,
LPNs, LVNs, and NAs) within the health care organization who the nurse leader
supervises and who provide a type of direct, indirect, or a combination of direct and
indirect patient care services.
1.6.8 Moderator Variables
Moderator variables are conceptually defined as variables which account for
variations in the relationships between transformational leadership and organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions. The moderator variables included
in this study and their definitions are as follow:
A. Research Methods
1. Sampling technique:
a. Probability sampling provides everyone in the target population
with a non-zero chance of being included in the study
(Henry, 1990). Generalization of results may be made from the
sample to the target population. Types of probability sampling
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include simple random, stratified random, cluster, two-stage, and
multi-stage random sampling (Henry, 1990, p. 27). This type of
sampling provides evidence of external validity of a study.
b. Non-probability sampling does not provide everyone in the target
population with a non-zero chance of being included in the study.
Inferences about study results may not be made beyond the study
sample. Types include convenience, purposive, quota, and
snowball sampling which preclude evidence of external validity
(Henry, 1990).
2. Type of transformational leadership instrumentation:
Transformational leadership instrumentation operationalizes the
transformational leadership construct. Types of transformational
leadership instruments to be used as moderators include:
a. Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ)
b. Other: Those instruments which measure the transformational
leadership construct but are not the MLQ (eg., Leadership
Practices Inventory (LPI), Leadership Behavior Questionnaire
(LBQ), Leadership Empowering Behaviors (LEB),
The Leadership Profile (TLP), Managerial Practices Survey
(MPS).
3. Quality Assessment Rating: The Quality Assessment Rating
assesses 12 specific quality indicators of research design, research
methodology, reporting and measurement of variables for studies
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included in the meta-analysis. The quality assessment is
operationalized using a quality rating scale designed for this metaanalysis. The 13th quality indicator is the sum total of the 12 specific
quality indicators.
B. Sample factors
1. Direct or Indirect nursing personnel patient care position:
a. Direct patient care position is occupied by licensed (RNs, LPNs,
and LVNs) and non-licensed (NAs) nursing personnel. This is a
non-management, non-supervisory, and non-leadership
designated position in a health care organization.
b. Indirect patient care position is occupied by licensed nursing
personnel who provide indirect patient care through guidance,
support, education, supervision, and evaluation of those licensed
and non-licensed nursing personnel who provide direct patient or
client care.
2. Mean age of subordinates: Average age in years for nursing
subordinates
3. Mean years in current position for subordinates: Average
number of years in the current job position for subordinates
4. Direct or Indirect reporting relationship with the nurse leader:
a. Direct reporting relationships are relationships in the organization
where the nursing subordinate reports directly to the immediate
manager, supervisor, or leader being evaluated.
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b. Indirect reporting relationships are relationships in the
organization where there is one or more levels of supervisory or
management personnel between the nursing subordinate and the
manager, supervisor, or leader being evaluated.
5. Types of facilities:
a. Hospital-designated facility (Hospital)
b. Non-hospital-designated facility (Non-Hospital)
6. Number of research sites:
a. Single site: Studies conducted at one hospital or health care
facility or organization
b. Multi-site: Studies conducted at two or more hospitals or health
care facilities or organizations
7. Country of study origin:
a. Studies conducted in the United States (US)
b. Studies conducted outside of the United States (Non-US)
C. Publication factors:
1. Type of publication:
a. Published articles
b. Unpublished studies including dissertations and theses
2. Century of publication:
a. 20th century: Studies published or accepted as completed by a
formal academic committee of an approved college or university
level academic institution between 1985 through 1999;
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b. 21st century: Studies published or accepted as completed by a
formal academic committee of an approved college or university
level academic institution between 2000 through June 30, 2010;
D. Historic economic conditions: This is defined as the year when the
data were collected and the state of the national economy at that time. The
categories for this moderator variable are economic downturns and
economic upturns and are related to recession and non-recession periods,
respectively. A recession is defined by a decline of 10% or more in the
Gross National Product (GNP) and is a measure of a country’s economic
activity. Indicators of the GNP include employment, industrial
production, income, whole-sale and retail sales, investments, and
corporate profits (National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), 2010).
National income and product accounts (NIPA) also provide a way to
assess national economic activity (Hodge, 2011). Based on information
from the NBER and the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the US
Office of Management and Budget, the following are the categories of
historic economic conditions:
1. Recession years include 1990 through 1991, 2001 and 2007 through
2009
2. Non-recession years include 1992 through 1999, 2000, 2002 through
2006, and 2010.
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1.6.9 Effect Size
Effect size is the strength of a relationship between two variables (Fields, 2005; 2009).
The operational definition of effect size is the statistical result representing the magnitude
or size of the correlation coefficient between the variables of interest in a study (Fields,
2005; 2009).
1.7 Significance of the Meta-Analysis for Nursing
Transformational leadership has been identified as an essential quality indicator for
Centers of Health Care Excellence (American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC),
2012; McClure & Hinshaw, 2002; Sherman & Pross, 2010; Urden & Monarch, 2002;
Wolf, et al., 2008). Although there are independent empirical studies of transformational
leadership and its relationship to nursing personnel organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, and turnover intentions, there are variations in magnitude of effects among
studies. Examining the overall magnitude of effects for these studies across a large
number of nursing personnel is essential. Although primary research studies are
important in building the body of research evidence for these nursing workforce
variables, results from individual studies are inconsistent. This lack of consistency makes
evaluating transformational leadership as a quality indicator and developing
administrative policies based on individual studies very problematic.
Integrating findings across studies with large numbers of nursing personnel using
meta-analysis can generate an overall magnitude of effect size estimate for each
relationship. This pooled effect size estimate is more accurate than the effect size from a
single study in determining population effect size. Conducting moderator analysis can
enhance an understanding of what may account for variations in effect sizes across
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studies. Evidence from this research could be used to evaluate transformational
leadership as a quality indicator for the ANCC Magnet program and guide nursing
policies and research in meaningful ways. Currently there are no reported meta-analyses
for transformational leadership and organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and
turnover intentions using an exclusively nursing personnel sample.
1.8 Research Assumptions
The following assumptions provide the basis for the current meta-analysis.
1. All studies included in the meta-analysis are empirical correlational studies which
provide accurate information from which to estimate effect sizes for the variables of
interest.
2. Meta-analysis is an accepted and valid scientific method for combining effect sizes of
individual studies.
3. All effect size estimates are independent of each other.
4. An overall mean weighted effect size obtained by combining studies provides a more
accurate and precise estimate of the population effect size than the effect size estimated
from an individual study.
5. Variables other than the identified primary variables and moderator variables may
account for the magnitude of effect size.
1.9 Summary
Chapter 1 presented the ongoing importance of transformational leadership research in
nursing. As the first of fourteen quality indicators for Magnet-designated health care
organizations, transformational leadership is the gold standard for leadership endorsed by
the American Nurses Association and ANCC. Transformational leadership theory has
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emphasized the importance of this style of leadership especially in times of instability
and change. Current and projected shortages of nursing personnel during a time of rapid
medical and technological change and under conditions of increased complexity of
patient care require nursing leadership with vision and drive to meet current and future
challenges with innovative solutions. Because the nurse leader’s sphere of influence
most directly impacts nursing personnel attitudes and behaviors, research examining the
association between transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions remains extremely important.
Although there have been independent correlational studies of these relationships,
results have demonstrated wide variations in magnitude of effects. These wide variations
in magnitude of effect across individual studies emphasize the importance of the current
research. Meta-analysis provides a method to evaluate both overall magnitude of effects
across studies and potential sources of any variations using moderator analysis.
Assumptions as well as strengths and limitations of this study provide the basis for the
meta-analysis. Chapter 2 reviews the literature for transformational leadership and its
correlates: organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the literature related to understanding transformational
leadership in nursing. The first section provides an overview of several modern
leadership theories. The second section describes transformational leadership theory---its
historical development, conceptual definitions, and measures. The third section describes
three essential dynamic elements of the transformational leadership and subordinate
nursing personnel relationship---power and influence, moral values, and motivation. The
fourth section examines the transformational leadership correlates---organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions---by providing definitions,
measures, and their relationships to transformational leadership. The last section
describes contextual variables and provides evidence supporting their selection for this
meta-analysis.
2.2 Overview of Modern Leadership Theories
2.2.1 Charismatic Leadership Theory
The concept of charisma (“gift of God”) was reported to be first identified and
discussed in the Book of Judges in the Old Testament. Prophets who were endowed with
this gift had visions of the future which they conveyed to tribal leaders in Israel to help
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them to overcome crises related to wars (Mayes, 1985). Weber (1968) was the first
modern scholar and sociologist of the 20th century to define and describe charisma and its
relation to institutions or organizations. Charisma was translated as “gift of grace”
(“Gottesgnadentum”)( Weber,1968, p. 50) and was …”a certain quality of an individual
personality by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary men and treated as endowed
with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities.
These are such as are not accessible to the ordinary person, but are regarded as of divine
origin or as exemplary, and on the basis of them, the individual concerned is treated as a
leader” (p. 48).
Weber (1968) saw the result of charisma as a radical shift in attitudes and actions
allowing a different approach to problems (new perspectives) and crisis-driven (p. 53).
Although he believed that the pure form of charisma was “foreign to every-day routine
structures” (p. 54), he believed charisma could be routinized or institutionalized by
adapting it to the new order in order to continue the goals of the mission. The leaderfollower relationship was based on the recognition of the extraordinary nature of the
leader’s abilities and mission and the obligation of the follower to provide unquestioning
loyalty. The use of symbols and persuasive language was essential to convey the message
of the mission. Etzioni (1961) viewed charisma within organizations as relational and
described “…the ability of an actor to exercise diffuse and intense influence over the
normative orientations of other actors” (p. 203). Etzioni (1961) described normative
orientations as those based on consensus of ultimate values of the collective. He viewed
charisma as leader-driven and relied on the leader’s position in a legitimate office of
authority with an organization (p. 203). Downton (1973) believed that charisma was the
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basis for the leader’s ability to motivate followers to support the cause (p. 1). He viewed
charisma and commitment inextricably linked in the leader’s relation to the followers.
Followers maintained a deferential attitude toward the leader and the mission as long as
the mission was consistent with followers’ beliefs and values (p. 77).
More recently, organizational psychology scholars described charismatic leadership
within the rapidly changing environment to which complex organizations needed to adapt
in order to survive. House (1977) was one of the first to describe the nature of
charismatic leadership in complex organizations. Within an organizational psychology
framework, House described characteristics of the charismatic leader, follower
attributions of charisma to the leader, and proposed effects on followers. The leader
demonstrated dominance, self-confidence, need for influence, and strong conviction in
the moral righteousness of beliefs (House, 1977, p. 194). Favorable followers’
attributions resulted in the likelihood the followers would emulate leader values and
expectations of positive work attitudes and effective work performance
(p. 196). The charismatic leader created impressions of competence and success (p. 197),
articulated ideological goals (p. 198) in ways that appealed to followers (p. 205),
communicated high performance expectations for followers (p. 201) which motivated
followers to work hard to meet those high expectations (p. 201), used emotional arousal
and demonstrated actions and behaviors consistent with expressed mission of the
organization as a way to motivate others toward the collective goals of the organization
(p. 205). However, missing from House’s (1977) discussion of charismatic leadership
was the underlying motivational process between leader and followers.
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Shamir, House, and Arthur (1993) posed the question related to the missing
motivational process: “How does charismatic leadership bring about changes in
followers’ values, goals, needs and aspirations?” (p. 578). Shamir, et al. (1993)
developed a self-concept theory of motivation. Their theory was based on the
assumptions that people were goal-oriented, hopeful, practical, and value-driven,
motivated to maintain self-esteem, self-worth, sense of competence, and self-consistency
which were internalized as the way people saw themselves (self-concept). Self-concept
was related to role identities which links the person to the larger group (p. 580). The selfconcept theory of motivation suggested that leaders recognized followers’ values and
ways of seeing themselves and aligned their needs and self-identities with higher-level
concerns about and contributions to the collective group.
Shamir, et al. (1993) described leader behaviors activating the motivational process of
followers. Those included role modeling and frame alignment. Role modeling by the
leader allowed followers to observe leader behaviors, affect, values, self-sacrificing
behaviors in service to the organizational mission, unconventional behavior, courage and
conviction (pp. 584-585). Frame alignment referred to the process where follower and
leader values, beliefs, goals, and activities became “congruent and complementary” (p.
585). Much of what Shamir and his colleagues discussed was related to Bandura’s selfefficacy theory and Deci’s intrinsic motivation and Deci and Ryan’s self-determination
theories of motivation.
Shamir and Howell (1999) defined charismatic leadership as “an interaction between
leaders and followers that results in (1) making followers’ self-esteem contingent on the
vision and mission articulated by the leader, (2) strong internalization of the leader’s
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values and goals by the followers, (3) strong personal or moral…commitment to these
values and goals, and (4) a willingness on the part of followers to transcend their selfinterests for the sake of the collective (team or organization)” (p. 259). Shamir and
Howell’s (1999) definition of charismatic leadership reinforced the primary emphasis of
the leader’s role in influencing followers’ behavior in a prescribed direction.
Howell (1988) made a distinction between personalized and socialized charisma based
on power motives, leader behaviors, and effects on followers and the mission. Table 2.1
indicates the differences between personalized and socialized charisma.
Table 2.1 Personalized and Socialized Charisma
Personalized Charisma
Power motive

Focused on self-interest and
dominance over others

Leader behaviors

Pursued personal goals with
only peripheral interest in
followers except in the service
of the leader
Obeyed and submitted to the
leader’s will
Less systematic than
socialized charisma and not
well defined

Effects on followers
Leadership succession

Socialized Charisma
Aligned leader-follower
interests and values to the
organization
Considered followers’
needs, autonomy, and goal
development
Developed empowerment
and autonomy of followers
More systematic and better
defined than personalized
charisma

Personalized leadership depended solely on the dominance of the leader to determine,
interpret, communicate, and accomplish the mission. Socialized leadership empowered
followers to develop leadership abilities in order to accomplish the mission of the
organization. Howell (1988) indicated that charismatic leaders exhibited combinations of
personalized and socialized charismatic styles of leadership.
Conger and Kanungo (1988) first defined charismatic leadership as “an attribution
based on followers’ perceptions of leader behavior” (p. 47). They acknowledged that
attributions of leadership qualities were “inferred from the leaders’ observed behavior”
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(p. 48). The Conger and Kanungo (1988) behavioral model of charismatic leadership
represented a model with three dynamic stages which move “organizational members
from the status quo toward achievement of desired long term goals” (p. 49). This model
included evaluating the environmental influences on the organization, leader, and
subordinates and moving the organization from the status quo to a new and better
organizational future. The leader envisioned, planned, and communicated the vision,
goals and objectives for the future of the organization to subordinates based on
information about the organization and external environment. The leader used
unconventional strategies and personal influence to align subordinates to the change.
Charismatic leader behaviors included considering subordinates’ needs, demonstrating
high energy, enthusiasm, self-sacrifice, acceptance of organizational challenges and risks,
persistence, and unconventional behavior to accomplish goals, building trust, modeling
exemplary behavior and self-consistency through strong convictions. Conger and
Kanungo (1989) operationalized dimensions of their model of charismatic leadership in
their Conger-Kanungo Scale.
Very few, if any, nursing research studies have used charismatic leadership theory as a
framework for leadership research. In most instances, the theory reflects subordinate
dependency on the leader rather than a reciprocal, interdependent relationship.
Charismatic leadership suggests the primacy of identification with the leader without
necessarily internalizing values. With few exceptions, charismatic leadership theory
espouses the use of personalized power to influence subordinates to achieve
organizational goals. As such, subordinates may be less likely to question the leader or
offer alternative or innovative ideas different from the leader. Leadership development
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and leadership succession have not been well-articulated and defined. These processes
are extremely important to the ongoing existence and development of a health care
organization.
2.2.2 Leader-Member Exchange Theory
Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) theory and its application to organizations was an
outgrowth of Dansereau, Graen, and Haga’s (1975) vertical-dyad linkage theory.
Leadership within this model was defined as “…an exchange relationship which develops
within the vertical dyad over time during role making activities” (p. 46). The authors
discussed that previous research had assumed that subordinates were similar in reporting
to the same supervisor, and the supervisor generally behaved toward all subordinates in
the same way (p. 47). Both supervisors and subordinates were important to the
relationship in order to evaluate the leadership process. The vertical dyad exchange
suggested that a leader influenced the subordinate based on the interpersonal relationship
between supervisor and subordinate and not based solely on the employment
contract (p. 49). The leader provided job latitude, autonomy and influence in decisionmaking, open and honest communication, confidence in and consideration for members
(p. 50) and tapped into the motivations of subordinates. The subordinate was then
influenced to demonstrate greater effort, assume more responsibility, and increase
commitment to achieving the goals of the unit or organization (p. 50). Although the
supervisor retained primacy over the relationship with the subordinate, the relationship
characterized some interdependency between the supervisor and subordinate.
On the basis of their research, Dansereau, et al. (1975) discovered the phenomenon of
an “IN” group and an “OUT” group in terms of decision latitude, supervisor sensitivity,
and leadership support. Over time, the scores of the “IN” group remained consistently
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high in decision latitude, supervisor sensitivity, and leaders support. The scores of the
“OUT” group remained consistently low in these three areas. Outcomes related to
communication with the leader and doing tasks indicated that the “IN” group spent more
time than the “Out” group in these activities. Outcomes related to job satisfaction and
positive attitudes indicated that job satisfaction and positive attitudes were significantly
higher for the “IN” group than the “OUT” group.
Graen and Uhl-Bien (1995) further expanded and changed the conceptualization of the
vertical dyad linkage in developing the Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) theory. They
described the leader-subordinate relationship by saying “effective leadership processes
occur when leaders and followers are able to develop mature leadership relationships
(partnerships) and thus gain access to the many benefits these relationships bring” (p.
225). The focus of the updated theory was the development of high quality social
exchange between the leader-member dyad (p. 229). The emphasis of the supervisorsubordinate relationship changed from focusing on “IN” groups and “OUT” groups to
developing of a partnership with each subordinate by developing a high quality
relationship between each leader and subordinate. The researchers also discussed a stage
model of development of the leader-member relationship from stranger to acquaintance
to partnership. They theorized that the mature relationship of partnership resulted in
mutual trust, respect, responsibility, and reciprocal influence (p. 232) which furthered the
organizational goals. Graen and Uhl (1995) did not fully describe the process of
relationship development or what happened within the unit or organization if
relationships between leader and member did not progress from the stranger or
acquaintance stage to partnership. Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) theory
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conceptualized the leadership construct as unidimensional (Graen & Uhl, 1995) and
operationalized the construct with the LMX 7 measure.
Although there is research to support the relationship between LMX and subordinate
work force variables, there are few nursing studies using the LMX theory to guide
leadership research. Han & Jekel (2010) found that LMX was significantly related to
both job satisfaction and turnover intentions in the sample of US nurses. Additionally,
job satisfaction fully mediated the relationship between LMX and turnover intentions.
Gerstner & Day (1997) conducted a meta-analysis using 85 independent samples to
examine effect size the relationships between LMX and subordinate work force correlates
including overall job satisfaction, satisfaction with supervision, organizational
commitment, and turnover intentions. In part, their results showed small (turnover
intentions = -.28), medium (job satisfaction = .46 and organizational commitment = .35),
and large (satisfaction with supervision = .62) effects across studies. The meta-analysis
provided no indication about the types of subordinate personnel in the studies.
Although there are studies offering promising results for LMX and subordinate
attitudinal and behavioral work force correlates, few nursing research studies use LMX as
the leadership theory to guide research. There has been no research found to describe or
explain the process of moving subordinates from low to high quality relationship with the
leader. It is unclear what role personal bias plays in the quality of the relationship
between leader and subordinate and how this is identified and resolved within or outside
of the context of the relationship. Subordinates with high quality relationships may
accept the leader’s ideas unquestioningly because of positive bias or may be reluctant to
jeopardize their standing with the leader by offering alternative viewpoints or ideas.
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Groupthink may occur as a result. Subordinates with low quality relationships may either
refrain from offering ideas or find their alternative viewpoints or ideas discounted
because of the leader’s negative bias toward them, their marginalized position in the
group or both. Leadership development and leadership succession have not been wellarticulated and defined.
2.2.3 Trait Theory of Leadership
Trait theory of leadership was based on the belief that leaders required specific
exceptional and superior qualities which differentiated them from subordinates or
followers (Bass, 1981, p. 73). There have been many studies conducted and anecdotal
descriptions across multiple disciplines which described specific characteristics or traits
and competencies required of leaders since the 20th century (See Appendix II). Traits
were believed to be enduring, genetically-determined characteristics of a person. Bass
(2008) defined a trait as “a construct based on consistent differences between two
people” and competencies as traits demonstrated through behavior (p. 103). He believed
in the importance of understanding essential traits and competencies of those aspiring to
and situated in leadership positions. Bass (1981) described leader traits as follow:
“The leader is characterized by a strong drive for responsibility and task
completion, vigor and persistence in pursuit of goals, venturesomeness
and originality in problem solving, drive to exercise initiative in social
situations, self-confidence and sense of personal identity, willingness to
accept consequences of decision and action, readiness to absorb interpersonal
stress, willingness to tolerate frustration and delay, ability to influence other
persons’ behavior, and capacity to structure social interaction systems to the
purpose at hand” (p. 81).
Judge, Bono, Ilies, and Gerhardt’s (2002) meta-analysis provided evidence of a
relationship between the “Big 5” traits of extroversion, conscientiousness, neuroticism,
and openness to experience and leadership. Independent predictors of leadership
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included conscientiousness, extroversion, and openness to experience. Judge & Bono
(2000) found in their research that the “Big 5” traits of agreeableness and extroversion
were independent predictors of transformational leadership. Smith & Canger’s (2004)
research of business personnel found small but significant relationships between
supervisor traits of emotional stability, agreeableness, extraversion, and
conscientiousness and subordinate attitudes including total job satisfaction, satisfaction
with supervisor, affective commitment, and turnover intentions. Laschinger, Purdy, and
Almost (2007) found that Canadian nurse managers’ core self-evaluations (self-esteem,
locus of control, self-efficacy, and emotional stability) predicted quality of the
relationship with their leader, sense of empowerment, and job satisfaction.
Although there has been evidence for the importance of trait theory, there have been
criticisms of the theory as well. Most importantly, trait theory alone cannot account for
the dynamic relationship between leader and subordinates which is the context for
leadership. Other concerns include the neglect of the role of chance in leader emergence
and historical, cultural, and situational determinants for those aspiring to and situated in
leadership positions (Bass, 1981, p. 82).
2.3 Transformational Leadership Theory
2.3.1 Historical Development
Burns (1978) was one of the first scholars to identify and conceptualize
transformational leadership which represented a paradigm shift from previous leadership
theories in terms of leader ability to achieve overarching transcending change in a
movement (or organization) through a moral relationship between leader and follower.
As a historian and political scientist, the basis of his perspective in developing the
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concept of transformational leadership was his evaluation of historic political and social
leaders, their relationship to followers, and outcomes of their dynamic relationships, and
the recognition of ongoing change in society. Burns (1978) defined leadership as
combination of power, resources, motives, influences, and their reciprocity in these
relationships between leader and follower. He identified two different types of
leadership: 1) transactional leadership and 2) transformational leadership. Transactional
leadership represented a quid pro quo relationship between leader and followers.
Transformational leadership represented a unique and dynamic relationship between
leader and followers which expanded the relationship beyond a simple social exchange.
Burns (1978) defined transforming leadership “when one or more persons engage with
others in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of
motivation and morality” (p. 20). Leaders could move followers to become leaders and
leaders could be uplifted to become moral agents. Transformational leadership could be
found at all levels of society (Burns, 1978). From Burns’ perspective (1978)
perspective, transformational leadership required the leader’s understanding of the
emotions and needs of followers and mobilizing within them new visions and aspirations
for the future to produce needed change (p. 254). Ultimately, Burns (1978) suggested
that the transformational leader’s influence would be “measured by the degree of
production of intended effects” (p. 22). Leadership was connected to outcomes.
Bass (1985) continued to further develop and expand the concept of transformational
leadership, although the roots of his TFL were grounded in Burns’s theory (1978) and
related to charismatic leadership theory (Conger, 1989; Conger & Kanungo, 1988;
House, 1977; Weber, 1968). In his writings, Leadership and performance beyond
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expectations (1985), Bass defined TFL process as the leader ability “to achieve follower
performance beyond ordinary limits” and to raise “followers’ attitudes, beliefs, motives,
and confidence…from a lower to a higher plane of arousal and maturity”(p. xiii).
However, as an organizational psychologist, his focus shifted from historic political and
social movements to TFL within organizational contexts. Early in his writings, Bass
(1985) did not differentiate between TFL as moral versus immoral. After discussions
with leadership scholars, especially Burns, Bass changed his ideas about transformational
leadership (Bass & Riggio, 2006). He considered leaders who motivated their followers
through exploitation to achieve leader self-interests and who violated universal principles
of human rights and dignity as “pseudo- transformational” (inauthentic transformational
leaders). Those who demonstrated moral leadership were termed “transformational”
(authentic transformational leaders). Also, rather than viewing transformational
leadership (TFL) and transactional leadership (TAL) as separate leadership styles, he
conceptualized TFL as an expansion of TAL where followers were motivated and
inspired to work together to transcend their own self-interests to achieve organizational
goals based on intrinsic valuing of those goals and social responsibility rather than
extrinsic rewards (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 14). Research supported his theory of TFL as
an augmentation of TAL (Bycio, et al., 1995; Chen, Beck, & Amos, 2005;
Vandenberghe, et al., 2002).
Bass and Avolio (1994) described salient features of leaders within the TFL model as
those of encouraging and inspiring others to view work from new perspectives, clearly
articulating the vision or mission of the organization and aligning those with followers’
needs and aspirations, providing resources and encouragement for others to develop their
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abilities and potential to a higher level, influencing others to transcend self-interests in
the service of benefiting others and the organization (p. 2), and creating high expectations
to maximize performances (p. 3) in the service of the organization.
The TFL model was conceptualized initially by four concepts including charismatic
influence, inspirational motivation, individualized consideration, and intellectual
stimulation (Bass, 1985). Charisma reflected the emotional appeal of the leader through
use of symbols, imagery, and persuasive language to convey the strategic vision of a
better future for followers with alignment to organization. Inspirational leadership
articulated clear goals and ways to achieve those goals. Individualized consideration
represented the leader’s understanding of the needs and capacities of followers and used
of mentoring, two-way communication, constructive feedback and learning opportunities
for subordinates in service to organizational goals. Intellectual stimulation encouraged
creative problem-solving at all levels and development of new ways to address challenges
to the organization.
In the 1990’s, there was a shift from the concept of charismatic influence to idealized
influence which was further subdivided into idealized influence---behavior (ie.,
demonstrated by the leader) and idealized influence---attributed (ie., attributions of
followers of leader’s qualities and capabilities). Avolio (personal communication, 2010)
indicated that this conceptual shift was related to moving away from the notion of leader
as “idolized”(charismatic) to leader as “idealized”. Although he did not clarify what
these distinctions meant to him, in his book, Full leadership development, he discussed
the idea that moral “perspective-taking capacity” represented internal moral standards
and values that guide behavior, were socially motivated, and characterized idealized
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leadership. On the other hand, idolized leadership did not represent a moral
“perspective-taking capacity”, but inferred perspective-taking based on self-interest or
self-aggrandizement (Avolio, 1999, p. 189). This interpretation was reinforced by Bass
and Avolio (2004, p. 28).
The most current conceptualization of the Bass and Avolio (2004) TFL model has
addressed the four concepts related to the transformational leadership construct. Those
concepts have been operationalized by the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire
Idealized influence represents the leader’s ability to arouse and inspire followers’ extra
effort to accomplish the organizational mission. Leaders are socially oriented to fully
develop followers’ autonomy, achievement, and performance in realizing long term
strategic goals for the organization (p. 28). Inspirational motivation demonstrates the
leader’s ability to communicate goals and instill in followers an understanding of what is
required to achieve the vision and goals. The leader promotes positive expectations about
what needs to be done (p. 28). Intellectual stimulation promotes innovative problemsolving at all levels of the organization and encourages followers to question not only
their own beliefs, assumptions, and values, but also constructively question the leader’s
beliefs, assumptions, values and ways of doing things as well. Individualized
consideration reflects the leader’s awareness of followers’ concerns and needs as well as
elevates followers’ needs to help them maximize their full potential. Leaders provide
mentoring and coaching opportunities and engage in two-way communication and
feedback (p. 28-9).
Bass and Riggio (2006) indicated that there have been other models of
transformational leadership although not identified as such (p. 31). One of those models
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included Kouzes and Posner’s (1990) Five Best Practices. Their Five Best Practices for
Leadership was developed from their work with Tom Peters (In search of excellence) and
their own research with more than 500 business leaders (Kouzes & Posner, 1990, p.
xxxiii). The concepts related to the Five Best Practices include Challenging the Process,
Inspiring a Shared Vision, Enabling others to Act, Modeling the Way, and Encouraging
the Heart. Their model of the Five Best Practices is based on a business model and
recognizes the importance of adapting to the changes in the business environment.
Kouzes and Posner (1990) describe the essence of a leader as someone who has
credibility, integrity, demonstrated competence, and an attractive vision of the future and
who can gain the trust, respect, and support of followers who believe in the leader’s
ability to make necessary changes for a better future (p. 25). Leaders, followers, and
customers offer ideas to find new ways to do things better. Innovation is collaborative
and may come from leaders as well as from those other than leaders. Kouzes and Posner
(1990) identified intrinsic motivation as the influential process which is reciprocal
between leaders and others and motivates extraordinary efforts and performance in
pursuit of organizational vision and goals. The concepts related to the Five Best
Practices (Kouzes & Posner, 1990) include the following:
1) Challenging the Process: a process where the leader is active and innovative and
recognizes the need to change the status quo, takes risks, and is open and solicits ideas
from others. They are open to failure as well as success, and through failures, learn from
mistakes (pp. 8-9);
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2) Inspiring a Shared Vision: a process of envisioning a better future, communicating
with enthusiasm, and enlisting the support of followers through based on shared
aspirations, hopes, and values (pp. 9-10);
3) Enabling Others to Act: a process of encouraging collaboration, building teams, and
empowering followers to produce in extraordinary ways (pp. 10-11);
4) Modeling the Way: a process of demonstrating consistency between vision, beliefs,
values, and behaviors in pursuit of organizational excellence (pp.11-12), and;
5) Encouraging the Heart: a process of demonstrating genuine acts of caring for others
in celebrating achievements as well as encouraging persistence in pursuit of goals
(pp. 12-13).
Transformational leadership and transformational leadership processes have been
described by leaders in education and business. Based on interviews with business
leaders, Tichy and Devanna (1986) developed a model of a three-step transformational
process which included (1) leader recognition and evaluation of external or
environmental forces which stimulate change within the organization, (2) creation of a
new vision to meet the challenge of these forces and encouraging and assisting followers
to commit to change, and (3) promoting and sharing new ways of thinking, actions and
practices to internalize the change within the organization. There is recognition by
leaders of the need to assist and support individuals not only ideologically but also
emotionally to transition from the old system to the new one in order to maximize
acceptance and internalization of change.
From interviews with 90 effective leaders, Bennis and Nanus (1985) identified what
these executives called “four areas of competency, four types of human handling skills”
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(p. 26): (1) attention through vision by instilling follower confidence in their ability to
realize their vision and transforming purpose into action (p. 30); (2) meaning through
communication by “getting the message across” in various ways that get followers
aligned with organizational goals (p. 43); (3) trust through positioning by demonstrating
persistence, constancy, and patience to achieve the vision (pp. 43-54); and, (4)
deployment of self through positive self-regard by empathy, present-mindedness,
courtesy, integrity, and self-acceptance (p. 67).
2.3.2 Definitions of Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership has been characterized as a unidimensional or
multidimensional construct which describes dimensions of the leader’s implicit or
explicit vision for the organization and behaviors demonstrated to align subordinates to
the organization by recognizing their needs, interests, and goals to perform beyond
expectations. Theorists have differed in their conceptualization of the transformational
leadership construct and how the construct is measured. Table 2.2 presents various
definitions of transformational leadership.
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Appendix III describes the measures used to operationalize the transformational
leadership construct for studies in this meta-analysis. All measures are Likert-type
instruments consistent with interval level of measurement and Pearson correlation
statistics.
2.4 Dynamic Elements of the Transformational LeaderSubordinate Nursing Personnel Relationship
The social context of transformational leadership in this meta-analysis is the health
care organization. Overarching functions of transformational leadership within an
organization are maintaining social order and facilitating adaptation to changing
organizational and personnel needs and environmental demands both within and outside
of the health care system (Etzioni, 1961; Katz & Kahn, 1978). The underpinnings of
transformational leadership include power and influence, moral values, and motivational
forces related to subordinate nursing personnel.
2.4.1 Power and Influence
Leininger (1977) described power as a “directive force” and defined it as “the many
ways in which an individual, group, or society can influence the behavior and decisions
of others” (p. 8). Goldsmith (1977) identified legitimate power as a “right to use
influence within or for an organization based on prescribed authority within an
organization” to get employees to carry out the objectives, decisions, and policies of an
organization and agents representing it (p. 19). Bass (1981) used the term positional
power to elaborate on Goldsmith’s definition. Positional power was dependent on a
person’s legitimate place in the organizational hierarchy. Those in leadership positions
had access to and commanded resources not available to subordinates and used discretion
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in rewards, assignments, dissemination of organizational information, and support of
subordinate personnel. Those in leadership positions also had what Bass (1981)
identified as “personal power” which entailed the leader’s ability to give or withhold
affection, consideration, resources, recognition and support, as well as punish
subordinates by being distant, formal, or cold (p. 171).
French and Raven (1959) defined power in a social context as the maximum potential
ability of the agent exerting energy to influence another person (p. 152). They identified
social influence as a change in a person’s behavior, opinions, attitudes, goals, needs, or
values resulting from psychological forces exerted by the influencing agent
(p. 151). French and Raven (1959) defined change as “the alteration in behavior,
opinions, attitudes, goals, needs, or values of the person by the primary agent of influence
(p. 150-151). They conceptualized five bases of power which included the following:
1) reward power based on access to and discretion to provide tangible and nontangible benefits such as pay raises, bonuses, favored assignments, protection
from overwhelming organizational demands and pressures, praise, and
recognition (p. 156);
2) legitimate power based on role or position in an organization or subordinate’s
internalized norms and value system (p. 158);
3) referent power based on the subordinate’s identification with the person in
power (p. 161);
4) expert power based on a person’s knowledge, expertise, or informational
access (p. 163), and;
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5) coercive power based on a person’s ability to withhold rewards or punish
failure to conform (p.167).
French and Raven’s (1959) idea of power was not leader-driven per se but situated in
the social relationship between two people. They identified exerting forces and opposing
forces to power and influence in the social relationship. If opposing forces exceeded or
equaled exerting forces, then power and influence were weakened or nullified. If
exerting forces exceeded opposing forces, then power and influence were strengthened.
In Hinkin and Schriescheim’s (1989) research of the association between types of power
and job satisfaction and organizational commitment of employees in a psychiatric
hospital in the southwest region of the US, they found that job satisfaction and
organizational commitment explained the same amount of the variance in expert power
(.14) whereas job satisfaction (.24) explained twice as much variance as organizational
commitment (-.11) in referent power.
Burns (1978) believed power was purposeful, relational, and represented “the motives
and resources of the power holder the motives and resources of the power recipients”,
and an interactive process between them (p. 13). He viewed power as a reciprocal
process between leader and follower. Burns’s (1978) transformational leadership
reflected a dynamic relationship between leaders and followers to raise each other to
higher levels of morality through informed choice in service to the mission or
organization. Bass (1981) suggested that “synergistic action” of the power of the leader
and subordinates was evident when there was congruence of needs, values, and interests
within an organization (p. 171). Barker (1992) described the use of power in the
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transformational nurse leader relationship vis-à-vis subordinates as “power with others
not to others” (p. 39).
Socialized power defines the mechanism for the transformational leader to model
respectful, ethical, non-coercive, and non-exploitative use of power to align followers to
the mission and goals of the organization. Socialized power uplifts and empowers
followers (Howell, 1988). The social influence process is conveyed through persuasive
communication, consistency between the leader’s values and behaviors, symbols, (town
hall) meetings, stories about challenges and the ways challenges have been met, and
visions of future success. Public meetings and walk-around rounds facilitate nurse
leader-subordinate interactions. These interactions provide opportunities for subordinate
personnel to express concerns and ideas and the nurse leader to demonstrate visibility,
attentiveness, and responsiveness to subordinates’ ideas and concerns. Health care
organizations require transformational nurse leaders who recognize the reciprocal nature
of power and influence and use both legitimate (positional) power and socialized power
(including reward, expert, and referent) to influence quality health care environments.
Kramer and Schmalenberg’s (1988a; 1988b) qualitative survey of 16 magnetdesignated hospitals using Peters and Waterman’s (1982) seven of eight criteria of
corporate excellence reveals that transformational leadership in magnet hospitals had the
attributes and enacted the behaviors of organizational excellence reflecting the reciprocal
nature of power and influence:
1) bias for action (Nurse leaders demonstrated willingness to experiment and try new
solutions to old problems in a systematic manner related to patient care and
organizational and unit structure and processes.);
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2) closer to the customer (Leaders conducted walk-around rounds on units and facilitated
patient-centered care through staff nurse advocacy and patient care coordination.);
3) autonomy and entrepreneurship (Nurse leaders supported nurses’ freedom to act on
creative ideas within their scope of practice without punitive responses for failures);
4) productivity through people (Leaders treated nursing personnel with dignity and
provided for higher level needs which promoted quality of care and investment in the
organization such as clinical ladders and time for research projects.);
5) hands-on, value driven (Nurse leaders created, instilled, and clarified the value system
by modeling and representing positive, enthusiastic, and authentic behaviors for nursing
subordinates.);
6) simple form, lean staff (Hospitals decentralized and reorganized as needed to provide
needed services and allowed flexibility and control at the unit level.);
7) simultaneous loose-tight properties (Inspired nurse leadership instilled values, focus,
and goals and communicated organizational requirements as well as provided an
environment for flexibility, autonomy, and creativity at the nursing unit and individual
level to achieve goals consistent with the organizational mission.).
Kramer and Schmalenberg’s (1988a; 1988b) survey exemplified the synergism of
power and influence between transformational nurse leaders and nursing personal
subordinates to create cultures of excellence and high quality of care in their sample of
magnet hospitals. Upeniek’s (2003) comparative survey of magnet and non-magnet
hospitals indicated that staff nurses at magnet hospitals experienced significantly higher
empowerment, access to organizational power structures and nurse leaders, support for
autonomy and control over nursing practices and patient care, opportunities for
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professional growth, and job satisfaction than those in non-magnet hospitals. McClure, et
al.’s (1983) survey of magnet hospitals (centers of health care excellence) characterized
power in nursing as autonomy and control over clinical practice, ability to influence
clinical and organizational decisions, ability to make independent nursing decisions about
patient care, and a complementary fit of vision and competence within a mutually
supportive organizational environment.
2.4.2 Moral Values
Burns’s (1978) transformational leadership is based on the principles of the respect for
the human dignity, justice, equality, and the rights of others. Transformational leadership
is value-laden. A coercive, amoral, and exploitative relationship between leader and
follower is antithetical to transformational leadership. Striving to attain consistency
between moral values and leadership behaviors and reconciling differences between
leader and follower values and behaviors to reinforce alignment to the expectations and
values of the organization are central to transformational leadership. Transformational
leaders inspire, communicate, and model moral actions for followers and are inspired by
followers.
The basis of Burns’s moral values is Kohlberg’s (1981) theory of moral development.
Kohlberg’s (1981) higher levels of moral development reflect personal, professional, and
social accountability and responsibility in upholding moral principles and right actions as
well as accepting the consequences for actions. Lower levels of moral development
reflect a more personalized value system and code of conduct, limited personal,
professional, and social accountability and responsibility, and variable responses to the
consequences of actions. The principles of respect for human dignity, justice, equality,
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and the rights of others as well as Kohlberg’s (1981) higher levels of moral development
provide the foundation for the 14 Forces of Magnetism of magnet-designated centers of
health care excellence (ANCC, 2012; Urden & Monarch, 2002).
2.4.3 Motivational Forces related to Subordinate Nursing Personnel
Vinacke (1962) defines motivation in general as “the conditions responsible for
variation in the intensity, quality, and direction of ongoing behavior” (p. 3). The three
components of intrinsic motivation are instigation, regulation, and adjustment (Vinacke,
1962). Instigation requires an arousal (intensity) which reflects activation of a personal
or social need. Regulation (quality) determines the source of the instigation (internal
cognitive and affective states, external environmental conditions, or both) and its
congruence with a person’s interests, values, attitudes, or emotions. Adjustment reflects
the conditions required for the person’s response and focuses behaviors in a specific
direction based on internal cognitive and affective states and external environmental
conditions. Motivational theories which provide the foundation for the transformational
leader’s ability to align subordinates to values, goals, and mission of the organization
include Maslow’s (1954) need-based theory (hierarchy of needs), Deci and Ryan’s (2000)
self-determination theory, and Bandura’s (1986) self-efficacy theory. Intrinsic
motivation is the foundation for each motivational theory. Transformational nurse
leaders motivate subordinate personnel through intrinsic motivation strategies built into
the structure of the health care organization.
Maslow’s (1954) theory assumed all people had a set of five basic needs which
motivate their behavior. Lower level of needs should be satisfied before higher level
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needs could be fulfilled. Organized from lowest to highest, those basic human needs
included the following:
1) physiological needs:

air, water, food, and sleep;

2) safety/security needs:

freedom from threats to life;

3) love/belonging needs:

acceptance by and caring from others;

4) esteem needs:

respect for competence and abilities;

5) self-actualization needs: aspiration to reach full potential.
Although Burns (1978) subscribed to Maslow’s theory, he believed selfactualization was less about self-interest and more related to socially [or
organizationally]-sanctioned aims and collective goals, values, hopes and aspirations.
From Burns’s (1978) perspective, transformational leadership required the leader’s
understanding of the emotions and needs of followers and mobilizing them beyond selfinterest with new visions and aspirations for the future to improve the organization and
support its mission (p. 254). The transformational leader created the conditions within
which subordinates engaged in intrinsically motivating work to maximize their potential
to benefit not only for themselves but also for others.
Bass and Riggio (2006) discuss the importance of intrinsic motivation and selfdetermination for subordinates in transformational leadership theory. In complex
organizational environments, subordinates not only seek an inspirational leader to
provide direction in a competitive environment but also want to be challenged and
empowered (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. xi). Transformational leadership theory assumes a
dynamic interaction between leader and followers. Deci’s (1975) intrinsic motivation
and self-determination theory assumes humans are active, interact constantly with the
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environment in order to adapt to it, deal effectively with it, and bring about changes
within it (p. 13). Ryan and Deci (2000) define intrinsic motivation as “the inherent
tendency to seek out novelty and challenges, to extend and exercise one’s capacities, to
explore, and to learn” (p. 70). Behaviors resulting from these activities are intrinsically
motivated. Self-determination theory assumes that people are motivated toward growth
and have three innate needs to master and adapt to their environments and include the
need for competence, relatedness, and autonomy within a mutually supportive
environment in order to foster social and personal development (Ryan & Deci, 2000,
p. 68). Subordinates become committed to doing their work well and derive satisfaction
from mastering work challenges (Deci, 1975, pp 222-223).
Deci’s (1975) intrinsic motivation and self-determination theory of motivation (Deci
& Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000) are essential to the transformational leadership
theory. Transformational leadership challenges, inspires, supports and helps to meet the
needs of followers for competence, relatedness, and autonomy and to assist mastery and
performance beyond expectations and adaptation to organizational change (Bass, 1985).
The motivational theory of self-determination is important to transformational leadership.
Bass (1985) suggests that the transformational leader provides high standards of
performance, resources to develop abilities and reach performance goals, and role
modeling of performance behaviors for followers. Subordinates’ accomplishments of
personal and organizational goals in the context of leader feedback become selfreinforcing which allows intrinsic motivation to continue (self-regulate) the behavior (p.
16). According to Bandura’s (1986) theory, self-efficacy motivates behavior based on
the following:
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1) “enactive attainment” where success provides mastery related to
realistic performance goals, abilities, and resources (p. 399);
2) “vicarious experience” where successful modeling behavior motivates
others to action, and (p. 399);
3) “verbal persuasion” where the valued leader’s communication of
confidence in the subordinate’s capacities to perform the work enhances the
subordinate’s efforts to perform behaviors related to a goal (p. 400).
Although Bandura (1986) identifies physiological state as important to mastery
experiences (p. 401), Bass (1985) does not explicitly or implicitly address this influential
process. Bandura (1986) believes in the human capacity to become self-regulating.
Self-regulation depends on self-feedback related to personal experiences as well as
feedback from the environment (leaders).
Research has found that intrinsic motivation is essential to transformational
leadership. In their nursing research on transformational leadership and satisfaction
among subordinate health care workers, Nielsen, Yarker, Randall, and Munir (2009)
found that self-efficacy and team efficacy mediated the effects of transformational
leadership on job satisfaction. The transformational leader’s support of subordinate
autonomy, competence, and teamwork was positively related to job satisfaction. Bono &
Judge (2003) found in a sample of subordinate personnel from business, government, and
non-profit organizations that transformational leadership had direct and indirect effects
on subordinate job satisfaction, satisfaction with supervision, and organizational
commitment. Intrinsic motivation represented by subordinate-defined work goals
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mediated effects of transformational leadership on job satisfaction and organizational
commitment.
2.5 Transformational Leadership Correlates
2.5.1 Organizational Commitment
Organizational commitment has been characterized as a unidimensional or
multidimensional construct which describes a relationship between the employee and the
organization in which he or she is employed. Theorists have differed in their
conceptualization of the organizational commitment construct and how the construct is
measured. Table 2.3 presents various definitions of organizational commitment,
measures, and relationships to transformational leadership.
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Table 2.3 Organizational Commitment1: Definitions, Measures, and Relationship to
Transformational Leadership
Definitions of
Organizational Commitment
Dimensions of subordinate involvement
(commitment) in an organization as a
response to power used to maintain
social order:
Moral (principle-based)
Calculative (reward-based)
Coercive (punishment-based)
Dimensions of a “psychological state”
that relates to the employee relation to
the organization and drives the
employee’s decision to remain with or
leave the organization:
Affective commitment (want to)
Normative commitment (ought to)
Continuance commitment (have to)

1

Name of Measure

Moral Subscale

+ or −
Relationship

+
_
_

First Author
Etzioni
(1962)
(conceptual
definition
only)
Penley
(1988)
Allen (1990)

Affective Scale

+
+
_

“the relative strength of an
individual’s identification with and
involvement in a particular
organization” (p. 27)

Organizational
Commitment
Questionnaire

+

Mowday
(1982)
Porter (1974)

Dimensions of identification with,
involvement in, and loyalty to an
organization in which a person is
employed
“…an attitude, bound by time and
space, and sustained through an
interactive process, that arises from the
individual’s acceptance of the
organization’s goals and values, a
willingness to contribute to the
organization’s affairs, and a strong
desire to maintain a good relationship
with the organization” (p. 120)
nurses’ positive emotions and views
about the organization over time as an
accommodation to and reconciliation of
positive and negative events and
experiences

Organizational
Commitment
Scale

+

Cook (1980)

None

+

Liou (2008)

None

+

Manion
(2004)

See Appendix IV for studies and the measures used to operationalize the organizational commitment construct .
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Appendix IV describes the measures used to operationalize the organizational
commitment construct for studies in this meta-analysis. All measures are Likert-type
instruments consistent with interval level of measurement and Pearson correlation
statistics.
2.5.2 Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction has been characterized as a unidimensional or multidimensional
construct which describes an employee’s thoughts, feelings, or attitudes about one or
more aspects of their job or work. Theorists have differed in their conceptualizations of
the job satisfaction construct and how the construct is measured. Table 2.4 presents
various definitions of job satisfaction, measures, and relationships to transformational
leadership.
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Table 2.4: Job Satisfaction1: Definitions, Measures, and Relationship to
Transformational Leadership
Definitions of Job Satisfaction

a multifaceted concept or
multidimensional phenomenon related
people’s attitudes and feelings about job
factors and the degree to which what
people want from and consider
important to their jobs are met within a
social context
multidimensional construct made up of
elements essential to the enjoyment or
liking of a person’s job
thoughts about fulfillment or pleasure in
the work attributed to the leader’s
approach to the subordinate
an affective response to the job overall

an attitudinal response to the job overall
employee’s feelings about the job in
general
an attitudinal response of the worker to
the job in relation to his/her values and
what he/she wants and expects from the
job
an attitudinal response to intrinsic and
extrinsic factors related to the (nursing)
work
an attitudinal response to intrinsic
(aspects rewarding in themselves) and
extrinsic (exchange aspects such as pay
and benefits) factors of the job
an affective response to 5 dimensions of
the work: work itself, pay, promotion,
supervision, and coworkers & people
an attitudinal response to work factors
based on higher level work needs:
intrinsic task satisfaction, involvement
satisfaction, interpersonal satisfaction,
extrinsic satisfaction
1

Name of Measure

Index of Work
Satisfaction (IWS)

+ or −
Relationsh
ip
+

First Author

Stamps
(1986)
Stamps
(1997)

Work Satisfaction
Scale

+

Hinshaw
(1985)

Satisfaction with the
leader

+

Michigan
Organizational
Assessment
Questionnaire--Overall Job
Satisfaction
Overall Job
Satisfaction

+

Bass (1988;
1990; 2000;
2004)
Spector
(1996)

Job-in-General Scale

+

Shortell &
Rousseau
(1989)
Smith (1989)

Warr-Cook-Wall Job
Satisfaction Scale

+

Warr (1979)

Work Quality Index
(WQI)

+

Whitley
(1994)

Minnesota
Satisfaction
Questionnaire (MSQ)

+

Weiss (1967)

Job Descriptive Index
(JDI)

+

Smith (1969)

Job Characteristics
Instrument

+

Munson
(1974)

See Appendix V for studies and the measures used to operationalize the job satisfaction construct.
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+

Appendix V describes the measures used to operationalize the job satisfaction construct
for studies in this meta-analysis. All measures were consistent with Pearson correlation
statistical analysis.
The Job Descriptive Index (JDI) consists of a set of positive and negative adjectival
descriptors for five domains of the job satisfaction construct. The response set is “no”, “I
don’t know”, or “yes” with assigned scores of 0, 1, or 3, respectively, and yielded a
quantitative score. The Job-in-General Index (JIG) is an index of overall job satisfaction.
The JIG has the same response set and scoring as the JDI. Neither uses a Likert-type
scale. However, measurement experts have offered suggestions and recommendations
for using these ordinal-type scales with inferential statistical analysis (Pearson correlation
analysis).
Knapp (1990) discussed his position about using ordinal-level variables with
inferential statistics. He indicated that “...operationalists...are interested only in
consistent assignment of numbers to objects in order to understand quantitative
relationships between manifest variables and/or their underlying latent counterparts”
(p. 121). In his seminal paper on measurement, Stevens (1946) drew marked distinctions
among nominal (classifying), ordinal (rank-ordering), and interval/ratio (equal
differences/equal ratios) levels of measurement and their appropriate statistical analyses.
However, he acknowledged instances of pairing ordinal scales and inferential statistics by
social scientists which yielded “fruitful results” (p. 679). Stevens (1946) indicated that
ordinal measures with ordered and mutually exclusive categories, a zero point, and
numbers assigned to categories which generated a total score could qualify for use with
inferential statistics. The JDI and the JIG measures met Stevens’ (1946) three criteria of
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ordinal level of measure which could be used with inferential statistics. Knapp (1990)
addressed the importance of meaningful and appropriate interpretation of results when
using an ordinal scale and inferential statistics together. He suggested that interpretation
should avoid using differences and consider variations in results.
2.5.3 Turnover Intentions

Turnover intentions have different definitions depending on how an employee’s intent
is conceptualized within a particular study. Both intent to leave and intent to stay have
represented turnover intentions. Turnover models have demonstrated predictive
relationships between voluntary turnover and intent to leave (Hinshaw, Smeltzer, &
Atwood, 1987; Hom, Caranikas-Walker, & Prussia, 1992; Lucas, Atwood, & Hagaman,
1993; Parasuraman, 1989; Price & Mueller, 1986; Tett & Meyer, 1993) and intent to stay
(Alexander, Lichtenstein, Oh, & Ullman, 1998; Hom & Griffeth, 1991; Price & Mueller,
1981). Table 2.5 presents various definitions of turnover intention construct, measures,
and relationships to transformational leadership.
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Table 2.5: Turnover Intentions1: Definitions, Measures, and Relationship to
Transformational Leadership
Definitions of
Turnover Intentions
“the degree to which a staff
member thinks or is of the
opinion that s(he) will
voluntarily terminate her or his
present position”
“an individual’s perception of
the likelihood of discontinuing
membership in an
organization” (p. 17)
retention of nurses

Name of Measure
Anticipated Turnover
Scale (ATS)

+ or −
First Author
Relationship
−
Hinshaw (1984)

Intent to Leave Scale

−

Price (1986)

+

Cardin (1995)

intention to leave the job

Perceived
Effectiveness Scale2
Intent to Leave Scale

−

Bycio (1995)

intention to leave the
organization

Intention to Leave
Scale

−

Vandenberghe
(2002)

“‘forces’ underlying the choice
to stay or leave an
organization” (p. 669).

None

+/−

Maertz (2004)

“a multi-stage process
involving the voluntary
departure of employees from
their current position, and is
triggered by negative
psychological responses to
internal/external job context”
(p. 3).

None

−

Takase (2010)

1

See Appendix VI for studies and the measures used to operationalize the turnover intentions construct.
For the turnover intentions construct measured by intent to stay, intent to remain, or retention, the sign of its correlation coefficient
with transformational leadership was reversed to insure consistency with intent to leave, turnover intention, thoughts to leave, or
withdrawal cognitions representing the turnover intent variable. The magnitude of the correlation remained the same.
2

Appendix VI describes the measures used to operationalize the turnover intentions
construct for studies in this meta-analysis. All measures are Likert-type instruments
consistent with interval level of measurement and Pearson correlation statistics.
2.6 Moderator Variables in the Meta-analysis
The strength of meta-analysis resides not only in its ability to determine the overall
effect size relationships for the primary variables of interest across studies but also
variations in effect sizes for identified subgroups of studies. These variations in effect
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size between subgroups provide the context within which to interpret primary
relationships. Potential moderator variables of the important characteristics of studies in
this meta-analysis were selected and organized according to research methods, sample
factors, publication factors, and historic economic conditions.
2.6.1 Research Methods
Research methods provide a way to look at how each study included in the metaanalysis was conducted and whether specific or overall methodology accounts for
variations in effect size for the primary variables of interest. Sampling techniques and
type of transformational leadership instrumentation are two specific aspects of
methodology. Quality assessment rating of a study represents the overall quality of its
research methodology.
Sampling techniques, probability or non-probability, determine whether or not results
may be generalized beyond the sample to a particular population of which the sample is a
part and represents external validity of a study (Henry, 1990). Fang (2007) found in her
meta-analysis significant variations of effect size of the relationship between three types
of organizational climate and nurses’ job satisfaction according to sampling technique.
Studies using probability sampling demonstrated larger effect sizes than those using nonprobability sampling. Determining if there are significant variations in the strength of
effect size relationships of the primary variables according to probability and nonprobability subgroups would help to clarify the degree of robustness of the findings and
generalizability of results to the population of subordinate nursing personnel.
Type of transformational leadership instrumentation provides a measure of the
construct and is an aspect of validity of the individual studies. Fang (2007) found
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variations in effect size of the relationship between two types of organizational culture
and nurses’ job satisfaction according to type of organizational culture measure. Tett &
Meyer’s (1993) meta-analysis found significant variations in relationships between job
satisfaction and its correlates, organizational commitment and turnover
intentions/withdrawal cognitions according to the global job satisfaction scale dimension
moderator---single-item versus multi-items. Studies using multi-item scales
demonstrated larger effects than those using a single item scale. Variations in effect size
according to the type of transformational leadership instrument used in the current metaanalysis could inform researchers about the potential impact of various transformational
leadership instruments in their research. Nursing leadership could use this knowledge to
determine how to apply findings to administrative practices and leadership development.
Quality assessment rating of studies included in the meta-analysis is an important
standard of meta-analysis validity according to the Cochrane (www.cochrane.org) and
Campbell Collaborations (www.campbellcollaboration.org). In their examinations of
nursing workforce variables, both Fang (2007) and Zangaro (2005) found significant
variations in effect size between primary variables of interest according to study quality.
Studies assessed as higher quality demonstrated larger effects than lower quality studies.
Differentiating between higher and lower quality studies and determining their impact on
relationships between transformational leadership and selected workforce variables
would help nurse leaders to determine the usefulness of findings for leadership practices
vis-à-vis nursing subordinates.
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2.6.2 Sample Factors
Sample factors are subdivided into four subcategories: 1) demographics of the
subordinate nursing personnel: mean age and mean years in the current position;
2) functional positions of subordinate nursing personnel related to patient care position
and reporting relationship to the leader; 3) organizational factor: types of facilities, and;
4) study factors: number of research sites in each study and country of origin where the
study was conducted.
2.6.2.1 Demographics of subordinate nursing personnel
Age-cohort considerations for the nursing workforce are closely related to nursing
subordinate age and years in a current job. Wilson, Squires, Widger, Cranley, &
Tourangeau (2008) found “Baby Boomers” (born between1946-1964) were significantly
more satisfied with their jobs and several facets of their jobs than either “Gen-Xers”
(born between 1965-1979) or “Millennials” (Gen-Y) (born 1980 and onward). Lobo
(2010) reviewed the multigenerational nursing work force literature and found that
subordinate nursing personnel across the generations---“Baby Boomers”, “Gen X-ers”,
and “Millennials”---have different work philosophies, needs, competencies, and interests
which are important for transformational leaders to consider in relating to them
effectively. Including age and years in a current position as potential moderators of
transformational leadership and nurse workforce variables may guide nurse leaders to
tailor leadership approaches to improve individual and generation-specific satisfaction
with work and commitment to an organization in order to enhance retention based on
research evidence.
2.6.2.2 Functional positions of subordinate nursing personnel
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Tellez (2012) found in her survey of nurses in California that direct care nurses were
dissatisfied with their jobs in larger proportion than nurses in the indirect care (managers)
or mixed (direct and indirect) care positions such as nurse clinical specialists. Celik &
Hisar (2012) surveyed nurses in private, university, and public hospitals in Turkey.
Nurse administrators and specialist nurses reported significantly higher job satisfaction
than staff (ward) nurses. Ingersoll, Olsan, Drew-Cates, DeVinney, & Davies (2002)
reported significant differences in job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and
career intent for nurses in direct care, indirect care (managers, supervisors, educators,
nurses in non-health related jobs), and mixed care (advanced practice nurses) positions.
Direct care nurses reported significantly lower ratings than all other groups on job
satisfaction and organizational commitment. Advanced practice nurses (mixed care
group) reported a greater one-year and five-year likelihood of staying with the same
employer in the same job than direct care and indirect care groups. Based on the
evidence, determining whether type of patient care position has a moderating effect on
the relationship between transformational leadership and subordinate nursing workforce
variables in the current meta-analysis would help nurse leaders focus efforts on those
subordinate nursing personnel in particular nursing roles or patient care positions who
may warrant their attention to their work needs, concerns, and interests.
Leach (2005) and Avolio, Zhu, Koh, and Bhatia. (2004) found very small effect sizes
for direct and indirect reporting relationships of subordinate nursing personnel to the
nurse leader. However, in the same study, Avolio, et al (2004) found that structural
distance moderated the relationship between transformational leadership and
organizational commitment. Transformational leadership had a greater effect on
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organizational commitment at the indirect rather than direct level of relationship.
McCutcheon, Doran, Evans, McGillis Hall, & Pringle (2009) found that span of control
(the number of employees supervised) of the direct nurse (manager) leader moderated the
relationship between transformational leadership and nurse subordinate job satisfaction.
Wide span of control weakened the relationship between the transformational leadership
and nursing subordinate job satisfaction.
Reporting relationships are the most basic and essential organizational relationships in
nursing and health care. Conger & Kanunga (1998) have addressed the importance of a
leader’s impact on subordinates' attitudes and behaviors. Determining the impact of
direct and indirect reporting relationships on the relationship between transformational
leadership and subordinate workforce attitudes and behavior would focus leadership
development and strategies at the appropriate level where it would have needed positive
impact vis-à-vis subordinate nursing personnel.
2.6.2.3 Organizational Factor
Where nurses work and the type of facility where they work impact attitudes and
behaviors. Brewer & Nauenberg’s (2003) study in the Finger Lakes region of New York
found that hospital nurses reported significantly more job dissatisfaction and significantly
less commitment to the organization and than non-hospital nurses. Zangaro (2005) found
that type of facility (hospital versus specialty hospital) moderated effect size relationships
between staff RN job satisfaction and its correlates, autonomy and workplace
communication. The type of facility (hospital versus non-hospital) moderator for the
current meta-analysis would allow nurse leaders to determine applicability of results to
their particular organizations.
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2.6.2.4 Study Factors
The number of research sites offers a potential opportunity for greater variability and
diversity in respondents than a single research site. This is an important consideration in
looking at transformational leadership and nursing subordinate personnel variables.
Fang (2007) found variations in effect sizes for constructive culture, reward climate and
nurses’ job satisfaction according to the number of hospitals. Studies with one hospital
demonstrated a larger effect than studies of multiple hospitals for the relationship
between constructive culture and nurses’ job satisfaction. The trend was reversed in
examining the relationship between reward climate and job satisfaction.
Hofstede’s (2001) and Hofstede & Minkov’s (2011) research on the theory of cultural
differences as applied to the workplace support the importance of examining country of
study origin as a moderator in this meta-analysis. McNeese-Smith, et al. (2000) found in
their bi-national study of transformational leadership and subordinate nurses’
organizational commitment and job satisfaction that nurses in the Los Angeles (US)
sample scored higher mean ratings than the Shanghai (non-US) sample on organizational
commitment and job satisfaction. Zangaro (2005) used country of study origin (US and
non-US countries) as a moderator in his meta-analysis of job satisfaction and its
correlates, autonomy, job stress and workplace communication. Studies from the US had
larger effects than non-US studies on the relationships between nurses’ job satisfaction
and its correlates, job stress and workplace communication. Hofstede’s (2001) theory of
culture may then be applied to health care organizations. Knowledge of cultural impact
is relevant and applicable not only to a specific organizational locale but also to a subset
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of subordinate non-US nursing personnel who are employed in US health care
organizations.
2.6.3 Publication Factors
Type of publication is an important factor to consider as a potential moderator in this
meta-analysis. Dickersin (2005) suggests publication bias, a potential threat to validity of
the meta-analysis, is a result of many factors including biased publication of those studies
with larger, significant, and positive findings in the expected direction and omission of
studies because of smaller, non-significant or negative findings or hard-to-find
unpublished studies. Results from Fang’s (2007) meta-analysis showed variation in
effect for passive/defensive work culture and nurses’ job satisfaction according to type of
publication. Studies from journals demonstrated a larger effect than studies from
dissertations. For global climate in organizations and nurses’ job satisfaction, studies
from dissertations demonstrated a stronger effect than studies in journals. Publication
bias of the meta-analysis may be assessed by evaluation of variability of effect sizes
between published and unpublished studies according to type of publication.
Previous meta-analyses using century of study as a moderator have found variations in
effect size for primary nursing workforce variables.

Fang (2007) found variations in

effects for studies of passive/defensive work culture and nurses’ job satisfaction
according to century. Studies from the 21st century had a much stronger negative effect
than studies from the previous century. Zangaro (2005) found significant variations in
effect for the three relationships between staff RN job satisfaction and its correlates,
autonomy, job stress and workplace communication according to century. Studies
published in the 21st century showed stronger effects than those published in the 20th
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century. However, Irvine & Evans (1995) found no variation in effect for studies of
nurse job satisfaction and turnover before and including 1987 and studies published after
1987. Using century of the study as a moderator may assist nurse leaders to understand
potential variations in relationships between transformational leadership and nursing
subordinate workforce variables across studies and time periods.
2.6.4 Historic Economic Conditions
There are few nursing studies examining the role of historic economic conditions in
research on leadership and nursing subordinate attitudes and behaviors. Brewer &
Nauenberg’s (2003) nursing survey found that even though hospital nurses were
significantly more dissatisfied and less committed to their organizations than non-hospital
nurses, a very large percentage of hospital nurses (81.9%) planned to stay in their jobs.
Brewer & Nauenberg (2003) suggested that the economically depressed local labor
market at the time of data collection may have played a part in these discrepant findings.
Carsten and Spector (1987) conducted a meta-analysis examining the unemployment
rates and the job satisfaction-turnover and behavioral intention-turnover indices for
studies between 1947 through 1983. Their sample of studies included employees from
business, health care, service, clerical, and defense industries. Findings indicated that
studies with high unemployment rates demonstrated a smaller effect (-.18) than those
with low unemployment rates (-.52) on the job satisfaction-turnover relationship index.
There was a smaller variation in effects for the behavioral intentions-turnover index for
high unemployment rate (-.28) and low unemployment rate (-.36) studies. The authors
suggested that when the economy was strong, the job satisfaction-turnover relationship
was strong. When the economy was weak and there were few job alternatives, people
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tended to hold on to their jobs. This resulted in a weaker job satisfaction-turnover
relationship. Carsten & Spector’s (1987) findings and explanation of economic
conditions and workforce attitudes and behavior coincided with Brewer & Nauenberg’s
(2003) speculation about the role of economic conditions on the relationship between
nurses’ job satisfaction and turnover intentions in their study.
In this current meta-analysis, one way to understand the impact of economic
conditions on transformational leadership and nursing workforce variables was to create a
variable to reflect time periods of recession and non-recession years or the historic
economic conditions moderator. Because a study’s publication date and the actual year
of data collection may be and usually are different, the data collection year served as the
proxy variable and corresponded to recession and non-recession years for the current
meta-analysis. Carsten & Spector (1987) reported the range of lag time to publication of
findings for studies in their meta-analysis was one to eight years with a mean of 3.17
years (SD = 1.73 years). Using data collection year as the proxy variable adds precision
to the estimates. Knowledge of economic conditions during recession and non-recession
periods would inform transformational nurse leaders about the impact of these conditions
on subordinate nursing personnel commitment to the organization, satisfaction with work,
and turnover intentions.
2.7 Summary
This chapter examined transformational leadership theory as well as other leading
modern theories including charismatic, LMX, and trait theories of leadership. Essential
elements of the transformational leader-subordinate relationship included power and
influence, moral values, and motivation. Important subordinate nursing personnel
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correlates---organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions----were
defined and discussed in relationship to transformational leadership. This chapter
identified contextual variables selected a priori and supportive evidence for their use.
These moderators then provided the potential context within which to interpret the
primary relationships in this meta-analysis. Chapter 3 examines the meta-analysis
research methodology.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
3.1 Introduction
Meta-analysis is a rigorous, systematic process of accumulating relevant empirical
studies and using statistics to quantify and summarize findings from numerous separate
and independent studies to enhance the body of knowledge about a particular scientific
area of interest (Cooper & Hedges, 1994; Cooper, Hedges, & Valentine, 2009; Glass,
1976; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). The current body of evidence about the relationship
between transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment,
job satisfaction, and turnover intention demonstrates wide variations in findings and does
not account for these variations. This meta-analysis provides the following:
1) statistical estimates of the overall magnitude or size of the relationships
between transformational leadership and three nursing personnel variables
(organizational commitment, job satisfaction and turnover intentions) across
many studies;
2) statistical estimates of the impact of moderator variables (sampling design,
transformational leadership instrument, nursing personnel subordinate
patient care position, mean age of nursing personnel subordinates, job years,
reporting relations, type of facility, number of study sites, country of study
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origin, century of publication, type of publication, historic economic
conditions, and study quality) on the magnitude of the relationships between
the primary variables of interest, and;
3) larger overall sample size and more accurate population effect size estimate
than is available from individual studies alone.
This meta-analysis will equip nurse leaders with necessary data to determine how
important transformational leadership is to nursing subordinates’ commitment to the
organization, satisfaction with the job, and their intentions to leave across many studies
and how these results apply to their specific organizations. Additionally, this research
will provide evidence to inform decision-making about administrative policies and
practices to enhance recruitment and retention of high quality nursing personnel.
The method of meta-analysis is consistent with the purposes of this research study.
This chapter provides a description of the research design and methods, including
selection of relevant studies and the process of data coding and data extraction from
studies, an assessment of the quality of studies, statistical analyses of the effect size data,
and an evaluation of publication bias.
3.2 Study Design
The research design was retrospective and included completed studies which met the
inclusion criteria (Cooper & Hedges, 1994; Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005).
Additionally, according to Cooper and Hedges (1994), the research design consists of the
necessary steps required to perform a synthesis of the research studies. Figure 3.1
demonstrates those steps which include the following:
1) problem formulation (or research question) which is consistent with the
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research design and method, generates a sufficient number of empirical
studies for analysis of a given topic and population of interest, and provides
“fresh insights...to a field” (p. 9);
2) data collection or searching the literature which entails conducting an
exhaustive search of the literature, consulting with both methodological as
well as content experts, and contacting researchers to supplement data not
provided in primary research studies (p. 10);
3) data evaluation or data coding and extraction which requires ‘a priori’
designation of data (eg., primary variables of interest, effect size, sample size
and study characteristics), development of instruments for extracting data
relevant and necessary to the research area of interest and a quality
assessment instrument for studies (p. 10-11), and;
4) data analyses which are consistent with the design and statistical methods
necessary to evaluate the primary research question(s), conduct moderator
analysis (p. 11-12) and assess publication bias.
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Figure 3.1: Steps in the meta-analysis process
Problem
Formulation
Exhaustive Literature
Search/Data Collection

A priori
Data Coding and
Extraction
Data Analysis/
Interpretation of
Results

Methodological rigor, clarity, and transparency in reporting research studies,
individual studies as well as meta-analyses, are essential. Table 3.1 contains an
information matrix about reporting standards devised by groups of research
methodologists, medical researchers, statisticians, epidemiologists, and social scientists.
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Various guidelines for reporting on research include CONSORT (Consolidated Standards
of Reporting Trials) for individual randomized clinical trials (Schulz, Altman, & Moher
for the CONSORT Group, 2010), QUOROM (Quality of Reporting of Meta- Analyses)
for meta-analyses of randomized clinical trials (Moher, et al. for the QUOROM group,
1999), STROBE (Strengthening Reporting in Observational Studies in Epidemiology)
for individual observational studies (Vandenbroucke, et al. for the STROBE group,
2007), and MOOSE (Meta-Analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (Stroup,
et al. for the MOOSE group, 2000). For this meta-analysis examining independent
observational studies of transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions, reporting standards for research
studies are important to consider and will be addressed later in this chapter.
3.2.1 Protection of Human Subjects
According to the US Code of Federal Regulations, Title 45, Part 46, (Protection of
Human Subjects, 1991), human subject research involves obtaining data through
interaction or intervention with an individual or accessing private identifiable
information. This meta-analysis used descriptive and effect size data from studies which
had been completed, published (and unpublished) and available for review in the public
domain. This meta-Analysis is exempt from protection of human subject regulations
according to the US Code of Federal Regulations.
3.2.2 Sample and Population
In meta-analysis, the individual study is the unit of analysis. Studies included in this
meta-analysis were published or available for review from January 1, 1985 through June
30, 2010. The population included nursing personnel who worked in subordinate
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positions to the nurse leader they rated on transformational leadership. Subordinate
nursing personnel then provided self-ratings of organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, and turnover intentions (See Chapter 1, Section 1.6.7).
3.2.3 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To insure a rigorous and systematic process required for selection of studies for metaanalysis, an Inclusion Criteria Form (Appendix VII) was developed through an iterative
process in collaboration with members of the dissertation committee to select studies
consistent with the essential selection criteria of the current meta-analysis. This author
and a second expert reviewer independently reviewed the studies to determine eligibility
based on inclusion and exclusion criteria. The second reviewer was a PhD-prepared,
qualified and trained expert in meta-analysis methods as well as the social science
domain of nursing leadership of nursing personnel. The second reviewer received copies
of the Inclusion Criteria Form (Appendix VII) with copies of each of the studies for
initial review. The author and second reviewer discussed the inclusion criteria prior to
separate and independent coding of study inclusion criteria to determine eligibility for
inclusion. Exclusion criteria were specified as part of the study selection process based
on discussions with the second reviewer and dissertation committee members.
Eligible studies met the following predetermined inclusion criteria which are listed in
Table 3.2:
1) Each was published in English, or if unpublished, available for review in
English, from January 1, 1985 through June 30, 2010;
2) Each was a quantitative analysis from an empirical study;
3) The sample was nursing personnel in a subordinate position to the leader
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being evaluated [Note: Each respondent evaluated either their immediate
supervisor (direct leader) or a leader in a position of authority above their
immediate supervisor indirect leader)];
4) The sample included any nursing personnel providing direct and/or indirect
care to patients [Note: Direct care indicated working directly with patients
or clients. Indirect care indicated providing guidance, support, education,
supervision and evaluation of those who provide direct patient or client care.
Mixed group was included for those including characteristics of both direct
and indirect care functions];
5) The sample size was reported in the study for respondents who were in
subordinate positions to the leader being evaluated, and;
6) The study included sufficient statistical data to compute an effect size (ES)
between: TFL and organizational commitment; TFL and job satisfaction,
and; TFL and turnover intentions (ie., intent to leave, intent to stay or intent
to remain in the job or organization, or turnover rate).
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Table 3.2: Inclusion Criteria for Studies
Inclusion Criteria
1. The study was published in English, or if unpublished,
available for review in English, for the years January, 1985
through June 30, 2010.
2. The study is a quantitative analysis of an empirical study.
3. The study sample is in a subordinate position to the leaders
being evaluated. [Note: The respondents may be
evaluating their immediate supervisor (direct leader) or may
be evaluating someone in a position above their immediate
supervisor (indirect leader)]
4. The sample includes any Nursing personnel who provide
direct and/or indirect care to patients. [Note: Direct care means
working directly with patients or clients. Indirect care means
providing guidance, support, education, supervision and
evaluation of those who provide direct patient or client care.]
5. The sample size (N) is reported in the study for respondents
who are in subordinate positions to leaders being evaluated.
6. The study includes sufficient statistical data to compute an
effect size (ES) between:
TFL and organizational commitment
TFL and job satisfaction
TFL and turnover intentions (i.e., intent to leave, intent to stay
or intent to remain in the job or organization, or turnover
rate).

Yes

No

Studies which did not meet the inclusion criteria or were not accessible to the primary
researcher by June 30, 2010 were excluded. Exclusion criteria for studies included the
following:
1) inappropriate measures of primary constructs;
2) samples of nursing faculty, mixed samples of nursing and non-nursing
personnel, and nursing subordinates providing self-ratings on TFL in the
absence of rating a leader as well, and;
3) effect size magnitude of > .80 between the primary variables of interest.
When reviewers disagreed about whether a study met the eligibility for inclusion, both
discussed areas of disagreement until consensus was reached. A third independent expert
reviewer decision rule was in place to resolve any differences between the primary and
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second reviewer but was not required. Of the 44 studies selected for review, 28 met the
inclusion criteria and 16 were excluded based on the exclusion criteria. Studies excluded
from the meta-analysis were those which did not meet the inclusion criteria and clearly
met exclusion criteria mentioned earlier in this section. Only studies published in English
were included because of the lack of access to resources for translation services.
3.3 Data Collection
Search techniques for this meta-analysis included (1) searching electronic databases
and a research registry; (2) consulting research experts for studies not obtained from the
electronic databases and a registry; (3) footnote-chasing, and; (4) emailing researchers to
provide additional information about studies with incomplete information (Cooper &
Hedges, 1994; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001; Reed & Baxter, 2009; Rothstein & Hopewell,
2009). These techniques required a systematic method for accessing and accumulating
studies to insure adequate representation of studies meeting the criteria for inclusion in
the meta-analysis.
3.3.1 Conducting an Exhaustive Literature Search
White (1994) suggested the reason for the exhaustive search strategies is to obtain
studies which may not be within the regular scope of the researcher’s literature review
experience (p. 44). Hopewell, Clarke, and Mallett (2005) indicated that an exhaustive
literature search requires a comprehensive list of possible studies relevant to answer the
research question(s) (p. 49). Failure to obtain a representative sample of studies may
introduce bias and jeopardize the validity of any findings from the meta-analysis (Reed &
Baxter, 2009; Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005). Accessing published and
unpublished research studies or studies not controlled by commercial publishers, also
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known as grey or fugitive literature, minimizes the risk of bias and increases the
likelihood of obtaining a representative sample for the meta-analysis (Hopewell, et al.,
2005; Rothstein & Hopewell 2009).
3.3.2 Searching Electronic Databases
This author consulted with a University of Maryland Health Sciences and Human
Services librarian to assist in identifying relevant electronic databases and search
strategies to insure a comprehensive search. Appendix VIII provides a matrix for the
computerized databases, with primary keywords, timeframe parameters, and database
publishers, used to access potential published and unpublished studies of transformational
leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and/or
turnover intentions. Those databases included nursing and allied health, social science,
business, sociology, psychology, and management literature for published research
articles as well as unpublished dissertations and theses.
Delimiters of the search parameters included language, timeframe, quantitative
analysis (with effect size data and sample size), and population restrictions. Table 3.2
provides information about the inclusion criteria. Studies were restricted to those written
in English because of the problem of funding for translation services for those written in
a language other than English. The timeframe, January, 1985 through June 30, 2010, was
selected because the initial date was around the time of the development of the first
transformational leadership measures and the end date was the predetermined cut off of
for the accumulation of studies for the current research. Of necessity, studies were
limited to those providing sample size (N) and effect size data (or sufficient statistical
information to compute an effect size) for one or more of the primary relationships of
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interest. The population limits were all studies including nursing personnel in
subordinate positions to the leader being evaluated (See Chapter 1, Section 1.6.7).
In addition to the keywords indicated in Appendix VIII, other secondary keywords
included “nursing personnel”, “nursing staff”, “nursing management”, “nurse managers”,
“nurse executives”, “nurse leaders”, “transformational leadership”, “job satisfaction”,
“work satisfaction”, “organizational commitment”, “job commitment”, “personnel
turnover”, “intent to leave”, and “intent to stay”. In order to enhance and include a
comprehensive list of relevant studies, Boolean strategy using “AND” and “OR” for the
primary and secondary keywords was used. The search of 13 electronic databases
yielded 11,450 citations.
3.3.3 Accessing Registry Information for Transformational Leadership Research
Dr. Bruce Avolio, a transformational leadership expert and co-developer of the
transformational leadership measure, the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ),
suggested the transformational leadership database at www.mindgarden.com (email
communication, March 24, 2010). However, Dr. Robert Most, president of Mind
Garden, Inc., indicated that the large database maintained a confidential list of
researchers which precluded access to them (email communication, March 25, 2010).
There was no intermediary to determine studies meeting the criteria for this study who
could contact researchers for permission to obtain information about unpublished data.
Therefore, there may have been additional studies about transformational leadership and
the nursing personnel variables of interest relevant to this meta-analysis, but information
about relevant data and researchers was inaccessible to the investigator of this metaanalysis.
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3.3.4 Consulting Experts on Transformational Leadership
In addition to contacting Dr. Avolio as described above in section 3.3.3, this
investigator contacted several other experts on transformational leadership research as
well. Professor Sabine Stordeur (email communication, April 27, 2010), a nurse
researcher who had conducted transformational leadership studies in Europe, suggested
contact with one of her colleagues and fellow researcher familiar with the European
Nurses’ Early Exit (NEXT) studies across Europe. Several emails were sent to Professor
D’Hoore: 1) an initial email of introduction and information about the substantive
research interest (email, April 27, 2010), and; 2) three follow up emails, the first to
clarify his questions about information requested (email, April 28, 2010), and the last two
as reminders about the initial request for research information related to the European
NEXT studies for possible inclusion in the meta-analysis (email, June 4, 2010; June 29,
2010). There was no follow up email communication from him about potentially eligible
studies. This strategy was unsuccessful in obtaining any additional studies.
During the 2009 International Nursing Administration Research Conference (INARC)
in Baltimore, Maryland, this investigator spoke with several nurse researchers and leaders
about possible studies for review for the meta-analysis. The study which several nurse
researchers suggested (Drenkard, 2005) was a duplicate of the one obtained from the
electronic database search. Dr. Karren Kowalski suggested contact with another nurse
researcher who completed an unpublished narrative review, but attempts to contact her
were unsuccessful.
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3.3.5 Contacting Researchers for Additional Information
Several researchers emailed additional information about effect size estimates
(Larrabee, email, October 29, 2010; Leach, email, September 13, 2010) and reliability
estimates for instruments (Failla, email, October 4, 2010; Leach, email, September 13,
2010) after initial email contact from this investigator. Another researcher reported on
two additional independent sources of data from his research on transformational
leadership and nursing personnel job satisfaction, one published and one unpublished
(Fuller, email, September 9, 2010). Further information was unavailable from the
researcher after a follow up request (email communication to Dr. Fuller, September 9,
2010). Therefore, two sources of effect size and sample size data relevant to this metaanalysis were inaccessible to this investigator and unable to be included in the current
meta-analysis.
3.3.6 Footnote Chasing
Footnote chasing is using other authors’ footnotes or references to obtain potential
primary studies relevant to the meta-analysis (White, 2009). This researcher found
Larrabee, et al.’s (2003) study after reviewing Cumming, et al.’s (2010) systematic
review. Although Larrabee, et al.’s (2003) study was in several electronic databases,
transformational leadership was a secondary variable of interest in the study. As a result,
the author missed this study initially by reviewing the electronic databases. Footnote
chasing added one additional study which provided effect size data for this meta-analysis
(See section 3.3.5 for effect size data for transformational leadership and intent to leave
in Larrabee, et al.’s (2003) study.).
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3.3.7 Summary of the Exhaustive Literature Review
Cumming, et al.’s (2010) narrative review provided a model of comprehensiveness in
accumulating studies against which to compare the current search for studies of
transformational leadership and the primary variables of interest. Their research
represented a comprehensive and broad approach to leadership in nursing and a
qualitative review of various types of nursing leadership and related variables, but did not
include unpublished studies. The use of multiple search strategies to find relevant studies
for the current meta-analysis of transformational leadership and nursing personnel
organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions reflected current
standards of extensive literature search and yielded an accessible group of published and
unpublished empirical studies to proceed with the meta-analysis. As reported in Sections
3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.3.5, there were other potentially eligible studies which were
inaccessible to the primary reviewer and may have been relevant to the current metaanalysis.
3.3.8 Selecting Studies for Meta-Analysis
According to CONSORT (Schulz, et al., 2010), QUOROM (Moher, et al., 1999), and
STROBE (Vandenbroucke, et al., 2007) reporting standards, the flow diagram
demonstrates the process of sample selection for studies. Figure 3.2 represents a
schematic diagram for the selection process of studies for this meta-analysis.
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Figure 3.2: Flow Diagram of the Study Selection Process
Total number of citations reviewed from
13 computerized databases searched
N = 11,450
Total number of
citations reviewed and
excluded from abstract
review
N = 10,922

Total number of
abstracts reviewed
N = 528

Total number of
abstracts excluded
N = 332
Total number of full text studies
retrieved from computerized search
(n = 196) and footnote chasing (n = 1)
(Larrabee, 2003)
N = 197
Total number of full
text studies reviewed
and excluded by
primary reviewer
N = 80
Excluded Duplicates:
Articles:
n = 69
Dissertations to
Articles:
n= 4
N = 73

.

Number of full text studies for
review of inclusion criteria by two
independent reviewers
N = 44
Number of studies added
with additional statistical
information through email
contact with primary
researcher
N=2

Number of full text
studies excluded after
two independent
raters’ reviews
N = 18

Total number of studies included in the
meta-analysis
N = 28
(15 published and 13 dissertations/theses)
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This primary researcher searched 13 computerized databases which yielded 11,450
citations. Of that number, 10,922 were excluded from abstract review because titles
indicated they were irrelevant to the current study. The remainder of abstracts reviewed
was 528. After this primary researcher reviewed the remaining abstracts, 332 were
excluded because they did not meet one or more of the inclusion criteria. The primary
researcher retrieved and reviewed 196 full text articles to determine whether they met
inclusion criteria. From the Cummings et al.’s (2010) reference list, the primary
researcher identified an additional study (Larrabee, et al., 2003). From the review of the
197 full text studies, this primary reviewer excluded 80. Of the remaining 117 full texts,
there were 69 duplicate articles and 4 dissertations which had been published. The
primary researcher and a second expert reviewer examined the remaining 44 full text
studies to determine whether studies met the inclusion criteria. Of the remaining 44 full
text published and unpublished studies, 18 were excluded by consensus of the two
reviewers. Two studies were added with additional information obtained from the
primary researchers (Larrabee, et al., 2003; Leach, 2005). Both reviewers reached
consensus on including the final 28 studies in the meta-analysis on the relationship
between transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment,
job satisfaction, and turnover intentions.
3.4 Data Coding Forms
Data coding forms were developed to extract study data necessary to analyze and
answer the research questions for this meta-analysis (Stock, 1994; Valentine, 2009;
Wortman, 1994). Two forms were developed for this meta-analysis on transformational
leadership. The Data Codebook and Data Extraction Form (Appendix IX) was developed
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to enable identification and extraction of categorical data related to study characteristics
and effect size data from studies relevant to the domain of nursing leadership and the
research questions. The Study Quality Rating Checklist (Appendix X) was developed to
assess the quality of each study to be used in sensitivity analysis.
3.4.1 Data Codebook and Data Extraction Form
The Data Codebook and Data Extraction Form was developed through an iterative
process in collaboration with members of the dissertation committee to create a
parsimonious data collection tool to identify and extract essential elements from each
study. The initial data collection tool consisted of more than 100 items. The final form
contained 58 items. The 58-item tool was organized by four categories:
1) Publication information;
2) Methods;
3) Sample information, and;
4) Instrumentation and statistical information related to subordinate nursing
personnel.
Table 3.3 provides a sample of the types of items on the coding form for each category.
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Table 3.3: Examples of Data Coding Categories and Types of Items1
Publication
Information

Methods

Sample
Information

004. Study Author(s)

009. Survey
method

013. Country of
study

005. Study Title

010. Data
collection
Procedure

014. Geographic
locale of
study

006. Publication year

011. Response
rate
reported

015. Type of
facility
for study

007. Data collection
Year

012. Average
response
rate

016. Single or
Multisites

008. Type of
publication

1

017.
Direct/indirect
reporting
relationship
subordinate to
leader
018.-027.
Demographic
characteristics of
subordinate
sample
including sample
size

See Data Coding and Extraction Form in Appendix IX
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Instrumentation
and Statistical
Information
030.-036.
Transformational
Leadership measures:
name of measure;
description; reliability
estimates;
037.-044.
Organizational
Commitment measures:
name of measure;
description; reliability
estimates;
TFL/OC correlation
coefficient
(effect size)
045.-052.
Job Satisfaction
measures: name of
measure; description;
reliability estimates;
TFL/JS correlation
coefficient
(effect size)
053.-058.
Turnover Intentions
measures: name of
measure; description;
reliability estimates;
TFL/TI correlation
coefficient
(effect size)

The Data Codebook and Extraction Form was constructed as a paper and pencil coding
form. This author and the second reviewer examined the 58 items in the Data Codebook
and Extraction Form. The second reviewer received paper copies of the coding form for
each of the 28 studies selected for this meta-analysis. The author and second reviewer
met and discussed the Data Codebook and Data Extraction Form prior to separate and
independent coding of studies and data extraction to insure mutual understanding of the
items prior to the coding process, increase inter-rater reliability, and minimize coding
errors. A third independent expert coder decision rule was in place to resolve any
unresolved differences between the author and second coder.
Because of the small number of studies for this meta-analysis, pilot testing was not
conducted using a small, random sample of the 28 studies in order to avoid an upward
biasing of inter-rater reliability estimates. Both reviewers separately and independently
coded each of the 58 items on coding forms for each of the 28 studies. Percent agreement
was used to estimate the inter-rater reliability coefficient for each item on the coding
form as well as the overall inter-rater reliability coefficient for all 28 studies. Percent
agreement, the number of observations agreed upon/the total number of observations *
100, was used for the categorical data (Orwin, 1994; Waltz, Strickland, & Lenz, 2005).
The overall estimate of inter-rater reliability for the Data Codebook and Data Extraction
items for the 28 studies was .94. Across all items of the Data Codebook and Data
Extraction Form, there was 94% agreement between the author and second reviewer.
Areas of disagreement on item coding included response rate, effect size statistics,
sample size and sample characteristics. Both coders reviewed the studies, discussed
items where disagreement occurred and reached consensus on all items.
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3.4.2 Study Quality Rating Checklist
The Study Quality Rating Checklist (Appendix X) was developed through an iterative
process in collaboration with members of the dissertation committee. The Quality
Rating Checklist represented a measure to evaluate the validity of individual studies
included in this meta-analysis and determine the degree to which relationships between
transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment, job
satisfaction and turnover intentions might be affected by the quality of the studies.
Fundamental to the validity of a research study is the assessment of the degree to
which the individual studies control for potential threats to validity (Cook & Campbell,
1979; Valentine, 2009; Wortman, 1994). The definition of validity related to research is
“the approximate truth of the inference (or claim) about a relationship” (Valentine, 2009,
p. 130). Potential threats to validity of findings of individual studies may jeopardize the
overall validity of meta-analysis. Evaluation of potential threats to construct, statistical
conclusion, and external validity was essential (Cook & Campbell, 1979) for the
observational studies included in this meta-analysis.
Construct validity is the ability to identify and define all attributes of concepts related
to a theory or model, apply those attributes to observable phenomena (variables), and use
reliable and valid measures of phenomena in order to test relationships between or among
phenomena of interest (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Statistical conclusion validity is the
ability to make legitimate claims about relationships between and among variables based
on statistical analysis (Cook & Campbell, 1979). External validity is the ability to
generalize findings beyond the sample “across populations of time, persons and settings”
(Cook & Campbell, 1979, p. 39).
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Another consideration in assessing quality of individual studies for this meta-analysis
is quality of reporting. Reporting guidelines for studies require adherence to publication,
design and methodological standards in order for readers to determine the methodological
rigor and validity of the study under review. Quality of reporting provides additional
essential information not captured by the potential threats to validity. For example,
research questions or hypotheses provide information about relationships being examined
or tested. The research questions or hypotheses organize and drive the research process.
Because of this, reporting research questions or hypotheses should be included as a
quality item. Another example of quality of reporting is providing a description of
instruments in order for readers to determine whether the instruments used in the research
represent a measure of the constructs in the study. Description of instruments should be
included as a quality item.
Although editorial decisions made by publications to exclude certain information may
have resulted in lowering quality ratings for individual studies in this meta-analysis, the
Study Quality Rating Checklist items reflected the attributes of study quality for this
meta-analysis. Study quality included both elements of validity for observational studies
and quality standards of reporting. The Study Quality Rating Checklist items were
organized into two quality categories:
1. Potential threats to construct, statistical conclusion and external validity (Cook &
Campbell, 1979), and;
2. Quality standards of reporting on research:
a. CONSORT guidelines (Schulz, et al., 2010),
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7015/8/18, and;
b. STROBE guidelines (Vandenbroucke, et al., 2007)
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www.strobe-statement.org.
The 13-item Study Quality Rating Checklist (Appendix X) was constructed as a pencil
and paper form. The second reviewer received a copy of the Study Quality Rating
Checklist Codebook which explained each item and scoring options in detail (Appendix
XI) to insure mutual understanding of the items and the scoring process, increase interrater reliability, and minimize scoring errors. Each reviewer coded the forms separately
and independently for the 28 studies. Table 3.4 shows the 13 items, quality categories,
scoring methods and options for each quality item as well as the overall quality item.
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Table 3.4: Study Quality Rating Checklist
Items

1. Theory, Conceptual/
Structural Model was
Reported
2. Conceptual definition of
TFL was reported
3. Research questions/
hypotheses were clearly
stated
4. Study design was reported

Validity Threat
or
Quality of Reporting

Options

Construct

No = 0
Yes = 1

Construct

No =
Yes =
No =
Yes =

Quality of Reporting

Quality of Reporting

5. Sampling design

External

6. Survey response rate

External

7. Description of TFL
measure

Quality of Reporting

8. Sample-specific reliability
estimate for the TFL measure

Statistical Conclusion

9. Validity of the TFL
measure reported
10. Descriptions of the OC, JS
and/or TI measures

Construct

11. Sample-specific reliability
estimate for the OC, JS
and/or TI measures
12. Validity of the OC, JS
and/or TI was measures
reported
13. Total Quality Rating Score

Scoring Methods

Quality of Reporting

Statistical Conclusion

Construct

Score

0
1
0
1

No = 0
Yes = 1
Probability
=
2
Non-probability =
1
Not reported =
0
> 40%
=2
< 40%
=1
Not reported = 0
Complete = 2
Partial
=1
Not at all = 0
> .70
=2
< .70
=1
Not reported = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Complete = 2
Partial
=1
Not at all = 0
> .70
=2
< .70
=1
Not reported = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

The Study Quality Rating Checklist is a 13-item categorical measure designed
specifically for this meta-analysis to evaluate the quality of the individual studies. The
first 12 items represented a sample of items reflecting the two quality categories: 1)
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Elements of validity (for observational studies) and 2) Quality of reporting items. The
last (13th) item represented the summed scores of items (1-12). There were two methods
for assigning scores: 1) zero (0) or one (1) for items 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, and 12, and; 2) zero (0),
one (1), or two (2) for items 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11. The 13th item represented the summed
score for the 12 quality items to provide an overall study quality score for each of the 28
studies. The range of total points was zero (0) to nineteen (19). Any studies with scores
calculated to be at 75% or above (assessed points of 15 to 19) were designated “higher”
quality studies. Any studies with scores calculated below 75% (assessed points of 14 and
below) were designated “lower” quality studies. Those studies with scores at 75% or
above were considered a lower threat to study quality. Studies with scores below 75%
were considered a higher threat to study quality.
Estimating instrument reliability and validity of the study quality measure was
essential to the meta-analysis. Validity refers to the ability of an instrument to measure
what it claims to measure (Soeken, 2005). Reliability, a condition for validity, refers to
the consistency of responses across items of an instrument which measures the
attribute(s) it is designed to measure (Waltz, et al, 2005). Members of the dissertation
committee served as content experts on the construction, review, and critique of drafts of
this Study Quality Rating Checklist. A review of the literature provided exemplars of
study quality instruments in studies of nursing leadership (Cummings, et al., 2010),
organizational (Fang, 2007) and nursing workforce variables (Fang, 2007; Zangaro,
2005; Zangaro & Soeken, 2007). There were multiple iterations in the development of
the final version of the Study Quality Rating Checklist for this meta-analysis.
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Inter-rater reliability was assessed using percent agreement to determine the
consistency of agreements across items by estimating the reliability coefficient for the
Study Quality Rating Checklist. The overall estimate of inter-rater reliability for the 12
items (minus the summed item 13) across the 28 studies was .81. Across all items of the
Quality Rating Checklist, there was 81% agreement between the author and second
reviewer. The percent agreement ranged from a high of 96% for quality item two
(Conceptual definition of transformational leadership was reported) and three (Research
questions or hypotheses were clearly stated) to a low of 54% for item 12 (Valid measures
for OC, JS and TI was reported). The author and second reviewer discussed areas of
disagreement and reached consensus on all items.
Members of the dissertation committee provided their expertise as content specialists
in the domain of nursing leadership of as well as research design, methodology, and
statistical analysis. A review of the literature revealed exemplars of study quality
instruments in studies of nursing leadership (Cummings, et al., 2010), organizational
(Fang, 2007) and nursing workforce variables (Fang, 2007; Zangaro, 2005; Zangaro &
Soeken, 2007). The Study Quality Rating Checklist was revised multiple times to reflect
the defined attributes of study quality and the domains of transformational leadership,
organizational commitment, job satisfaction and turnover intentions. The process of
instrument development served as an element of content validity for the Quality Rating
Checklist.
3.5 Data Analysis
Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (2nd version) (Borenstein, et al., 2005) was the
statistical software program used to analyze the data and provide graphical
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representations of results. The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was the effect size
statistic used to describe the direction and magnitude of the relationships between
transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, and turnover intentions in the individual studies included this meta-analysis.
Cohen (1988) defined the accepted statistical standard for what are considered small
( <.10) (p. 79), medium (.30 - .49) (p. 80) and large ( >.50) (p. 80) effect size values for
social science and behavioral research. His standard for small, medium and large effect
size values was the basis for interpreting the effect size results in this meta-analysis.
Methods of data analysis used to answer the research questions and provide additional
information about the representativeness of studies selected for the meta-analysis
(publication bias) included the following:
1) pooled effects analysis based on random effects and fixed effect models to estimate
the overall weighted effect size relationships between the transformational leadership and
nursing personnel organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions;
2) analysis of homogeneity of effect size variance to determine the presence of
significant variability across studies for the primary variables of interest to warrant
moderator analysis;
3) Odd man out analysis to determine the influence of individual studies on the
heterogeneity of effect size variance;
4) subgroup analysis, a type of moderator analysis, to estimate variations in
magnitude of effect sizes between the primary variables accounted for by categorical
moderator variables;
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5) sensitivity analysis, a type of moderator analysis, to evaluate the robustness of
results according to quality of the studies for the primary variables of interest, and;
6) assessment of publication bias to determine whether there was a sufficient
representation of studies to reduce the likelihood of biased summary effect estimates.
Statistical procedures used to answer the research questions about the overall
magnitude of effects between transformational leadership and nursing personnel
organizational commitment (Section 1.5.1), job satisfaction (Section 1.5.3) and turnover
intentions (Section 1.5.5), will be grouped and reviewed in Section 3.5.1 as research
questions 1a, 1b, and 1c. Statistical procedures used to answer the research questions
about the variations in magnitude of effects according to sampling design,
transformational leadership instrument, subordinate nursing personnel patient care
position, mean age of nursing personnel subordinates, mean years in the current job, type
of reporting relationships, type of facility, number of study sites, country of study origin,
century of publication, type of publication, historic economic conditions, and study
quality (Sections 1.5.2, 1.5.4, 1.5.6) will be grouped and reviewed in Section 3.5.2 as
research questions 2a, 2b, and 2c.
3.5.1 Research question 1
a. What is the overall magnitude of the relationship between transformational
leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment?
b. What is the overall magnitude of the relationship between transformational
leadership and nursing personnel job satisfaction?
c. What is the overall magnitude of the relationship between transformational
leadership and nursing personnel turnover intentions?
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This section presents the statistical procedures used to conduct pooled effects analyses
and answer research questions 1a, 1b and 1c about the overall magnitude or strength of
the relationship between transformational leadership and nursing personnel correlates.
For meta-analysis, the essential data from each study were the correlation coefficients
between transformational leadership and nursing personnel variables and the sample size
(N) for the nursing personnel subordinates who rated their the nurse leaders on
transformational leadership. For those data, standard formulas were applied to obtain the
statistical results to answer the first set of research questions.
Pearson correlation coefficients (r) represented the effect size statistic for
transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational commitment, job
satisfaction and turnover intentions in the individual studies. For studies where there
were separate correlation coefficients for subscales measuring more than one dimension
of the relationship between constructs, the mean of the subscale correlation coefficients
was calculated. This correlation coefficient was then used in the analysis.
Each of the correlation coefficients (rs) representing relationships between
transformational leadership and the other variables was converted to the Fisher’s z metric
(Fisher, 1970) (zr) to normalize distributions, stabilize variances (Shadish & Haddock,
2009, p. 264) and minimize biasing estimates (Rosenthal, 1994, p. 240): 0.5 [In (1+ r /1r)] (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins & Rothstein, 2009, p. 98). The variance (V) for each
transformed effect size (zr) was estimated by calculating the inverse of the corresponding
sample size minus 3 or (1/N-3) (p. 98). Weighting of studies (Wi) was calculated by the
inverse of the variance (1/Vi) for each corresponding zr in the studies (p. 99). The mean
weighted effect size (MWES) was calculated by dividing the sum of the weights * zi by
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the sum of the weights for each study (ΣWi.zi/ ΣWi) (p. 100). The variance of the MWES
was computed from the inverse of the sum of the weights (1/ ΣWi) (p. 100). The standard
error (SE) of the MWES was computed from the square root of the variance (√VMWES).
The 95% Confidence Interval (CI) was the obtained by calculating the following:
MWES + (1.96 * SE) (p. 100).
In order to obtain results which were easy to interpret, the effect size and Confidence
Interval (CI) were transformed from the Fisher’s z metric back to the Pearson correlation
coefficient, r, with the 95% CI. The Fisher’s z-to-r conversion and 95% CI were
obtained from the following formulas (Borenstein, et al., 2009; Fisher, 1970): (e(2Z) − 1)
/ (e(2Z) + 1) = r;
Lower Limit (LLr) = [(e(2* lower limit fromZ) − 1) /(e(2* lower limit fromZ) +1)];
Upper Limit (ULr) = [(e(2* upper limitt fromZ) − 1) /(e(2*upper limit fromZ) +1)].
The above statistical procedures demonstrated the process of obtaining results for the
pooled effects analyses. The overall mean weighted effect sizes (MWES) and 95%
Confidence Intervals (CI) were used to answer research questions 1a, 1b and 1c.
3.5.2 Fixed effect v. Random effects models
The two statistical models used to analyze data in meta-analysis were the fixed effect
and random effects models. The fixed effect model assumes all studies share a common
effect size; all variability is due to sampling error, and; assigns weights to minimize
within-study error (Borenstein, et al., 2009, p. 67). This model assumes that all studies
vary only in terms of the sizes of their samples with all else being equal. The individual
weighting of studies is related exclusively to sample size with larger studies allocated
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larger weighting than smaller studies. Larger studies are assumed to have a more precise
estimate of the common effect size than smaller ones.
The random effects model assumes true effect sizes may vary and represent a random
sample of distribution of effect sizes. Therefore, the overall mean of the effect size in a
meta-analysis is estimated from this random sample. As a result, weighting studies in the
random effects model accounts for both within-study variance and between-study
variance. The tau squared (τ2) value, which represents the variance of true effects, is
added to the weighting equation from the fixed effect model to control between-study
error. Calculating τ2 requires the following steps (Borenstein, et al., 2009, p. 101):
1) calculation of the Q statistic (ΣWi.zi2) - [(ΣWi.zi)2/ (ΣWi)] and degrees of freedom (df)
which is the number of studies minus one (1) or (k − 1), and;
2) calculation of a Constant: ΣWi − [(ΣWi)2 / ΣWi].
Using the Q statistic, df, and the Constant, the formula for calculating the τ2 statistic is
Q − df / C.
Under the random effects model, the weighting for each study (W1*) equals the inverse of
the variance (V1) plus τ2 or 1 / V1 + τ2. The same τ2 estimate is used for all studies. The
random effects model decreases the influence of sample size and provides a more
equitable distribution of weighting for the individual studies.
All of the quantitative analyses in this meta-analysis generated the data from the
perspectives of both models. Results from both models will be presented in Chapter 4
and discussed in Chapter 5.
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3.5.3 Odd Man Out procedure
The Odd Man Out procedure was conducted to determine the existence of any
influential individual studies in the event of heterogeneity of effect sizes (ie., a significant
Q value) (Walker, Martin-Mareno, & Artalejo, 1988). For each of the primary
relationships, one study was removed at a time to examine whether the remaining effect
sizes would demonstrate homogeneity of variance. The purpose of this procedure was to
determine whether one study exclusively accounted for heterogeneity for a particular
relationship. Using the Odd Man Out procedure provided a way to reduce the potential
for biased results by omitting an unduly influential study if one existed.
3.5.4 Research question 2 (a., b., c.)
Are there variations in the magnitude of the effects according to sampling
design, transformational leadership instrument, subordinate nursing personnel
patient care position, mean age of nursing personnel subordinates, job years,
reporting relations, type of facility, number of study sites, country of study
origin, century of publication, type of publication, historic economic conditions,
and study quality?
The Q statistic, the test of homogeneity of effect size variance and obtained during the
pooled effects analysis, represents the amount of effect size dispersion around the mean
of the effects (Borenstein, et al., 2009) and is required to determine the viability of
conducting moderator analyses (See Section 3.5.2 for the formula to calculate the Q
statistic). The Q statistic is based on the chi-square distribution with k −1 degrees of
freedom (df) where k is the number of studies (Borenstein, et al., 2009). The chi-square
distribution is “a probability distribution of the sum of squares of normally distributed
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data...” and is used to “test hypotheses about categorical data” (Field, 2009, p. 782). The
Q is defined as the observed weighted sum of squares, and df is defined as the expected
weighted sum of squares. If the Q value is greater than Q − df, then the Q statistic
indicates the observed variation is attributed to excess variation in effects across studies
(Borenstein, et al., 2009, p. 110).
When a Q value is below the critical value of the chi-square probability distribution,
then there is evidence of homogeneity of effect sizes and no significant variability in
effect sizes across studies for the primary variable of interest. When a Q value is at or
exceeds the critical value of the chi-square probability distribution, then there is evidence
for heterogeneity of effect size variance across studies for the primary variables of
interest. A significant Q value suggests evidence for other factors (moderators)
accounting for the variability in effect sizes across studies of the primary variables of
interest. Therefore, moderator analyses---subgroup and sensitivity analyses---are
warranted to answer research questions 2a, 2b and 2c if evidence of heterogeneity of
effect size exits.
Moderator analysis provided a way to obtain important information about effect size
estimates across studies by analyzing variables which may account for variations in effect
size estimates for relationship of the primary variables of interest (Hall, Rosenthal,
Tickle-Degnen, & Mosteller, 1994). Two types of moderator analysis conducted were
subgroup and sensitivity analyses.
Moderator variables for subgroup analysis were study characteristics (ie., categorical
variables) (Hall, et al., 1994). A priori categories of moderators and category elements in
this meta-analysis were the following:
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1) research methods (probability sampling, TFL instrumentation, and quality rating
assessment);
2) sample factors (demographic characteristics of the study and subordinate nursing
personnel sample);
3) publication factors (type of publication and century of the study), and;
4) temporal factors (historic economic conditions---year of data collection served as the
proxy variable.).
Sensitivity analysis, the second type of moderator analysis, was very important in the
meta-analysis because it provided evidence about meta-analytic robustness (Orwin,
1994). Orwin (1994) discussed the importance of determining “whether research
findings were ‘sensitive’ to variations in methodological quality” (p. 157). This author,
in collaboration with members of the dissertation committee, created a study quality
variable and developed a measure to analyze whether study quality accounted for
variations in effect size relationships of the primary variables across studies. Sensitivity
analysis was conducted to examine the impact of the two study quality groups (Higher
and Lower) on the effect size relationships.
Subgroup and sensitivity analyses were used to examine variability of mean effects
based on studies in the different subgroups. The method used to analyze subgroup data
was a Q-test based on analysis of variance for categorical variables (Borenstein, et al.,
2009, p. 157). This variation of the ANOVA for F tests provided a way to determine
whether the categorical variable, or moderator, accounted for the excess variability of
effect size. The QTotal or QT is the total variance around the grand mean. The QT is
partitioned into variance within-groups, Qw, of studies around their means, and variance
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between-groups, QB, around the group means. The QB statistic represents the variability
between group means and the Qw statistic represents the within group variability. A
significant QB indicates heterogeneity and suggests evidence that the mean effect sizes
between subgroups of the categorical variable vary by more than sampling error. A nonsignificant Qw indicates homogeneity within groups and suggests evidence that excess
variability in effect sizes between the subgroups of the categorical variable can be
attributed to the QB statistic. However, if the Qw statistic is significant for one or more
of the subgroups, then the QB statistic must be interpreted with caution because there may
be other sources of variability in effect size between or among subgroups (Borenstein, et
al., 2009; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001).
3.5.5 Publication Bias
Publication bias is the result of one or more of the following factors:
1) exclusion of unpublished studies; 2) omission of studies inaccessible to the researcher;
3) omission of unpublished studies due to negative findings, non-significant results or
small effect sizes; 4) omission of studies rejected by publishers because of negative
findings, non-significant results, small effect sizes, or similar findings from previously
published studies, and; 5) over representation of studies with positive findings, significant
results or medium and large effect sizes (Dickersin, 2005). Although exhaustive
literature searches as well as other types of searches for studies may enhance the sample
of studies for meta-analysis, there is a high likelihood that other eligible studies will
remain inaccessible to a researcher. This author found that to be the case in this metaanalysis. Failure to retrieve eligible studies risks publication bias in the meta-analysis.
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Publication bias is a potential threat to validity of the meta-analysis because of the risk of
biasing the summary effects.
To assess publication bias, the author used analysis of effect size variability between
journal and dissertation/thesis subgroups, the funnel plot technique, and the fail-safe N
procedure. Dickersin (2005) suggested that publication bias may be reflected by a bias in
publishing studies with larger effect sizes, significant, positive or expected findings.
Therefore, subgroup analysis by type of publication was important to evaluate this type of
potential publication bias in this meta-analysis. Fang (2007) used subgroup analysis by
type of publication in her study as well to evaluate publication bias.
Each of the effect size relationships for each of the primary variables was evaluated
using subgroup analysis of studies according to publication type, funnel plot technique
and the fail-safe-N assessment strategies. Subgroup analysis provides statistical effect
sizes to detect potential significant variation according to publication type. The funnel
plot represents a graphical representation of effect sizes on the x-axis and the
corresponding standard errors (or sample sizes) on the y-axis. Soeken & Sripusanapan
(2003) suggests that if a symmetrical dispersion of points on the scatterplot around the
mean effect assumed the shape of an inverted funnel, then this shape suggested an
absence of publication bias. Although an asymmetrical dispersion of points on the
scatterplot around the mean effect may represent publication bias, other factors may
account for the asymmetry including heterogeneity of variance for studies.
The fail-safe N was devised to evaluate publication bias related to the “file drawer
problem” (Rosenthal, 1979). The “file drawer problem” described underrepresented
studies which were inaccessible unpublished studies due to non-significant results
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(Rosenthal, 1979). The fail-safe N is an estimate of the number of studies required to
reduce the overall effect size estimate to zero (Borenstein, et al., 2009) [NFS = - k + (Σ
Zi)2 /Z1 α/2)2] (Soeken & Sripusanapan, 2003). The critical value for the fail-safe N is the
value greater than 5k + 10 (Rosenthal, 1979). Therefore, if the calculated fail-safe N
value is greater than the critical value, then evidence suggests an absence of publication
bias.
3.6 Summary
Chapter 3 provided information about the research methodology and procedures
including an exhaustive search for eligible studies, the selection process for studies, data
collection and coding, and the iterative development of a study quality rating checklist
designed for this meta-analysis. This chapter presented the research questions and
described the statistical analyses used to answer the each of them. Methods to assess
publication bias, a potential threat to the validity of meta-analysis, were presented and
discussed. The results of the research will be presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents results based on the methods of meta-analysis explained in
Chapter 3.0 to answer the following research questions:
1a) What is the overall magnitude of effect between transformational leadership and
subordinate nursing personnel organizational commitment across studies;
1b) Are there variations in magnitude of effects according to sampling design,
transformational leadership instrument, subordinate nursing personnel patient care
position, mean age of nursing personnel subordinates, job years, reporting relationships,
type of facility, number of research sites, country of study origin, century of publication,
type of publication, historic economic conditions, and study quality;
2a) What is the overall magnitude of effect between transformational leadership and
subordinate nursing personnel job satisfaction across studies;
2b) Are there variations in magnitude of effects according to sampling design,
transformational leadership instrument, subordinate nursing personnel patient care
position, mean age of nursing personnel subordinates, job years, reporting relationships,
type of facility, number of research sites, country of study origin, century of publication,
type of publication, historic economic conditions, and study quality?
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3a) What is the overall magnitude of effect between transformational leadership and
subordinate nursing personnel turnover intentions across studies;
3b) Are there variations in magnitude of effects according to sampling design,
transformational leadership instrument, nursing personnel patient care position, mean age
of subordinate nursing personnel subordinates, job years, reporting relationships, type of
facility, number of research sites, country of study origin, century of publication, type of
publication, historic economic conditions, and study quality?
Included in this chapter is a description of the study and respondent characteristics for
the studies included in this meta-analysis. Results are organized according to the data
analyses used to answer the research questions and provide additional information about
the representativeness of studies selected for meta-analysis (publication bias) as follow:
1) pooled effects analysis based on fixed effect and random effects models to estimate
the overall weighted effect size;
2) analysis of homogeneity of effect size variance to determine the presence of
significant variability across studies for the primary variables of interest to warrant
moderator analysis;
3) Odd man out procedure to determine the influence of individual studies on the
heterogeneity of effect size variance;
4) subgroup analysis, a type of moderator analysis, to estimate variations in
magnitude of effect sizes between the primary variables accounted for by categorical
moderator variables;
5) sensitivity analysis, a type of moderator analysis, to evaluate the robustness of
results according to quality of the studies for the primary variables of interest, and;
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6) assessment of publication bias to determine whether there was a sufficient
representation of studies to reduce the likelihood of biased summary effect estimates.
4.2 Evaluation of Study Characteristic Variables (Moderators)
A priori study characteristics provided the categorical variables used in the moderator
analyses.

Of those variables initially designated for subgroup analyses, only

transformational leadership (TFL) instrumentation, subordinate nursing personnel patient
care position, number of research sites, country of study origin, century of publication
and type of publication were retained. Sampling design, mean age of subordinate
nursing personnel, mean years in current position, reporting relationships, type of facility,
and historic economic conditions (represented by the proxy variable, data collection year)
were deleted from the analysis because of missing data or over representation of one
group preventing meaningful analysis.
Non-probability sampling was reported in 68% of the studies while probability
sampling was reported in 14% of studies. The other 18% of studies did not report
sampling design. Mean age estimates for nursing personnel subordinates were reported
in only 41% of studies. Number of years in current position was reported in 11% of
studies. Reporting relationships in 82% of the studies were represented by direct reports.
Hospitals represented the type of facility in 92% of the studies. The year of data
collection proxy variable, representing historic economic conditions, was reported in only
25% of studies.
Moderator variables for the analyses included the following subgroups:
1) TFL instrumentation: Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire versus Other
(instruments);
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2) Subordinate nursing personnel patient care position: Direct versus Indirect versus
Mixed;
3) Number of research sites: Single versus Multiple;
4) Country of study origin: US versus non-US;
5) Type of publication: Published versus Unpublished (Dissertation or Thesis), and;
6) Study quality: Higher quality versus Lower quality.
This author, in consultation with members of the dissertation committee, developed the
study quality variable used in sensitivity analysis for this meta-analysis. Chapter 3.0,
section 3.4.2, described the development and scoring of the study quality measure.
4.3 Statistical Considerations for Moderator Analysis
This meta-analysis used two types of computations to estimate statistically significant
variations in effect sizes between subgroups of moderator variables: 1) Chi square
probability distribution critical value and 2) confidence interval (CI). Each QB statistic
and its degrees of freedom (df), based on a Chi square distribution, was compared to the
critical value on the Chi square probability distribution table. Those results which met or
exceeded the critical value demonstrated statistically significant variation in effect sizes
between subgroups at a corresponding probability level. Non-overlapping confidence
intervals for subgroups of each moderator variable indicated significant variation in effect
size between subgroups. Evaluation of confidence intervals was essential to determine
statistically significant variations in effect sizes among the three subgroups for the
moderator variable, subordinate nursing personnel patient care position.
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4.4 Overview of Descriptive Characteristics of Studies
As described in Chapter 3.0, section 3.3, multiple search strategies were employed to
find and obtain eligible studies which met inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis. Figure
3.2 depicted the selection process. After evaluation of 44 potentially eligible studies, this
author and an independent second reviewer determined through initial evaluation and
consensus that 28 studies met the inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis. Table 4.1
displays previously excluded studies with the rationale for their exclusion.
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Table 4.1: Rejected studies for meta-analysis of transformational leadership and
subordinate nursing personnel organizational commitment, job satisfaction
and turnover intentions
First Author/Year
Adedevoh (2003) (Dissertation)
Altieri (1995) (Dissertation)
Chen (2005) (Journal)
Eisler (2009)
Libescal (2008) (Thesis)
Lucas (1991) (Journal)
McCutcheon (2009) (Journal)
McNeese (2000c) (Seattle sample) (Journal)
Nielsen (2008) (Journal)
Nielsen (2009) (Journal)
Perkins (2010) (Dissertation)
Schwartz (1999) (Thesis)
Sellgren (2008) (Journal)
Shieh (2001) (Journal)
Temple (2009) (Dissertation)
Volk (1991) (Journal)
Wong (2007) (Dissertation)

Wood (2008) (Dissertation)

Reason for exclusion
did not meet statistical criteria
(standardized betas only)
did not meet statistical criteria
(R2 statistics only)
did not meet nursing personnel criteria
(nursing faculty)
did not meet statistical criteria
did not meet statistical ES criteria
(exceeds effect size cut off < .80)
did not meet TFL instrumentation criteria
(Profiles of Organizational Characteristics)
did not meet statistical criteria
(standardized betas only)
did not meet nursing personnel criteria
(nursing and non-nursing respondents)
did not meet nursing personnel criteria
(nursing and non-nursing respondents)
did not meet nursing personnel criteria
(nursing and non-nursing respondents)
omitted analysis of subordinates’ ratings of
leader and subordinates’ job satisfaction
did not meet statistical ES criteria
(exceeds effect size cut off < .80)
did not meet TFL instrumentation criteria
(Change, Production, Employee Orientation)
did not meet nursing personnel criteria
(nursing faculty)
did not meet statistical criteria
(Spearman rho)
did not meet TFL instrumentation criteria
(Profiles of Organizational Characteristics)
did not meet criteria of nursing personnel in
subordinate position to the leader being
evaluated (Nurse practitioners’ self-rated
TFL style was correlated with their job
satisfaction)
did not meet statistical criteria
(standardized betas only)
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The study characteristics represented the categorical variables used as moderators in
subgroup analysis. This author, in collaboration with members of the dissertation
committee, created the study quality variable which was used in sensitivity analysis. Of
the 28 studies, 18 (64%) used one of several versions of the Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (MLQ). Ten (36%) studies used five other measures of the
transformational leadership construct which included the Leadership Profiles Inventory
(LPI), Leader Empowering Behaviors (LEB), Transformational Leadership Profiles
(TLP), Managerial Practices Survey (MPS), and Leader Behavior Questionnaire (LBQ).
In 20 (71%) studies, the nursing personnel sample comprised direct patient care staff. Of
the remaining eight, 4 (14.5%) studies comprised indirect patient care staff or those
supporting the functions of direct care staff and 4 (14.5%) represented a mixed sample of
direct and indirect care staff. Of the 28 studies, 18 (64%) were conducted at multiple
research sites and 10 (36%) were conducted at a single research site. Twenty-one studies
(75%) were conducted in the US and six (21%) were conducted in other countries
including Belgium, Canada, China, Saudi Arabia, and Singapore. Bratt’s (2000) study
included a bi-national sample from the US and Canada. There were 18 (64%) studies
published in the 21st century and 10 (36%) from the 20th century. Fifteen (54%) studies
were published and 13 (46%) were unpublished dissertations (32%) or theses (14%).
Dissertations and theses were collapsed into the unpublished category for analysis.
The study quality variable (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2) was created to examine the
degree to which individual studies in the meta-analysis met validity and quality reporting
standards and to use as a categorical variable for sensitivity analysis. The point range
was 0 to 19. The cut score was 75%. Higher rated studies scored 75% to 100% of the
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maximum points (15 to 19). Lower rated studies scored < 75% (14 to 0) of the maximum
points. Seventeen (61%) studies received higher quality ratings and 11 (39%) studies
received lower quality ratings by consensus of the reviewers.
Table 4.3 displays the sample reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) for measures
of the transformational leadership construct and effect sizes for the primary variables
reported for each study.
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These reliability coefficients were estimates from the total scale or from averaged
summed estimates of subscales if total scale estimates were not reported. Eighteen (64%)
of the 28 studies provided reliability estimates for the transformational leadership
measure. The range of reliability estimates was .79 (Ramey, 2002) to .97 (Cardin, 1995).
All reported reliability estimates exceeded Nunnally and Bernstein’s (1994) minimum
standard for acceptable reliability of .70.
There was a total of 41 effect sizes for the 28 studies. There were 14 effect sizes for
organizational commitment, 22 effect sizes for job satisfaction, and 5 for turnover
intentions. The range of effect sizes for transformational leadership and organizational
commitment was .06 (Leach, 2005) to .717 (Al-Hussami, 2009). The range of effect
sizes for transformational leadership and job satisfaction was .268 (Gipe, 1997) to .790
(Dunham Taylor, 2000). The range of effect sizes for turnover intentions was .264
(Larrabee, et al., 2003) to .40 (Drenkard, 2005).
4.5 Characteristics of Respondents
There were 9,572 respondents for 28 studies included in this meta-analysis. Eleven of
28 studies (39%) reported mean age for their samples. For 3,927 respondents in 11
studies (41% of respondents), the age range was 31.1 years (Weatherly, 1991) to 47.2
(Opeil, 1998). The mean age was 37.9 or 38 years. Only three of the 28 studies (11%)
reported number of years in current job for subordinate nursing personnel. For 442
respondents in three studies (5%), the range of years in current job was 3.2 (Weatherly,
1991) to 6.76 (Drenkard, 2005) years. The mean years in a current job position was 5.12
years. Other demographic data for respondents across studies was inconsistently reported
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and much was missing. No further data analysis for demographic variables was possible
due to missing data.
4.6 Transformational Leadership and Organizational Commitment
4.6.1 Research Question – What is the overall magnitude of effect between
transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel organizational
commitment across studies?
Pooled effects analysis
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are forest plots of effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for each study and the overall mean weighted effect sizes according to the fixed effect
and random effects models, respectively.
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There were 14 studies with 5,123 respondents. There were nine published and five
unpublished studies. The range of effect sizes for transformational leadership and
organizational commitment was .06 to .717. Sample sizes ranged from 45 to 1360. For
the fixed effect model, the overall mean weighted effect size approached a medium effect
(WES = .292 [95% CI = .267 to .317]). The significant Q statistic (Q = 137.581, df = 13,
p < .001) demonstrated heterogeneity of effect size variances across the 14 studies. For
the random effects model, the overall mean weighted demonstrated a medium effect
(WES = .340 [95% CI = .250 to .424]). The non-significant Q statistic (Q = 16.993, df =
13, p > .05) indicated there was no significant variation in effect sizes across the 14
studies according to the random effects model. The fixed effect model was used to
examine the variations in effect sizes across the studies. The Odd-man out procedure was
used to determine if any one study was influential in accounting for the heterogeneity of
effect sizes. There was no single study which contributed to the heterogeneity of effect
size variance across the studies.
4.6.2 Research Question – Are their variations in the magnitude of effects according
to transformational leadership instrument, subordinate nursing personnel patient
care position, number of research sites, century of study, country of study origin,
type of publication, and study quality?
Subgroup analysis
Because the Q statistic was significant according to the fixed effect model, subgroup
analyses were conducted based on this model. Moderators for analysis included type of
transformational leadership instrument, number of research sites, country of study origin
and type of publication. Subordinate nursing personnel patient care position was omitted
from this analysis because of over representation of the direct care category (79%)
preventing meaningful analysis. The Odd-man out procedure was conducted on
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individual studies for each subgroup to determine if there were any influential studies
contributing to heterogeneity within the subgroup. For the type of transformational
leadership instrument moderator, Leach’s (2005) study contributed to the heterogeneity
in the Other (instruments) subgroup and was omitted from the subgroup to prevent
downward biasing of the estimate. For other moderators, there was no single study
contributing to heterogeneity in their subgroups.
Table 4.4 shows the results of the subgroup analysis for each of the moderator
variables.
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The correlation between transformational leadership and nursing personnel organizational
commitment demonstrated significant variation across century of the study (QB = 34.690,
df = 13, p < .001). Figure 4.3 illustrates the forest plot for 20th and 21st century studies.
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Studies in the 20th century (1995 to 1996) demonstrated a much stronger effect (WES =
.404 [95% CI = .361 to .446]) than studies published in the 21st century (2000 to 2009)
(WES = .242 [95% CI = .211 to .273]). While the 20th century subgroup demonstrated
homogeneity of variance (Q W = 1.572, df = 2, p > .05), the 21st century subgroup
revealed heterogeneity of variance (Q W = 101.255, df = 10, p< .001). Because of the
within-group heterogeneity of one of the subgroups, results of the moderator analysis
using century of the study should be interpreted cautiously. All of the other potential
moderators demonstrated homogeneity of effect size variance (non-significant QB).
Therefore, there were no significant variations of correlations between subgroups of the
other moderators from the subgroup analysis.
For the moderator type of transformational leadership instrument, including Leach’s
(2005) study in the analysis revealed the influence of the downward biasing effect. With
her study, there was a significant variation in effect sizes across the type of
transformational leadership instrument moderator (QB = 11.269, df = 1, p < .01). There
was a significant variation of effects between the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire
(MLQ) (.322 [95% CI = .392 to .352]) and Other (instruments) subgroups (WES = .230
[.185 to .275]). Without Leach’s (2005) study, there was no significant variation in effect
sizes across transformational leadership instrument (QB = 0.037, df = 13, p > .05). There
was no significant variation between correlations for the MLQ (WES = .322 [95% CI =
.392 to .352]) and Other (instruments) subgroups (WES = .328 [95% CI = .274 to .381]).
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis was conducted using the study quality moderator. The
correlation between transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel
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organizational commitment demonstrated significant variation across study quality
(QB = 35.563, df = 13, p < .001). Figure 4.4 shows the forest plot for higher and lower
quality studies.
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Higher quality studies (WES = .339 [95% CI = .310 to .368]) demonstrated a much
stronger effect than lower quality studies (WES = .166 [95% CI = .115 to .216]). Both
higher quality (Q W = 58.703, df = 7, p< .001) and lower quality (Q W = 43.252, df = 5,
p< .001) subgroups demonstrated heterogeneity of variance. Because of the within-group
heterogeneity for both subgroups, results of the moderator analysis using study quality
should be interpreted cautiously.
4.6.3 Publication Bias
Evaluation of publication bias was conducted by analyzing variations in effect size
relationships for transformational leadership and organizational commitment by
conducting subgroup analysis of type of publication, using the funnel plot technique and
estimating the fail-safe N. There was no statistically different variation in effect sizes for
studies of transformational leadership and organizational commitment across the
moderator type of publication, QB = 3.215, df = 13, p = 0.073. There was no statistically
significant variation in effects between the journal and the dissertation/theses subgroups.
This suggested evidence of an absence of publication bias.
The funnel plot technique utilizes a scatterplot to show the dispersion of individual
study effect sizes around the mean effect. In the absence of publication bias, there is a
symmetrical dispersion of effects which assumes the shape of an inverted funnel. Figures
4.5 and 4.6 illustrate funnel plots for the assessment of publication bias.
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Figure 4.5: Standard Error by Fisher’s Z

Figure 4.6: Sample size by Effect Size (Correlation)
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Figure 4.5 shows the funnel plot representing the transformed (standardized) effect size
with Fisher’s Z on the x-axis and standard error on the y-axis. Figure 4.6 shows the
funnel plot representing the untransformed (unstandardized) effect size (correlation) on
the x-axis and the sample size on the y-axis. These plots demonstrated a slightly
asymmetrical pattern with some of the effects distributed to the left and right of the
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funnel. This may have suggested either evidence of possible publication bias, evidence
of heterogeneity of effect sizes among studies, or both.
The fail-safe N estimate was 1502. This estimate indicated that 1,502 studies
averaging an effect size of zero would need to be found to reduce the overall effect to
non-significance. According to the fail-safe N, publication bias was unlikely for the
combined 14 studies of transformational leadership and organizational commitment in
this meta-analysis.
4.7 Transformational Leadership and Job Satisfaction
4.7.1 Research Question – What is the overall magnitude of effect between
transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel job satisfaction
across studies?
Pooled effects analysis
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are forest plots of effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals for
each study and the overall mean weighted effect sizes according to the fixed effect and
random effects models, respectively.
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There were 22 studies with 7,179 respondents. There were 12 published and 10
unpublished studies. The range of effect sizes for transformational leadership and job
satisfaction was .268 to .790. Sample sizes ranged from 45 to 1381. For the fixed effect
model, the overall mean weighted effect size demonstrated a large effect (WES = .596
[95% CI = .581 to .611]). The significant Q statistic (Q = 536.842, df = 21, p < .001)
indicated heterogeneity of effect size variances across the 22 studies. For the random
effects model, the overall mean weighted effect size was large (WES = .507 [95% CI =
.407 to .595]). The non-significant Q statistic (Q = 13.249, df = 21, p > .05) indicated
there were no significant variations in effect sizes across the 22 studies according to the
random effects model. The fixed effect model was used to examine the variations in
effect sizes across the studies. The Odd-man out procedure was used to determine if any
one study was influential in accounting for the heterogeneity of effect sizes. There was
no single study which contributed to the heterogeneity of effect size variance across the
studies.
4.7.2 Research Question – Are their variations in the magnitude of effects according
to transformational leadership instrument, subordinate nursing personnel patient
care position, number of research sites, century of study, country of study origin,
type of publication, and study quality?
Subgroup analysis
Because the Q statistic was significant according to the fixed effect model, subgroup
and sensitivity analyses were conducted based on this model. Moderators for analysis
included type of transformational leadership instrument, subordinate nursing personnel
patient care position, number of research sites, country of study origin, century of study,
type of publication and study quality.
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The Odd-man out procedure was conducted on individual studies in each subgroup of
the moderators to determine if there was any single study contributing to heterogeneity
within the subgroup and potential estimate bias. For the transformational leadership
instrument moderator, Bratt’s (2000) study contributed to the heterogeneity in the Other
(instruments) subgroup and was removed prior to the analysis. For the moderator nursing
personnel patient care position, Omer’s (2005) study contributed to the heterogeneity in
the direct care subgroup and was removed prior to analysis. For the moderator century of
the study, Bycio’s (1995) study contributed to the heterogeneity of the 20th century
subgroup and was removed prior to analysis. For the type of publication moderator,
Omer’s (2005) study contributed to the heterogeneity in the unpublished subgroup and
was removed prior to analysis. There were no influential studies found in the subgroups
for number of research sites or study quality moderators. For the country of origin
moderator, results indicated homogeneity of effect size variance between the subgroups
(QB = 0.020, df = 21, p > .05) ruling out subgroup analysis. Table 4.5 shows the results
of the subgroup analysis for the moderators.
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Subgroup analysis
The correlation between transformational leadership and nursing personnel job
satisfaction demonstrated significant variation across type of transformational leadership
(TFL) instrument (QB = 79.860, df = 1, p < .001). Figure 4.9 illustrates the forest plot for
the subgroups, Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) and Other (instruments).
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The MLQ subgroup demonstrated a much stronger effect (WES = .640 [95% CI = .623 to
.657]) than the Other (instruments) subgroup (WES = .432 [95% CI = .384 to .479]).
While the Other (instruments) subgroup demonstrated homogeneity of variance (Q W =
4.010, df = 6, p > .05), the MLQ subgroup revealed heterogeneity of variance (Q W =
447.923, df = 13, p < .001). Because of the within-group heterogeneity of MLQ
subgroup, results of the moderator analysis using type of TFL instrument should be
interpreted cautiously.
Including the Bratt (2000) study demonstrated the upward biasing of effect. With the
Bratt study included, there remained a significant variation in correlations between MLQ
(WES = .640 [95% CI = .623 to .657] and Other (instruments)
(WES = .505 [95% CI = .475 to .534] subgroups although the Other (instruments)
subgroup moved from a medium effect to a large effect with her study included.
The correlation between transformational leadership and nursing personnel job
satisfaction demonstrated significant variation across subordinate nursing personnel
patient care position (QB = 172.557, df = 2, p < .001). Figure 4.10 shows the forest plot
for the three subgroups, direct patient care, indirect patient care, and mixed subgroup.
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The indirect patient care subgroup demonstrated the strongest effect (WES = .737 [95%
CI = .713 to .760]) and the direct patient care subgroup (WES = .437 [95% CI = .397 to
.476]) demonstrated the weakest effect. The effect size for the mixed subgroup, which
comprised a mixed sample of direct and indirect patient care personnel, fell in between
the two other groups (WES = .578 [95% CI = .557 to .599]). Results demonstrated
significant variations in effect sizes among all three subgroups. While the direct patient
care subgroup demonstrated homogeneity of variance (Q W = 18.096, df = 12, p > .05),
the indirect patient care (Q W = 85.262, df = 3, p < .001) and mixed (Q W = 236.313, df =
3, p < .001) subgroups revealed heterogeneity of variance. Therefore, results of the
moderator analysis using subordinate nursing personnel patient care position should be
interpreted cautiously.
Including Omer’s (2005) study demonstrated a slight upward bias of effect for the
direct care subgroup. With the addition of Omer’s (2005) study, the direct care subgroup
yielded a slightly larger effect size (WES = .496 [95% CI = .461 to .529]) approaching a
large effect. Otherwise, the overall magnitude of effects and significant variations of
effects for the three patient care position subgroups remained unchanged.
The correlation between transformational leadership and nursing personnel job
satisfaction demonstrated significant variation across number of research sites
(QB = 63.132, df = 1, p < .001). Figure 4.11 illustrates the forest plot for the multiple and
single subgroups.
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Studies in the multiple research sites subgroup demonstrated a much stronger effect
(WES = .620 [95% CI = .604 to .635]) than studies in the single research site subgroup
(WES = .425 [95% CI = .373 to .475]). While the single research site subgroup
demonstrated homogeneity of variance (Q W = 7.809, df = 8, p > .05), the multiple
research site subgroup revealed heterogeneity of variance (Q W = 465.901, df = 12, p <
.001). Because of the within-group heterogeneity of the multiple research site subgroup,
results of the moderator analysis using number of research sites should be interpreted
cautiously.
The correlation between transformational leadership and nursing personnel job
satisfaction demonstrated significant variation across century of the study (QB = 38.235,
df = 1, p < .001). Figure 4.12 illustrates the forest plot for the 20th and 21st century
subgroups.
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Studies in the 21st century subgroup demonstrated a stronger effect (WES = .579 [95% CI
= .560 to .597]) than studies in the 20th century subgroup (WES = .413 [95% CI = .359 to
.465]). While the 20th century subgroup demonstrated homogeneity of variance (Q W =
8.027, df = 7, p > .05), the 21st century subgroup revealed heterogeneity of variance (Q W
= 374.333, df = 12, p < .001). Because of the within-group heterogeneity of the 21st
century subgroup, results of the moderator analysis using century of study should be
interpreted cautiously.
Including Bycio’s (1995) study demonstrated not only an upward bias of effect in the
20th century subgroup but also a change in the relationships of the magnitude of effects
between the century subgroups. With the addition of her study, the 20th century subgroup
demonstrated a stronger effect (WES = .631 [95% CI = .605 to .655]) than the 21st
century subgroup (WES = .579 [95% CI = .560 to .579]). With Bycio’s (1995) study,
there was a reversal in magnitude of effect where the 20th century subgroup demonstrated
a stronger effect than the 21st century subgroup.
The correlation between transformational leadership and nursing personnel job
satisfaction demonstrated significant variation across type of publication (QB = 52.914,
df = 1, p < .001). Figure 4.13 illustrates the forest plot for the type of publication
subgroups.
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Studies in the journal subgroup demonstrated a much stronger effect
(WES = .612 [95% CI = .595 to .624]) than studies in the dissertation/theses subgroup
(WES = .430 [95% CI = .377 to .480]). While the dissertation/theses subgroup
demonstrated homogeneity of variance (Q W = 12.683, df = 8, p > .05), the published
subgroup revealed heterogeneity of variance (Q W = 446.631, df = 11, p < .001). Because
of the within-group heterogeneity of the published subgroup, results of the moderator
analysis using type of publication should be interpreted cautiously.
Including Omer’s (2005) dissertation in the dissertation/thesis subgroup demonstrated
an upward bias in the dissertation/theses subgroup. With the addition of his study, there
was an increase in the magnitude of effect for the dissertation/theses subgroup (WES =
.518 [95% CI = .476 to .557) to a large effect size. The significance in the variations of
magnitude of effect between the journal and the dissertation/theses subgroups remained
unchanged.
Sensitivity analysis was conducted using the study quality moderator. The correlation
between transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel job satisfaction
demonstrated significant variation across study quality (QB = 55.698, df = 1, p < .001).
Figure 4.14 shows the forest plot for higher and lower quality studies.
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Higher quality studies (WES = .561 [95% CI = .542 to .579]) demonstrated a smaller
effect than lower quality studies (WES = .683 [95% CI = .658 to .707]) although both
reflected a large effect. Both higher quality (Q W = 313.354, df = 13, p < .001) and lower
quality (Q W = 167.790, df = 7, p< .001) subgroups demonstrated heterogeneity of
variance. Because of the within-group heterogeneity for both subgroups, results of the
moderator analysis using study quality should be interpreted cautiously.
4.7.3 Publication Bias
Evaluation of publication bias was conducted by analyzing variations in effect for
studies of transformational leadership and job satisfaction by conducting subgroup
analysis by type of publication, using the funnel plot technique and estimating the
fail-safe N as previously explained in section 4.6.3 of this chapter. There was a
statistically significant variation in effect sizes for transformational leadership and job
satisfaction across the moderator type of publication, QB = 52.914, df = 1, p < .001. The
journal subgroup (WES = .612 [95%CI = .595 to .627]) demonstrated a larger effect size
than the dissertation/theses subgroup (WES = .430 [95% CI = .377 to .480]) and
suggested possible evidence of publication bias.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 illustrate funnel plots for the assessment of publication bias.
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Figure 4.15: Standard Error by Fisher’s Z
Funnel Plot of Standard Error by Fisher's Z
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Figure 4.16: Sample Size by Effect Size (Correlation)
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Figure 4.15 shows the funnel plot representing the transformed (standardized) effect size
with Fisher’s Z on the x-axis and standard error on the y-axis. Figure 4.16 shows the
funnel plot representing the untransformed (unstandardized) effect size (correlation) on
the x-axis and the sample size on the y-axis. These plots demonstrated an asymmetrical
pattern with some of the effects distributed to the left and right of the funnel. This may
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have suggested either evidence of possible publication bias, evidence of heterogeneity of
effect sizes among studies, or both.
The fail-safe N estimate was 1015. This estimate indicated that 1,015 studies
averaging an effect size of zero would need to be found to reduce the overall effect to
non-significance. According to the fail-safe N, publication bias was unlikely for the
combined 22 studies of transformational leadership and job satisfaction in this metaanalysis.
Funnel Plots for Transformational Leadership and Job Satisfaction (k = 22)
4.8 Transformational Leadership and Turnover Intentions
4.8.1 Research Question – What is the overall magnitude of effect between
transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel turnover intentions
across studies?
Pooled effects analysis
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 are forest plots of effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals for
each study and the overall mean weighted effect sizes according to the fixed effect and
random effects models, respectively.
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Figure 4.17: Forest plot of the mean weighted effect size and 95% confidence
intervals for Transformational Leadership and Nursing Personnel
Turnover Intentions: Fixed Effect (FE) Model

Figure 4.18: Forest plot of the mean weighted effect size and 95% confidence
intervals for Transformational Leadership and Nursing Personnel
Turnover Intentions: Random Effects (RE) Model

There were 5 studies with 2,908 respondents. There were three published and two
unpublished studies. The range of effect sizes for transformational leadership and
turnover intentions was -.264 to -.400. Sample sizes ranged from 90 to 1360. For the
fixed effect and random effects models, the overall mean weighted effect size
demonstrated a medium effect (WES = -.307 [95% CI = -.340 to -.274]). The nonsignificant Q statistic (Q = 2.954, df = 4, p > .05) demonstrated homogeneity of effect
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size variances across the 5 studies. The non-significant Q statistic indicated no variation
in effect sizes across the five studies and consistency of effect across the five studies.
Therefore, moderator analysis was not conducted.
4.8.2 Publication Bias
Because the meta-analysis demonstrated homogeneity of effect size variance for
combined effects across studies of transformational leadership and turnover intentions,
there was no significant variation in effects according to type of publication. This result
suggested an absence of publication bias for this group of studies. Further evaluation of
publication bias was conducted by using the funnel plot technique and estimating the failsafe N as previously explained in section 4.6.3 of this chapter.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 illustrate funnel plots for the assessment of publication bias.
Figure 4.19: Standard Error by Fisher’s Z
Funnel Plot of Standard Error by Fisher's Z
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Figure 4.19 shows the funnel plot representing the transformed (standardized) effect size
with Fisher’s Z on the x-axis and standard error on the y-axis. Figure 4.20 shows the
funnel plot representing the untransformed (unstandardized) effect size (correlation) on
the x-axis and the sample size on the y-axis. These plots demonstrated a symmetrical
pattern of dispersion of individual effects around the mean and within the funnel. This
pattern represented little to no likelihood of publication bias. The fail-safe N estimate was
320. This estimate indicated that 320 studies averaging an effect size of zero would need to
be found to reduce the overall effect to non-significance. According to the fail-safe N and the
funnel plot technique, publication bias was unlikely for the combined 5 studies of
transformational leadership and turnover intentions in this meta-analysis.

4.9 Summary
There were 28 studies with 9,572 nursing personnel respondents included in this metaanalysis. There were 41 effect sizes obtained from the combined studies. The results
showed statistically significant pooled effects in the expected direction for studies of
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transformational

leadership

and

subordinate

nursing

personnel

organizational

commitment (FE Model: .292; RE Model: .340), job satisfaction (FE Model: .596; RE
Model: .507), and turnover intentions (FE and RE Models: -.307). Moderator analysis
demonstrated significant variations in effects for studies of transformational leadership
and its correlates, organizational commitment (century of study and study quality) and
job satisfaction (type of transformational leadership instrument, nursing personnel patient
care position, number of research sites, century of study, type of publication, and study
quality) under the Fixed Effect Model. Consistency of effects across the small number of
studies of transformational leadership and turnover intentions (k = 5) prevented
moderator analysis for this relationship. Chapter 5 provides a summary of the results and
implications for nursing.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The first section of this chapter provides a summary and discussion of results of the
meta-analysis. The second section reviews limitations inherent in this and most other
meta-analyses. The last section suggests implications of findings for nursing policy,
education, and practice with recommendations for future nursing research.
5.1 Summary and Discussion of Meta-Analysis Results
As mentioned in Chapter 1, transformational leadership requires subordinate nursing
personnel alignment to the mission, goals, and objectives of the health care organization.
Organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions are important
nursing workforce variables to examine because they are associated with quality of care,
patient morbidity and mortality and reflect the degree to which transformational
leadership is translated into action. Part of the mission of transformational nurse leaders
is to achieve high quality patient care and to maximize recruitment and retention of high
quality nursing personnel.
This meta-analysis examined the relationships between transformational leadership
and subordinate nursing personnel organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and
turnover intentions. There were 28 studies with 9,572 nursing personnel employed
within health care organizations. Pooled effect sizes across studies for each of the
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primary relationships of interest generated effect size estimates more powerful and more
representative of the population than those from individual studies alone. Table 5.1
provides a summary table for results from analysis of the primary variables as well as
moderator analyses.
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Results showed that job satisfaction demonstrated overall a much stronger positive
correlation (FE Model: .596; RE Model: .507) than organizational commitment
(FE Model: .292; RE Model: .340) with transformational leadership across studies.
Turnover intentions showed a moderate negative correlation (FE and RE Models: -.307)
in the expected direction with transformational leadership across studies. Several
researchers have reported on the importance of job satisfaction and intent to leave
because of their relationships to quality of patient care (Aiken, et al., 2002a; Needleman,
et al., 2002), risks of falls and medication errors (Patrician, et al., 2011), patient mortality
(Aiken, et al., 2002b; Aiken, et al., 2009), quality health care environments (Aiken, et al.,
2009), and turnover (Hinshaw & Atwood, 1987; Price & Mueller, 1986; Shader, et al,
2001).
Organizational commitment demonstrated an overall weaker effect than job
satisfaction with transformational leadership in the meta-analysis. Mowday, Steers, and
Porter (1979) differentiated between organizational commitment and job satisfaction in
three ways:


Organizational commitment represented the employee’s response to the
organization as a whole; job satisfaction represented a response to the
particular job or aspects of the job or work;



Organizational commitment demonstrated attachment to the organization’s
values and goals; job satisfaction was specific to the particular work the
employee performed, and;
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Organizational commitment was more stable over time; job satisfaction,
referred to as a moving target, was subject to fluctuations due to impacts of
daily events related to the work.

Organizational commitment may be less powerful than job satisfaction for subordinate
nursing personnel because shortages make job mobility easier and allow nurses to work
in valued health care jobs. Occupational commitment may provide more value to nurses
than organizational commitment. Changes in the relationship between nurses and the
health care employer from permanent and guaranteed positions to job and employment
uncertainty related to periodic downsizing and depressed economic conditions may
account for the overall weak relationship between the transformational leadership and
organizational commitment.
Because there are significant variations in this meta-analysis (See Table 5.1) as well as
in the extant nursing literature (See Appendix I) between transformational leadership and
subordinate nursing personnel organizational commitment and job satisfaction, these
variations necessitate examining the primary relationships within the context of
moderator analysis. The following section provides a discussion of each of the nursing
workforce correlates with transformational leadership and moderators of the primary
relationships.
5.1.1 Transformational Leadership and Organizational Commitment
Although theorists (Burns, 1978; Bass, 1985; Bass & Avolio, 2004; Bass & Riggio,
2006) have indicated that subordinate personnel alignment to the mission, values, goals,
and objectives of the organization is essential to transformational leadership, the small
effect size of the transformational leadership-organizational commitment relationship
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(MWES = .292) across 14 studies calls into question the value of organizational
commitment in the population of nursing personnel. Results of the pooled effects
analysis of the transformational leadership-organizational relationship demonstrate a
weak relationship. Moderator analysis showed a significant weakening of effect size for
the transformational leadership-organizational commitment relationship across time:
studies in the 21st century (MWES = .281) demonstrated a significantly weaker effect
than studies in the 20th century (MWES = .404). Of importance, most of the studies were
from the 21st century. This suggests the importance of re-evaluating the importance of
the organizational commitment construct in the nursing population and identifying what
nurses value in the workplace which is consistent with the organization’s mission, values,
goals, and objectives. Health care organizations and nurse leaders may value
organizational commitment much more than subordinate nursing personnel value it.
Subordinate nursing personnel may view commitment to nursing teams, the team leader,
their unit, profession or occupation as more valuable than commitment to the
organization as a whole.
Laschinger and her colleagues at the University of Western Ontario have conducted
research examining structural and psychological empowerment and their relationships to
positive organizational outcomes. Laschinger, Finegan, and Wilk (2009) found that
supportive leadership and structural empowerment at the unit level demonstrated positive
direct effects on psychological empowerment and organizational commitment in
Canadian nurses. Transformational leadership espouses the importance of empowerment
of subordinates and development of leadership. The IOM (2011) has called for nursing
leadership at all levels to be represented in key leadership positions and decision-making
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roles in public, private, governmental sectors of health care (p. 14). This IOM
recommendation is consistent with nurses’ professional and organizational
empowerment. The updated Magnet model reflects the importance of structural and
psychological empowerment as essential to incorporate into nursing practice and
outcomes research (Wolf, et al., 2008).

Nursing personnel may require an environment

where they perceive and experience structural and psychological empowerment in order
to strengthen their commitment to the health care organization. This reflects the idealized
influence, inspirational motivation, and individualized consideration dimensions of
transformational leadership.
Although this meta-analysis did not use age (or generation) as a moderator variable for
the transformational leadership-organizational commitment relationship, generation could
account as a third variable in the weakening of the relationship. Consideration of nurses’
needs within the organization according to generation (across time) is important. Carver
and Candela (2008) reviewed the literature on multigenerational differences and
organizational commitment. Baby Boomers (1943-1960) want to be respected for their
knowledge and contributions and value loyalty, autonomy, and consensus. Gen-Xers
(1961-1981) want balance between work and home life, like to work independently, and
value creativity and work challenges. Millenials (1982-2003) like to work in groups and
value team leading and constructive feedback. As aging Baby Boomers retire, Gen-Xers
and Millenials’ values will dominate the workforce. Gen-Xers and Millenials may be
less influenced by leadership as a result. Multigenerational diversity requires assessing,
valuing and respecting differences for what is important to each person as well as each
generation. The authors suggest that acknowledging and responding to different needs in
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the workplace at different times may enhance organizational commitment. This practice
reflects the individual consideration dimension of transformational leadership.
Sampling error could account for the relationship between transformational leadership
and organizational commitment. The 21st century subgroup had a much larger number of
studies (k = 11) than the 20th century studies (k = 3). Sampling error may have played a
part in the significant variation of effects between the two subgroups. Given that the 21st
century subgroup demonstrated within-group heterogeneity while the 20th century
subgroup demonstrated within-group homogeneity, the within-group heterogeneity
suggests there may have been other factors responsible for the between-group variability.
Measurement error reflects the degree to which an instrument demonstrates reliability
and validity. There were nine measures of the organizational commitment construct and
varying definitions. There was inconsistency across studies in reporting reliability and
validity measures for instruments. Measurement error may have contributed to the small
effect.
Those moderator variables which did not account for significant variations in the
subgroup analyses included type of transformational leadership instrument, number of
research sites, country of study origin, and type of publication. The country of study
origin moderator did not account for significant variation in subgroup analysis. This was
initially surprising because Hostede’s (2001) theory of cultural differences suggests
subjects with different value systems according to national background (US versus nonUS) would interpret and respond to surveys differently. One explanation for an absence
of significant variation may have been that those working within health care
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organizations may have adopted the culture of the organization which may have been
closer to Western (US) culture and different from the non-US culture at home.
Research suggests that nurse transformational leaders may enhance organizational
commitment through structural and psychological empowerment of nursing personnel.
Nurse transformational leaders at all level of the organization may enhance
organizational commitment by recognizing and reconciling different needs of nurses
across the generations within the organization. Additionally, how nurse leaders respond
to times of crises, such as downsizing and hiring freezes, may impact subordinate nursing
personnel organizational commitment. An empathic and practical human resource
approach to those impacted negatively by downsizing, such as offering formal or
informal counseling for those remaining with the organization who experience guilt,
anger, and sadness or providing employment resources and re-training for those who
have lost their jobs, conveys a message of concern and support for all as well as a sense
of resiliency in economic hard times. Nurse transformational leaders who convey
concern, support, and resilience are more likely to engender organizational commitment
from subordinate nursing personnel than those leaders who fail to do so.
5.1.2 Transformational Leadership and Job Satisfaction
Results of the pooled effects analysis support the strong relationship between
transformational leadership and job satisfaction across studies. Transformational
leadership theorists indicate that leaders use socialized power to uplift and empower
subordinates and provide necessary resources to achieve more than they thought possible
in their jobs. Intrinsic motivation strategies support nursing autonomy, competence, and
relatedness to others in the context of a mutually supportive environment to foster social
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and self-development in the service of the vision, mission, values, goals, and objectives
of the organization. In this way, subordinate nursing personnel obtain satisfaction from
mastering work challenges. Accomplishments and achievements in the context of
transformational leader feedback become self-reinforcing.
In this meta-analysis, the relationship between transformational leadership and job
satisfaction across studies strengthened over time. Subgroup analysis showed that studies
in the 21st century (MWES = .579) demonstrated stronger effects than studies in the 20th
century (MWES = .413). Since the identification of Magnet programs in the 1983,
centers of health care and nursing excellence have increased in the 21st century. The
Nurse Reinvestment Act of 2002, the Affordable Care Act of 2010, and the IOM (2011)
mandate have called attention to the essential value and importance of nursing personnel,
their professional development, and the work they do to provide patient care and health
services in a variety of settings. As a result, nurses have developed strong professional
relationships with physicians and other members of the treatment team as well as gained
respect and credibility because of their evidence-based nursing practices to enhance
patient care. Shared governance has provided nurses with an organizationally-sanctioned
structure and processes for professional nursing practice, autonomy, accountability,
equity, and shared decision-making in patient care and the work environment. Nursing
job satisfaction has come in many forms. Nursing personnel derive job satisfaction from
making a difference in the work of caring for patients.
In addition to the century of study moderator, those moderators demonstrating
significant effect size variance included type of transformational leadership instrument,
subordinate nursing personnel patient care position, number of research sites, and type of
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publication. The MLQ subgroup (MWES = .640) demonstrated stronger effect size than
the Other instrument subgroup (MWES = .434). There were twice as many studies using
the MLQ (k = 14) as those using Other transformational leadership instruments (k = 7).
One explanation for the stronger effect in the MLQ subgroup could be attributed to the
use of the job satisfaction instrument, Satisfaction with the Leader scale, which is part of
the MLQ. The effect size in the MLQ subgroup may have been inflated because there
may have been high intercorrelation of items on the Satisfaction with the Leader scale
and the MLQ. The Satisfaction with the Leader scale is part of the MLQ.
The subordinate nursing personnel patient care position moderator showed the
strongest effect size for the Indirect patient care subgroup (MWES = .737) and the
weakest effect size for the Direct patient care subgroup (MWES = .437). The Mixed care
subgroup demonstrated a large effect (MWES = .578) but less than the Indirect care
subgroup. Tellez’s (2012) reported findings where nurses in indirect or mixed care
positions reported more job satisfaction than direct care staff. Celik & Hisar (2012)
surveyed nurses in Turkey and found higher mean ratings on job satisfaction for nurse
administrators and specialist nurses than staff (ward) nurses. Ingersoll, Olsan, DrewCates, DeVinney, & Davies (2002) found that direct care nurses reported significantly
lower job satisfaction ratings than either nurses in indirect or mixed patient care
positions. US and non-US nursing research indicate that direct care nursing staff report
significantly lower job satisfaction than nurses in indirect or mixed patient care positions.
Direct care nursing staff provide essential bedside services. Nurse leaders need to be
proactive in recognizing and addressing direct care nursing staff job satisfaction needs in
order to maintain high quality staff as well as quality of patient care and health care
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environments (Aiken, et al., 2009). Alternatively, there may be other variables
substituting for the transformational leadership relationship with nursing personnel
subordinates including some of the following:


autonomous nursing units utilizing self-governance which are self-reliant;



a highly professional and skilled staff who require little to no supervision
to provide direct patient care or other nursing services;



nursing teams which rely on the members of the team for support,
guidance, knowledge, and information resources, or;



nurses who develop an intrinsic reward system that operates independently
of the leader (Howell, Bowen, Dorfman, Kerr, & Podsakoff, 2007).

Leadership substitutes may account for the smallest effect size of transformational
leadership-job satisfaction relationship in the direct care staff subgroup.
Results from the moderator analysis of number of research sites showed the multiple
site subgroup had a stronger effect size (MWES = .620) than the single site
(MWES = .425). The multiple site subgroup had 13 studies and the single site subgroup
had nine studies. The multiple site subgroup studies had a much larger combined sample
size (N = 5,882) than the single site (N = 1,026). On average, the multiple site subgroup
had larger effect sizes among studies than the single site subgroup. Using multiple sites
rather than single research sites increases the chance of obtaining larger samples which
may better approximate the population of subordinate nursing personnel.
The type of publication moderator showed that the journal subgroup demonstrated a
stronger effect size (MWES = .612) than the dissertation/thesis subgroup
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(MWES = .430). This result adds evidence to Dickersin’s (2005) research that published
studies demonstrate larger effect sizes than unpublished studies.
Measurement error could have contributed to the pooled effects estimate for the
transformational leadership-job satisfaction relationship. There were 13 measures of the
job satisfaction construct and varying definitions. There was inconsistency across
studies in reporting reliability and validity measures for job satisfaction instruments
across studies. Measurement error may have contributed to inflated estimates of the
transformational leadership-job satisfaction relationship across studies. Another possible
explanation for the high overall effect for the transformational-job satisfaction
relationship may have been the possibility of high intercorrelation of items on the
Satisfaction with the Leader scale with items on the MLQ.
Unlike Zangaro & Soeken’s (2007) meta-analysis of nursing workforce variables, the
country of study origin moderator in this meta-analysis did not account for significant
variation in the relationship between transformational leadership and job satisfaction in
subgroup analysis. Again, this was surprising because Hostede’s (2001) theory of
cultural differences suggests subjects with different value systems according to national
background (US versus non-US) would interpret and respond to surveys differently.
Westernization of health care organizations in non-US countries may have accounted for
the absence of significant variation according to country of study origin. Subordinate
personnel may have adopted the culture of the organization while on the job and reverted
to their own non-Western norms and values once they returned to their communities
outside of work.
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5.1.3 Transformational Leadership and Turnover Intentions
Results of the pooled effects analysis support a medium effect size
(MWES = -.307) for the transformational leadership-turnover intentions relationship
across five studies. Homogeneity of effect size variance across studies (k = 5) prevented
subgroup analysis. The transformational leadership-turnover intentions relationship
suggests evidence of a moderate relationship between the two variables and consistency
of that relationship across a small group of studies.
According to the most recent National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses (NSSRN),
27.9 % of nurses surveyed across the U.S. reported lack of good management and
leadership as the reason for leaving the job or organization (HRSA, 2008). This result
was almost 13% higher than Strachota, et al.’s (2003) findings of 15%. Buffington,
Zwink, Fink, DeVine, and Sanders (2012) found that only 2.7% of the staff nurse
respondents (N = 673) surveyed at an academic Magnet hospital reported that managers
or other unit leaders were the reason they remained at their job. More than 50% of their
survey respondents identified leadership substitutes, such as peer relationships and
patient care (making a difference), as reasons for remaining in their job. Of the 443
responses to the qualitative part of their survey, 17% described various transformational
strategies needed to improve retention. Those strategies included improving leadership
relations with subordinates, mentoring, considering subordinates’ ideas and concerns, and
using subordinate feedback for improvement initiatives.
The small number of studies for the meta-analysis of the transformational leadershipturnover intentions relationship reflects the small number of studies in the literature
systematically examining nursing turnover. The medium effect size of the relationship
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found in this meta-analysis indicates that transformational leadership plays a role in
subordinate turnover intentions or retention. More studies are required to examine the
relationship between transformational leadership and nursing subordinate turnover
intentions and factors impacting the relationship. This research can assist nurse leaders to
determine the best strategies to enhance retention of quality nursing personnel.
5.1.4 Sensitivity Analysis---Study Quality
Sensitivity analysis provides evidence about the robustness of findings in the metaanalysis according to variations in methodological quality (Orwin, 1994, p. 157). For this
meta-analysis, the study quality moderator accounted for heterogeneity of effect size
variance across studies for transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel
organizational commitment and job satisfaction. The transformational leadershipturnover intentions relationship demonstrated homogeneity of effect size variance across
studies which made further sensitivity analysis unnecessary. The categories for study
quality included higher quality defined as assigned quality ratings at or above the cut
point of 75% of total points (15 to 19 quality points) and lower quality studies defined as
assigned ratings below the cut point of 75% of total quality points (0 to 14 quality
points).
For the relationship between transformational leadership and subordinate nursing
personnel organizational commitment, the higher quality subgroup demonstrated a
stronger effect size (MWES = .339) than the lower quality subgroup (MWES = .166).
Although methodologists suggest this finding is how it should be, within-group
heterogeneity of both subgroups indicates that findings should be interpreted cautiously
because other methodological factors may have accounted for the results.
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For the relationship between transformational leadership and job satisfaction, the
lower quality subgroup showed a stronger large effect (MWES = .683) than the higher
quality subgroup (MWES = .516). Within–group heterogeneity of both subgroups
indicates that the findings should be interpreted cautiously because other methodological
factors may have accounted for these results. The method for determining higher and
lower quality ratings may have biased the estimates. Exclusion of four studies from the
higher quality subgroup with quality ratings of 13 and 14 points may have biased the
effect size estimate downward in that subgroup. Three studies with lower quality ratings
had very large correlation coefficients and two of those studies also had very large
sample sizes. These factors may have biased the effect size estimate upward for the
lower quality subgroup.
5.1.5 Publication Bias
Publication bias is a threat to the validity of the meta-analysis because of the risk of
biasing summary effect estimates by omission of inaccessible studies or data,
unpublished studies, studies with small or non-significant results, studies with unexpected
results or over-representation of studies with moderate to large effects with expected
results.
This meta-analysis included analysis of effect size variability between journal and
dissertation/thesis subgroups, the funnel plot technique, and the fail-safe N procedure to
evaluate potential publication bias for studies of transformational leadership and
subordinate nursing personnel organizational commitment and job satisfaction. The
funnel plot technique and the fail-safe N procedure were used for studies of
transformational leadership and turnover intentions.
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There were mixed results among procedures used to assess publication bias for studies
of the transformational leadership-organizational commitment and transformational
leadership-job satisfaction relationships. Use of more precise methods for determining
publication bias should be considered. Publication bias for the studies of the
transformational leadership-turnover intentions relationship demonstrated that publication
bias was very unlikely for this group of studies.
Although publication bias is suggestive but inconclusive for studies of
transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel organizational
commitment and job satisfaction, there were studies omitted because of insufficient effect
size information and because of the author’s inability to obtain access to data or studies
from other researchers or registries. Publication bias is a possibility in this meta-analysis
despite the rigor with which it was conducted. Any interpretations of findings and
conclusions based on the results must bear this limitation in mind.
5.2 Limitations of the Meta-Analysis
Meta-analysis is a synthesis of studies using empirical research for the purposes of
creating generalizations (Cooper & Hedges, 1994, p. 5). This meta-analysis yielded an
overall magnitude of effects for relationships between transformational leadership and
nursing workforce correlates across studies. The pooled effects from the meta-analysis
generated a better approximation of the population effect than the effect estimated from
individual studies for each of the relationships examined. This meta-analysis used
contextual variables (moderators) to examine variations in effect size relationships
through subgroup and sensitivity analysis and to understand its applicability to nursing
and health care organizations.
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Although this meta-analysis was conducted in a systematic and rigorous manner
according to accepted scientific standards, there were limitations to the meta-analysis as
well. Those limitations included the following:
1. The descriptive, correlational design of the studies in the meta-analysis prevented
a causal explanation of effects for the relationships between transformational
leadership and workforce correlates;
2. The descriptive, retrospective design of the meta-analysis prevented generalizing
results beyond those studies included in the meta-analysis which affected its
external validity;
3. Small sample size of studies for each of the three relationships examined by this
meta-analysis subjected results to possible sampling error;
4. Inconsistent reporting of study and respondent characteristics in individual
studies precluded meaningful moderator analysis of demographic variables for
subordinate personnel such as age, education, years in current job, or reporting
relationship to the leader and study variables such as year of data collection (a
proxy variable for historic economic conditions);
5. Variability of conceptual definitions and measures for transformational
leadership and workforce correlates from study to study increased the risk of
threat to construct validity;
6. Dependence on effect size results from independent studies without analyzing
the degree to which those effects sizes were affected by measurement error or
statistical conclusion error increased the risk of biased summary effects and
threat to statistical conclusion validity;
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7. Within-group heterogeneity for subgroups required cautious interpretation of
effect size results;
8. Inaccessibility of relevant studies and unpublished data increased the risk of
publication bias;
9. Contradictory and inconclusive results from procedures used to assess
publication bias prevented a definitive answer about the existence of publication
bias for studies of transformational leadership and correlates---organizational
commitment and job satisfaction.
5.3 Recommendations
Transformational leadership is the gold standard of leadership in nursing and for
Magnet-designated centers of health care and nursing excellence. However, there is
evidence that in one study of a Magnet-designated health care organization,
transformational leadership may not be as valued as leadership substitutes to subordinate
nurses (Buffington, et al., 2012). Nurse leaders may value organizational commitment
more than nursing subordinates value it (Section 5.1.1). There is some evidence to
suggest that work may need to be done to bring transformational nurse leaders and
subordinate nursing personnel values into alignment to successfully engage in the work
required by the IOM (2011) mandate within the new health care system created by the
Affordable Care Act of 2010. Nurse leader-subordinate alignment requires leadership
focus on nursing policy, education, and research to maximize its success. The next
section reviews the implications of the meta-analytic results to nursing.
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5.3.1 Implications for Nursing
The results of this meta-analysis demonstrate that nurse leaders and subordinate
nursing personnel have work to do together to align their values and goals to meet the
vision mission, values, goals, and objectives of health care organizations in which they
are employed. The relationship between transformational leadership and subordinate
nursing personnel organizational commitment was weaker in the 21st century subgroup
than the 20th century subgroup of studies. Laschinger, et al.’s (2009) research suggests
that an indirect focus on nursing personnel organizational commitment through practices
to develop and enhance nursing empowerment is essential in order to facilitate their
alignment to nurse leaders and organization. Shared governance models are examples of
how empowerment is put into practice and can result in subordinate investment and
commitment to the organization.
This meta-analysis also shows that for studies of the transformational leadership-job
satisfaction relationship, the 21st century subgroup demonstrated a larger effect size than
the 20th century subgroup despite hardships brought on by the economic recession and
periodic health care restructuring in the 21st century. The growth of Magnet centers of
health care and nursing excellence and those organizations aspiring to Magnet status have
provided high quality work environments where nursing personnel experience job
satisfaction. Research has shown that nursing personnel job satisfaction is related to
positive patient health care and organizational outcomes (ie., nurse retention/turnover) in
Magnet health care organizations. Nurse leaders must develop systems to monitor,
assess, address, and evaluate the specifics of the nurses’ work and their work
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environment and collaborate with them in a mutually-supportive and transparent manner
to sustain subordinate job satisfaction.
This meta-analysis demonstrates a moderate effect size and consistency of effect for
studies of the transformational leadership-turnover intentions relationship. Although staff
turnover cannot be completely avoided, research indicates that subordinate nursing
personnel identified transformational leadership strategies to support retention
(Buffington, et al., 2012). Those suggestions included fostering better relations with
subordinates, mentoring, being attentive and responsive to subordinate concerns and
ideas, and using subordinate feedback on improvement initiatives (Buffington, et al.,
2012). Formal and informal systems and practices for nurse leader-subordinate
communication and collaboration will support retention and minimize unnecessary
turnover.
5.3.2 Implications for Policy
Harrington and Estes (2008) define policy as “‘authoritative decisions …that are
intended to direct or influence the actions, behaviors, or decisions of others’” (p. 5).
Policies must address the public interests, provide mechanisms for solving problems, and
promote health and well-being (pp. 4-5). Policies in health care organizations cover the
workforce as well as the public receiving services. The results of the meta-analysis have
important policy implications not only for subordinate nursing personnel but for patients
as well. Although this research showed that the relationship between transformational
leadership and organizational commitment has weakened over time in this meta-analysis,
nurse leaders should first evaluate whether these results apply to their organization. If so,
then they should assess factors contributing to the decline of subordinate nursing
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personnel organizational commitment and work with a variety of nursing personnel at all
levels of the organization to develop policies and strategies to reinvigorate subordinate
commitment. Alignment, communication, and collaboration with those in and outside of
the organization to stimulate creative ideas and solutions models enthusiasm, investment,
and commitment which may motivate subordinates to strengthen their commitment as
well. The shared governance models in nursing provide nurses with empowerment in the
workplace. Nursing personnel who perceive and experience nurse leader commitment to
their empowerment in the workplace are more likely to feel more committed to the
organization than those who do not.
Even though the results of the meta-analysis indicate that the transformational
leadership-subordinate job satisfaction relationship was found to demonstrate a strong
effect, nurse leaders must determine whether or not these results are consistent with
reality at their organizations. Policies must be in place to assess workforce needs and
issues, including job satisfaction. Some organizations conduct employee satisfaction
surveys every three years. Others conduct yearly employee surveys. Nurse leaders who
evaluate subordinate job satisfaction less frequently than on an annual basis run the risk
of missing important clues and warning signs of potential trouble in the workplace.
Although surveys are time consuming to conduct, they represent an attempt to keep in
touch with the needs of nursing personnel and to be attentive and responsive to their
needs and concerns. Nurse leaders should have policies with formal and confidential
mechanisms to assess subordinate job satisfaction as well as to provide feedback.
Policies should address alternative forums within the organization to assess and address
job satisfaction.
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Those subordinates who share dissatisfaction with the job or workplace should not be
automatically marginalized, black-balled, or labeled trouble-makers. Those who share
their dissatisfaction in an open and honest manner with creative and realistic ideas about
how to improve the underlying problem should be celebrated in the organization.
Bussing and Bissels (1998) identified several forms of work satisfaction and
dissatisfaction in their qualitative research with European nurses. Constructive
dissatisfaction reflects the identification of a problem affecting work satisfaction and
motivation to resolve the problem appropriately. Creative dissatisfaction reflects a desire
to aspire to higher levels of satisfaction.

Resigned work satisfaction indicates an

adjustment to the negative status quo. Nurse leaders must understand that all reports of
job satisfaction are not equal. Creative and constructive work dissatisfaction can
generate changes in policies which may improve patient safety and health as well as
improve workplace conditions or the way the work is done.
Results of the meta-analysis demonstrate that transformational leadership is
important to retention of staff. Whether or not retention is a problem, nurse leaders must
continue to monitor turnover statistics and evaluate the meaning of workforce turnover or
retention trends. Policies to reflect an ongoing commitment to the nursing staff require
active engagement of a variety of staff. For example, policies related to service on
committees and councils should include term limits in order to allow others to serve. In
this way, there is a variety of personnel to provide new and creative ways to think about
old problems. Diversity of ideas as well as gender and ethnicity may enhance the quality
of the work and as well as provide an expanded professional network for nursing
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members. Policies to create and maintain unit-based councils and committees may
provide ways to address specific problems related to unit-based turnover.
5.3.3 Implications for Nursing Education
The results of the meta-analysis indicate that there are varying strengths of the
relationships between transformational leadership and subordinate nursing personnel
organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions. Magnet heath care
organizations recognize transformational leadership as the style of leadership which
makes a difference in high quality health care settings. In order to develop the next
generation of transformational nurse leaders who can positively influence subordinate
nursing personnel attitudes and behaviors, experts in transformational leadership must be
available to train, educate, coach and mentor those who aspire to leadership roles. There
must be opportunities to develop and practice leadership skills in a variety of settings.
The IOM (2011) mandate and the Affordable Care Act of 2010 require transformational
nurse leaders in academic and health care organizations to lead change and advance
health within the new health care system.
5.4 Recommendations for Future Research
This meta-analysis was in part a response to Zangaro’s (2005) recommendation to
examine nursing leadership style in relation to workforce variables. Future research
should build on and expand the current meta-analysis. The Cochrane Collaboration
recommends updating (building on) completed meta-analyses every two years to observe
for trends and examine changes over time. Expansion of the current research includes
conducting outcomes research to determine whether transformational leadership has an
effect on selected nurse workforce variables. Evaluative research should be conducted to
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determine the effectiveness of academic and organizational training programs on
performance indicators. Evaluations of leadership performance should reflect the 360
degree feedback assessment to provide multi-level, multi-rater sources, including
supervisors, peers, subordinates, patients, and other stakeholders within a health care
organization. Multi-level and multi-rater sources provide a way to avoid the problem of
common method bias from exclusive use of self-reports.
5.5 Conclusion
Transformational leadership plays a role to varying degrees in subordinate nursing
personnel commitment to the organization, satisfaction with work, and retention. This
meta-analysis provides evidence of the strengths of the relationships between
transformational leadership and organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and
turnover intentions across studies as well as contextual variables affecting those
relationships. While the transformational leadership-organizational commitment
relationship has weakened, the transformational leadership-job satisfaction relationship
has become stronger from the 20th to the 21st century across studies. Transformational
leadership-turnover intentions relationship has maintained a moderate effect. Nurse
leaders must assess and address nurses’ ongoing needs, values, and interests in a
systematic way to maximize job satisfaction and retention of high quality nursing
personnel and strengthen their commitment to the organization. This leadership practice
is consistent with the IOM (2011) mandate to address nursing workforce needs within the
context of the Affordable Care Act of 2010 “to provide higher-quality, safer, more
affordable, and more accessible care” (pp. 1-2). Part of that mandate is to make
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recommendations about attracting and retaining nurses in a variety of health care
organizations and providing new roles for nurses within the new health care system.
Nurse leaders must view the results of this meta-analysis in the context of their own
organizations to determine whether all or part of the results apply to their particular
organizations.
Transformational leadership is the gold standard for leadership in nursing and is
associated with Magnet-designated centers of health care excellence. Development and
evaluation of transformational leadership training and practice for nurses at many levels
of the organization could serve directly to enhance positive nursing workforce outcomes
and indirectly enhance positive patient care outcomes.
Future research should include updating this meta-analysis every two years to
determine nursing personnel workforce trends using evidence-based research. This
research could then guide nursing and organizational policies to ensure a high quality
work environment. Additional research should focus on intervention studies to examine
the effectiveness of transformational leadership for front-line nurse managers on
subordinate outcomes such as empowerment, organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, and turnover intentions. Front-line managers work with direct care staff on a
daily basis and are in a position to positively influence their attitudes and behaviors
directly. Developing front-line managers into transformational leaders is essential to
maintain a high quality work environment, attract and retain high quality nursing
personnel, and remain viable as a health care organization in the transformed health care
environment.
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APPENDIX I
Studies of Transformational Leadership and Subordinate
Nursing Personnel Workforce Variables
Primary author
(publication year)
Al-Hussami (2009)
Avolio (2004)
Bratt (2000)
Bycio (1995)
Cardin (1995)
Drenkard (2005)
Dunham Taylor (2000)
Failla (2008)
Froelich (1995)
Gipe (1997)
Gottlieb (1990)
Kamencik (2003)
Larrabee (2003)
Leach (2005)
Loke (2001)
McGuire (2006)
McNeese (2000)
(Shanghai sample)
McNeese (2000) (LA
sample)
Medley (1995)
Morrison (1997)
Omer (2005)
Opeil (1998)
Ramey (2002)
Santa Maria (2007)
Taylor (1996)
Vandenberghe (2002)
Weatherly (1991)
Windsor (2009)

Organizational
Commitment
.717
.150

Job Satisfaction
.717
.560
.740

.410

.790
.348
.273
.268
.328
.650
.530

.274

.270
.060
.290
.350
.312

Turnover
Intentions

-.290
.300
-.400

-.264

.440
.430

.450

.472
.401
.640
.755
.500
.380
.427
.540
.290
.414

.258
.410
.170
.630
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Leadership Characteristics and Traits across Disciplines
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Business
Business
1. Bennis & Nanus (1985): In their seminal text, Leaders: The strategies for taking
charge, Bennis and Nanus described their four leadership strategies and underlying traits
of leaders. Their leadership strategies included: Attention through Vision; Meaning
through Communication; Trust through Positioning; Deployment of Positive Self-regard
and the Wallenda factor. Leadership traits included the following: vision-oriented;
action-oriented; results-oriented; persistent; determined; optimistic; self-confident;
self-aware; emotionally wise; courageous; risk-taker; accountable; predictable;
reliable; creative; empowering; persuasive; articulate; patient; open to others’ ideas
and criticisms; respectful; resilient; influential; motivational; inspirational; social
architect.
2. Bryant (2012): In a New York Times interview (May 6, 2012) with business
entrepreneur, Carl Bass, Bryant described Bass’s essential characteristics of leadership:
accountable and responsible for decisions, clarity of thinking, consistency, courage
of convictions, openness, decisive, embraces challenges, future-oriented, motivator
and aligner, self-confident, stability, “take charge”, understands the “big picture”.
3. Kouzes & Posner (2008): The authors gave a questionnaire of 20 leadership
characteristics to over 75,000 respondents across 10 countries. They asked respondents
to select their top 7 characteristics they admired in a leader which included the following
in order of selection frequency: honest, forward-looking, inspiring, competent,
intelligent, fair-minded, broad-minded, supportive, straight-forward, dependable,
cooperative, courageous, determined, caring, imaginative, mature, ambitious, loyal,
self-controlled, and independent. The participating countries included Australia,
Canada, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Singapore, Sweden/Denmark, and the United
States. According to the authors, this 2007 survey yielded results similar to their
previous surveys in 2002, 1995, and 1987 (p. 29).
4. Pearlstein (2012): In his commentary in the business section of the Washington Post,
September 4, 2011, Pearlstein (2012) described what he considered Steve Jobs’s
leadership characteristics: visionary, courage of convictions, ability to align others to
his vision, embrace of paradox, risk-taker, enthusiastic, goal-directed, solutionfocused, translated vision into reality, “well-timed micromanager”.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Business
Business
5. Peters & Waterman (1982): The authors described leadership characteristics of those
in effective business organizations included the following: unconventional wisdom;
action-orientation; openness to ambiguity and paradox; risk-taking; bias for action;
respectful; innovative; informal; tolerance of failure in the service of future success;
competitive; pragmatic; committed to customer service and quality of service;
empowering; flexible; dynamic; exuberant; social connections at all levels of the
organization and with customers; responsive to feedback; inventive; involved;
positive; ability to communicate vision and values fluently and effectively.
6. Rusli, Perlroth, & Bilton (2012): Mark Zuckerberg’s leadership traits reflected the
input from diverse individuals including former and current employees and mentors in a
New York Times (May 13, 2012) article on the eve of Facebook’s public listing on the
NASDAQ stock market exchange: visionary, revolutionary, immature, independent,
social misfit, self-aware, courage of convictions, challenger of stereotypes, risktaker, self-assured, self-confident, tempered by failure, goal-oriented, social
networker, strategic thinker, “high ask-to-talk” ratio, initiator, responsive,
relentless, savvy negotiator, decisive, resourceful, long-term focus, influential, lifelong learner, focus on power and control.
7. Tichy & Devanna (1986): Tichy and Devanna developed their perspectives on
leadership characteristics during crisis after interviewing leaders in the business field and
reviewing literature. They characterized a transformational leader according to the
following seven factors and their underlying qualities: Change agents (visionary,
articulate, inspirational); Courageous (prudent risk-takers, able to take a stand against
the status quo, willingness to risk ridicule of taking an opposing position, intelligent,
empathic); Sensitive to people (empowering, understand people’s needs and desires,
supportive); Value-driven (behavior consistent with moral values, dedicated, responsive,
conscientious, personal integrity); Life-long learner (views failure as a learning
experience, values learning and development for self and others, competent---technically,
socially, politically, and culturally); Ability to deal with complexity, ambiguity,
uncertainty (disciplined, tenacious, flexible, long-term orientation, sustained attention,
awareness of organizational and environmental challenges and opportunities); Visionary
(able to translate dreams, ideas, and images so others can understand and share them,
turns visions into reality through action).
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Example from Education
Education
Pitts, B. (2011): In his 60 minutes interview (November 13) with and about Dr. Freeman
Hrabowski, President of the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) for the
last 20 years and then-recent winner of the Top American Leader Award, Byron Pitts
revealed leadership traits and characteristics of this renowned educator: transformative,
innovative, creative, disciplined, invested, inspiring, passionate about education,
engaging, humanistic, intelligent, empowering, supportive and demanding, selfconfident, man of courage and convictions, articulate, persuasive, socially inclusive,
team-builder, collaborative, enthusiastic, realist and idealist, visionary who enacts vision
for the betterment of society, wisdom, insightful, future-oriented, instills faith and
confidence in others.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Industrial and
Organizational Psychology
Industrial and Organizational Psychology
1. Bass (2008): The author defined trait as “a construct based on consistent individual
differences between people” and competencies as traits revealed through behaviors (p.
103). Trait factors and competencies of leaders were organized into the following
categories:
Cognitive traits: intelligence, judgment, decisiveness, fluency of speech,
resourcefulness, technical abilities, vision, imagination, articulateness, diagnostic skills,
originality, creativity.
Social competency: social intelligence, assertiveness, cooperativeness and the ability
to enlist cooperation, attractiveness, affiliativeness, nurturance, sociability, interpersonal
skills, social participation, tact, diplomacy, social insight, and attributional accuracy.
Emotional competency: emotional intelligence, emotional maturity, self-confidence,
self-esteem, hardiness, optimism, emotional health.
Biophysical traits: physical fitness and health.
Character traits: integrity, honesty, moral reasoning, resilience, discipline.
2. Dignan & Inouye (1988): In one of many studies examining the “Big 5” Factors of
personality traits, Dignan and Inouye
identified the personality traits as follow: Extroversion-Introversion; Agreeableness;
Conscientiousness; Neuroticism-Emotional Health; Openness to Experience.
3. Ghisseli (1963): After examining leader traits according to occupational levels,
Ghisseli found those traits included intelligence, supervisory ability, initiative, selfassurance.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Industrial and
Organizational Psychology
Industrial and Organizational Psychology
4. Judge & Bono (2000): Results from their cross-sectional study of respondents from
across many industries demonstrated an association between transformational leadership
(TFL) and Big 5 model of personality traits (R = .40). Although simple correlations
indicated three of the five traits were significantly associated with TFL, agreeableness
(rc = .32), extroversion (rc = .26), and openness to experience (rc = .26), regression
analysis demonstrated that only agreeableness (ßc = .28) and extroversion (ßc = .20)
were independent predictors of TFL.
The following facets of Big 5 personality traits demonstrated very small but
statistically significant correlations with TFL:
Agreeableness: trust (.15), straightforwardness (.16), altruism (.14), tendermindedness (.13).
Extroversion: assertiveness (.16), positive emotions (.15), activity (.13)
Openness to Experience: feelings (.17), actions (.14), ideas (.15), values (.17)
5. Judge, Bono, Ilies & Gerhardt (2002): In their meta-analysis of 78 studies of business,
military/government, and students, the researchers examined the association of the “Big
5” Factors of personality traits, “lower order” personality traits and leadership.
The results of overall effects of leadership and the “Big 5” (higher order) traits
across studies included the following:
extroversion (.31), conscientiousness (.28), neuroticism (-.24), openness to experience
(.24), agreeableness (.08).
Subgroup analysis for business studies demonstrated lower effects than combined
effects:
extroversion (.25), conscientiousness (.05), neuroticism (-.15), openness to experience
(.23), agreeableness (-.04).
For the overall model, 48% in the variance in leadership was explained by the Big
5 Factors of personality.
Independent predictors included conscientiousness (.29), extroversion (.27), openness
to experience (.21).
The results of overall effects of leadership and “lower order” traits across studies
included the following:
dominance (.37), sociability (.37), achievement (.35), dependability (.30), self-esteem
(.19), locus of control (.13).
6. Lord, DeVader, & Aliger (1986): Results of their meta-analysis of the relationship
between personality traits and leadership perceptions included the following: Intelligence
(.503); Masculinity-Femininity (aggressive, decisive, unemotional) (.338);
Extroversion-Introversion (outgoing, verbal skills) (.261); Adjustment (.238);
Conservatism (conservative, strict, authoritarian, disciplined) (.223); Dominance
(determined, directive, tough, cooperative, flexible) (.133).
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Industrial and
Organizational Psychology
Industrial and Organizational Psychology
7. Stogdill (1948): In his review of 128 sources, including studies as well as analysis of
biographies and case studies, from 1904 to 1948, Stogdill identified six trait factors and
associated characteristics:
Capacity: intelligence, alertness, verbal facility, originality, judgment
Achievement: scholarship, knowledge, athletic accomplishment
Responsibility: dependability, initiative, persistence, aggressiveness, selfconfidence, desire to excel
Participation: activity, sociability, cooperation, adaptability, humor
Status: socioeconomic position, popularity
Situation: skills, consideration of needs and interests of followers, objectives to
be achieved
8. Terman (1904): In one of the earliest systematic studies of leadership, Terman
identified leadership characteristics in which he included studies of animal behavior,
“primitive” people, and school children (predominately girls in grades 5-8).
At the instinctual level, animals seemed to “act at the stimulus” of a similar other and
exhibit “imitation” (modeling initiator), reaction to “suggestion” (influence of initiator),
“sentinel postings/calls” (direction of initiator), dominance (initiator behavior),
“ambitious struggle” (initiator dominance, competition, self-reliance, courage),
“gregarious instincts” (activity, capability, associated groupings).
In studies of school children where respondents identified leader behaviors, leader
characteristics included the following:
preferred physical attributes, status, strength and activity, empathy, loyalty and
honesty, courage, sociability, brightness, scholarship, judgment, cunning, tact,
originality, musical ability, bribery, flattery, coaxing, strong-willed, self-confident,
decisive, boastful, domineering, bossy, inspires fear, sharp-tongued, haughty, good
disposition and temper, friendly, strange, greater experience, wit, coarse,
mischievous, smoked, uses slang, passion for leadership, self-reliant, feels superior
to others around.
Characteristics of leadership behaviors of “primitive” peoples included some of the
following: bravery, physical strength, cunning, endurance, deserving through
common consent or formal election, valor, skill, courage, perseverance, intelligence,
boldness, powers of oratory, ease of manner, persuasive language, achievements,
knowledge, alliance with priests, wealth, influence, status.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from the Military
Military
1. Gates (2011): Taken from his commencement address at the US Naval Academy on
May 30, 2011 and published in the Washington Post, Gates identified important
characteristics of military leadership: vision (“how to take an outfit to a higher level of
excellence”), deep conviction (“fire in the mind that transforms all who feels its warmth
that transfixes all who sees its shining light in the eyes of a man or woman”), strength of
purpose (“a belief in a cause that reaches out to others, touches their hearts and makes
them eager to follow”), self-confidence (“quiet self-assurance that allows a leader to give
both real responsibility and real credit for success”), decision-maker, delegator,
morally courageous (“courage of conviction”... “‘speak truth to power’”), integrity,
self-reliance, self-control, honor, decency, respectful, truthful. He emphasized, “the
acid test of leadership is how you treat those you outrank” (p. A21).
2. Scales (2011): In the Opinion/Commentary section of the Baltimore Sun (September
29, 2011), Scales described leadership qualities of then soon-to-retire Admiral Mike
Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: Uniquely human, humble, visionary,
supportive, empathic, strategic thinker, reflective, knowledgeable, social, diligent,
forward thinker, expert, courage of convictions, wide breadth of knowledge,
listener-questioner.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Nursing
Nursing
1. Carroll (2005): Carroll (2005): In her review of leadership factors, particularly for
nurse executives, Carroll suggested the following attributes: personal integrity (ethical
standards, trustworthiness, credibility); strategic vision and action-orientation; teambuilding and communication skills; management and technical competencies; people
skills (empowering others, networking, valuing diversity, working collaboratively),
personal survival attributes (political sensitivity, self-direction, self-reliance, courage,
candor).
2. Connaughton & Hassinger (2007): The authors described their prescription for
leadership as follow: self-responsibility;
deep character (honesty, respect, courage, patience, compassion); creative; open to
alternative ideas and debate; tolerance; resilience; self-awareness of strengths,
talents and limitations; accountability for behaviors and action that impact on
others; optimistic; goal-oriented and solution focused.
3. Henson, Woods, Boyle, Bott & Taunton (1995): Their survey of 99 nurse managers
and 1,035 staff nurses from 94 units showed that leadership qualities included
motivation to manage (ambition, drive), extroversion, agreeableness, emotional
stability.
4. Kelly (1974): Kelly determined the salient psychological predictors of leadership in
those promoted (as opposed to those not promoted) included intelligence, independence,
femininity, poise, capacity for status (ambition/drive), ability to withstand pressure,
self-assurance, calmness, distant, alignment to the profession of nursing.
5. Marshall (2011): In her leadership text, Transformational leadership in nursing,
Marshall described leadership characteristics essential in nursing: reflection; personal
mission; goal-directed; presence; emotional intelligence (self-awareness, selfregulation, motivation, empathy, social skills); accountability; authenticity;
humility/vulnerability; risk-taking; fearlessness; creativity; innovation; wit/sense of
humor; appreciative inquiry; moral sensitivity; intelligence/ability to reason.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Nursing
Nursing
6. Meighan (1990): In her study, Meighan surveyed 14 staff nurses (12 RNs and 2
LPNs) to assess their beliefs about the most important characteristics of nursing leaders.
Their responses included the following: caring, hard-working, responsible, assertive,
friendly, flexible, organized, productive, trusting, respected, considerate, sticks to a
decision and sees it through, consistent, competent and knowledgeable, expert in the
field, initiates action, models expected behavior, listens to staff, reasonable, easygoing, supportive.
7. Murray & Hill (1992a): The researchers randomly sampled 60 Australian
Occupational Health nurses about most important nurse leadership abilities. Those
included the following: interpersonal communication skills; knowledgeable about
occupational health nursing issues; objective decision-maker; policy development
and administrative skills; assertive behavior; effective health promoter;
knowledgeable about research methods; interdisciplinary work experience.
8. Murray & Hill (1992b): The authors conducted a review of the Cumulative Nursing
and Allied Health database between 1983 and 1990. They retrieved 22 American studies
and identified six leadership categories: visionary/imaginative; strong linguistic skills;
flexible change agent; intuitive understanding of others’ viewpoints; keen sense of
timing.
9. Upenieks (2003): In her comparative study of Magnet and non-Magnet hospital
organizations, differences in the degree of leadership traits between the two types of
hospital organizations from staff nurses perspective indicated greater leader
accessibility, support of autonomy in decision-making, access to empowerment
structures such as opportunity, information, and resources for those at Magnetdesignated hospitals than non-Magnet institutions (p. 83).
10. Vitello-Cicciu (2002): The author used the Emotional Intelligence construct as the
foundation for what she described as important qualities of nurse leaders: emotional
awareness; accurate self-assessment; self-confidence; self-control; trustworthiness;
conscientiousness; adaptability; innovation; achievement drive; commitment;
initiative; optimism; empathy; development of others; service orientation; balancing
diversity; political awareness; influential; catalyst; collaborator; team builder.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from Nursing
Nursing
11. Worcestor (19941): Early in the Nursing literature, Worcester described leadership
qualities in the American Journal of Nursing as follow: courage, vision, idealism,
expert with wide breadth of knowledge, guide and path finder in leading others in
new directions, ability to “keep one’s head”, calm in emergencies, objective, selfpossessed, intelligent, open-minded, energetic, self-confident, faithful to a cause,
faith in followers, risk-taker, technically and socially competent, responsible,
inquisitive with wide range of interests, wide social circle, insightful, sincere,
sympathetic, “divine discontent” (She explained this concept as part of the
leadership process: The leader sees how things are; sees how they may be better;
and is willing to put forth the effort and energy to realize the ideal condition (p.
282).
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Examples from the Political History
Political History
1. Clinton (2012): In his review of Robert Caro’s (2012) biography of Lyndon Johnson,
The passage of power (volume III), former President Bill Clinton indicated thenPresident Johnson’s leadership qualities at a crucial time in US history, 1960 to 1965
included: transformational, visionary, reformer, politically skillful, “genius for
getting people (“friends, foes and everyone in-between”) to align with his goals of
the Great Society initiatives and achieve his overarching vision for how society
should be (Civil Rights Act, Voting Rights Act, open housing laws, anti-poverty
legislation, Medicare and Medicaid, and Head Start programs), persuasive, influential,
powerful, manipulative, bullying, ambitious, commanding, dominant, courage of
convictions, self-aware, extroverted, manipulative, moral values-driven, decisive,
ability to rise above political past and personal limitations.
2. Phillips (1992): In Lincoln on leadership, Phillips identified 15 important behaviors
with examples reflecting Lincoln’s exceptional leadership qualities: a.) Get out of the
office and circulate among the troops; b.) Build strong alliances; c.) Persuade rather than
coerce; d.) Honesty and integrity are the best policies; f.) Never act out of vengeance or
spite; g.) Have the courage to handle unjust criticism; h.) Be a master of paradox; i.)
Exercise a strong hand---be decisive; j.) Lead by being led; k.) Set goals and be resultsoriented; l.) Keep searching until you find your “Grant” (in reference to having
exceptionally competent, committed, and expert subordinates to implement strategies to
achieve vision and mission); m.) Encourage innovation; n.) Mastering the art of public
speaking; o.) Influence people though conversation and storytelling, and; p.) Preach the
vision and continually reaffirm it. Some of those essential qualities included visionary,
ability to translate vision into reality by effective actions; courageous, openness,
wide breadth of knowledge, innovative, trustworthy, resolute, compassionate and
caring, optimistic with subordinates, empowering, honesty, integrity, fair, decent,
respectful, just, kind, firm, decisive, humorous, self-confident, consistent and stable,
moral, forgiving, approachable, extroverted, flexible, demanding and tough,
principled, influential, humble, change-oriented, future-oriented, “take charge”,
tireless, ambitious, initiator, prudent risk-taker, tolerant, collaborative, inquisitive,
good conversationalist, effective storyteller, able to manage ambiguity, uncertainty,
and paradox; credible, sincere, succinct, endearing, articulate, civil.
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APPENDIX II
Leadership Characteristics and Traits: Example from Sociology
Sociology
Jennings (1944): In her article, Leadership: A dynamic redefinition, in the Journal of
Educational Psychology, Jennings identified characteristics of leadership as follow:
“protagonists of the needs and desires of large numbers of the population”(p. 431),
act on behalf of others, sensitive to the needs of others, see beyond their own
personal needs into the wide range of needs of others, translate the needs of others
into effective outlets, can see the big picture, encourage development of others,
chosen by others who recognize their role in improving the situation for others,
innovative changers of the status quo, use of high public displays of “esprit de
corps”, “‘internalize’ their private worries, anxieties and the like” (p. 432), source of
psychological comfort, unusual capacity to identify with others and act on their
behalf to enhance the social milieu. (pp. 431-433)
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Table of Transformational Leadership Instruments
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APPENDIX IV
Table of Organizational Commitment Instruments
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APPENDIX V
Table of Job Satisfaction Instruments
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APPENDIX VI
Table of Turnover Intentions Instruments
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APPENDIX VII
Inclusion Criteria Coding Form
Inclusion Criteria Scoring Form for Individual Studies
Please complete each of the two sections of this Inclusion Criteria Scoring Form. Use the
same coder initials on each form you complete. If you have any questions about any items
on the Inclusion Criteria Scoring Form, contact Kathy Barlow: (H) 410-667-6191 (W) 410554-2465 (Email) kbarl001@umaryland.edu or KMB7007@Earthlink.net. Thank you for
your time and assistance.
Section 1:
Study Author(s) name(s):____________________________________________
Study ID: ____
Title of Study: ______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Year of Study:

__________

Coder Initials:

__________

Coding Date:

__________
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A Meta-Analysis of Transformational Leadership and Nursing Personnel
Organizational Commitment, Job Satisfaction, and Turnover Intentions
Inclusion Criteria Scoring Form for Individual Studies
Section 2:
Directions: For each study reviewed, please place a check (√ ) in the box marked “Yes” if
the study meets the criterion or “No” if the study does not meet the criterion. If a study
includes two or three correlational relationships between transformational leadership
(TFL) and the other variables of interest, complete a separate form for each and circle the
relationship which applies.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Inclusion Criteria
The study was published in English, or if unpublished,
available for review in English, for the years January, 1985
through June 30, 2010.
The study is a quantitative analysis of an empirical study.
The study sample is in a subordinate position to the leaders
being evaluated. [Note: The respondents may be
evaluating their immediate supervisor (direct leader) or may
be evaluating someone in a position above their immediate
supervisor (indirect leader)]
The sample includes any Nursing personnel who provide
direct and/or indirect care to patients. [Note: Direct care means
working directly with patients or clients. Indirect care means
providing guidance, support, education, supervision and
evaluation of those who provide direct patient or client care.]
The sample size (N) is reported in the study for respondents
who are in subordinate positions to leaders being evaluated.
The study includes sufficient statistical data to compute an
effect size (ES) between:
TFL and organizational commitment
TFL and job satisfaction
TFL and turnover intentions (i.e., intent to leave, intent to stay
or intent to remain in the job or organization, or turnover
rate).
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Yes

No

APPENDIX VIII
Computerized Database Search of the Literature
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APPENDIX IX
Data Codebook and Data Extraction Coding Form
Data Codebook and Data Extraction Form
Please complete each section of this Data Coding and Data Extraction Form. Use
the same coder initials on each form you complete. If you have any questions about
any items on this form, contact Kathy Barlow, (H) 410-667-6191 (W) 410-554-2465
(Email) kbarl001@umaryland.edu or KMB7007@Earthlink.net. Thank you very
much for your time and assistance.
001. Coder Initials:

__________

002. Coding Date:

__________

003. Study ID:

__________

Section A. Publication Information
004. Study Author(s):______________________________________________
005. Study Title:_______________________________________________________________
006. Publication year: __________
007. Data collection year: __________ to __________ Not reported _________
008. Type of publication: Please check (√) item relevant to study under review:
Journal _____ Unpublished dissertation _____ Unpublished thesis _____
Book _____ Technical report _____ Unpublished manuscript _____
Unpublished report _____ Other _____ (Please specify source): _____________________
Section B. Data Collection
009. Survey Method:
Questionnaire (pencil and paper) _____ Questionnaire (Internet) _____
Interview _____ Other _____ (Please specify): ____________________
Not reported _____
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Section B. Data Collection
010. Data collection procedure (Source of survey distribution):
Direct supervisor _____
Nursing department representative _____
Human Resources representative _____
Researcher not employed by the organization where study was conducted _____
Other _____ (Please specify): ___________________________
Not reported ____
011. Place a check (√) next to the method used to determine the response rate:
Response rate was reported by the author(s) _____
Response rate was calculated by the coder _____
Response rate was unable to be calculated _____
012. Average response rate: _____%
Section C. Sample
013. Indicate the country or countries where the study was conducted. Please indicate if
not reported (NR) .
_________________________________________________________________
014. Report the most specific geographical location(s) where the study was conducted
(eg, state(s), region(s) (South, North, West, East, Northeast, Southwest), or urban, suburban
or rural. Please indicate if not reported (NR).
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
015. Indicate the type of organization (s) where the study was conducted. Please check
(√) all which apply:
Hospital _____ Nursing Home _____ Assisted Living Facility _____
Rehabilitation Center _____ Outpatient _____ University or College ______
Other _____ (Please specify): ____________________ Not reported____
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Section C. Sample
016. Select item that indicates whether single site or multi-sites study:
Single site_____
Multi-sites_____
017. Place a check (√) to indicate the reporting relationship between respondent subordinate and
leader being evaluated in the study:
Direct report (immediate supervisor) _____
Indirect report (at least one supervisor in between respondent and leader) _____
Both direct and indirect reports_____
Not reported_____
018 to 027. Characteristics of the Sample: Please indicate (NR) if data were not reported or
(NA) if item does not apply:

Demographics

018 Type of personnel in sample
(Subordinates)
019 Employed Full Time
020 Employed Part Time
021 Male
022 Female
023 Mean Years in Current Job

Direct care subordinates
(includes RNs, LPNs, and/or
other nursing personnel in
subordinate positions)

N=
N=
N=
N=
N=

(
(
(
(

)%
)%
)%
)%

Indirect care
subordinates
(includes Managers,
Supervisors,
Directors, or Nursing
faculty in subordinate
positions)
N=

Mixed sample
(direct and
indirect care
subordinates)

N=
N=
N=
N=

N=
N=
N=
N=

(
(
(
(

)%
)%
)%
)%

024 Range of Years in Current
Job
025 Mean Age
026 Age Range
027 Total Number of
Subordinate subjects in
study (Sample size)

Section D. Statistical Assessments and Effect Sizes (ES)
028. Reported unit of analysis (how data are aggregated):
Individual___ Unit___ Department ___ Hospital ___ Not reported___
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N=
(
(
(
(

)%
)%
)%
)%

Section D. Statistical Assessments and Effect Sizes (ES)
029. If unit of analysis is higher than individual level, study indicates how data
aggregation is calculated:
Yes ___
No ___
Not reported___
030. Instrument name used to measure Transformational Leadership and developer(s):
______________________________________________________________________
031. Number of items: _____
032. Range of scale: ________
033. Sample-specific reliability estimate for the total scale: _____
Reliability estimate for scale from a previous study:____
Not reported____
034. Type of reliability: ______________
035. Number of Transformational Leadership subscales: _____
Name of subscales
Number of items
Subscale reliability estimate
_____________________________ _____________ __________________________
_____________________________ _____________ __________________________
_____________________________ _____________ __________________________
_____________________________ _____________ __________________________
_____________________________ _____________ __________________________
Please use the back of this page if you need more space and indicate the item number for
your response.
036. Indicate range of Transformational Leadership subscales’ reliability estimates if individual
subscale reliability estimates are not stated (NR if not reported):______
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Section D. Statistical Assessments and Effect Sizes (ES)
037. Instrument name used to measure Organizational Commitment and developer(s):
_________________________________________________________________
038. Number of items: ____Not reported____
039. Range of scale: ________Not reported____
040. Sample-specific reliability estimate for the total scale: _____
Reliability estimate for scale from a previous study:______
Not reported____
041. Type of reliability: ___________________Not reported____
042. Number of Organizational Commitment subscales: _____Not reported____
Name of subscales

Number of items

Subscale reliability estimate

_____________________________

_____________

_______________________

_____________________________

_____________

_______________________

_____________________________

_____________

_______________________

043. Indicate range of Organizational Commitment subscales’ reliability estimates if individual
subscale reliability estimates are not stated (NR if not reported):_________

Section D. Statistical Assessments and Effect Sizes (ES)
044. Effect Size estimate for Transformational Leadership and Organizational Commitment
may be calculated from data provided in the study (Please check (√) item which applies to
study under review:
Pearson correlation and sample size (N) _____
Pearson correlation and standard error (SE) _____
Fisher’s Z and sample size (N) _____
Fisher’s Z and standard error (SE) _____
t-value and sample size (N) for correlation _____
p-value and sample size (N) for correlation _____
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F statistic, 1df and sample size (N) for correlation_____
Other______ (If “Other”, then indicate method of correlation measure of estimating
ES:___________________________________________________)
Not enough data to calculate Effect Size (ES) _____
045. Instrument name to measure Job Satisfaction and developer(s):
_________________________________________________________________
046. Number of items: ____ Not reported____
047. Range of scale: ________Not reported____
048. Sample-specific reliability estimate for the total scale: _____
Reliability estimate for scale from a previous study:_____
Not reported____
049. Type of reliability: ______________Not reported____
Section D. Statistical Assessments and Effect Sizes (ES)
050. Number of Job Satisfaction subscales: ____Not reported____
Name of subscales

Number of items

Subscale reliability estimate

_____________________________

_____________

_____________________

_____________________________

_____________

_____________________

_____________________________

_____________

_____________________

_____________________________

_____________

_____________________

_____________________________

_____________

_____________________

_____________________________ _____________
_____________________
Please use the back of this page if you need more space and indicate the item number for
your response.
051. Indicate range of Job Satisfaction subscales’ reliability estimates if individual subscale
reliability estimates are not stated (NR if not reported):_________
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052. Effect Size estimate for Transformational Leadership and Job Satisfaction may be
calculated from data provided in the study (Please check (√) item which applies to study
under review):
Pearson correlation and sample size (N) _____
Pearson correlation and standard error (SE) _____
Fisher’s Z and sample size (N) _____
Fisher’s Z and standard error (SE) _____
t-value and sample size (N) for correlation _____
p-value and sample size (N) for correlation _____
F statistic, 1df and sample size (N) for correlation _____
Other______ (If “Other”, then indicate method of correlation measure of estimating
ES:___________________________________________________)
Not enough data to calculate Effect Size (ES) _______
Section D. Statistical Assessments and Effect Sizes (ES)
053. Instrument name used to measure Turnover Intentions (Intent to leave, Intent to stay,
Turnover rate or %):
_________________________________________________________________
054. Number of items: _____Not reported___
055. Range of scale: ________Not reported___
056. Sample-specific reliability estimate for the total scale: _____
Reliability estimate for scale from a previous study:______
Not reported____
057. Type of reliability: ______________Not reported_____
058. Effect Size estimate for Transformational Leadership and Turnover Intentions (i.e., Intent to
Leave, Intent to Stay, Turnover rate (%) may be calculated from data provided in the study
(Please check (√) item which applies to study under review:
Pearson correlation and sample size (N) _____
Pearson correlation and standard error (SE) _____
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Fisher’s Z and sample size (N) _____
Fisher’s Z and standard error (SE) _____
t-value and sample size (N) for correlation _____
p-value and sample size (N) for correlation _____
F statistic, 1df and sample size _____
Annual turnover rate_______
Other______ (If “Other”, then indicate method of correlation measure of estimating
ES:___________________________________________________)
Not enough data to calculate Effect Size (ES) _____
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APPENDIX X
Study Quality Rating Checklist Coding Form
Study Quality Rating Checklist
Please complete this two-part Study Quality Rating Checklist form. Part one requires
information about the study under review, your initials as the coder, and the date you completed
this form. Part two is the 13-item Quality Rating Checklist which requires you to score each
quality criterion, provide a cumulative quality score for the study, and write the number of
minutes required to complete the form. Please review the Study Quality Rating Codebook for an
explanation of each quality criterion and rating options for each. Contact Kathy Barlow, (H) 410667-6191 (W) 410-554-2465 (Email) kbarl001@umaryland.edu or KMB7007@Earthlink.net, if
you have any questions about any items on the Quality Rating Form. Thank you very much for
your time and assistance.
Part 1.
1. Study Author(s) name(s):________________________________________________
2. Study Year: _________
3. Study ID:

__________

4. Coder’s Initials: __________
5. Coding Date:

__________

Please remember to write the number of minutes required to complete the Study Quality
Rating Checklist when you are finished. Please feel free to offer feedback in writing about
the Quality Rating Checklist.
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Part 2.

Study Quality Rating Checklist
Please place a check (√) next to your response to each item and write a score for each of the items
on the right side of the page. Write the Total Quality Rating Score on page 4 for the study
reviewed. Please contact Kathy Barlow, (H) 410-667-6191 (W) 410-554-2465 (Email)
kbarl001@umaryland.edu or KMB7007@Earthlink.net, if you have any questions about any
items on the Study Quality Rating Checklist.
Score
1. Did the study report a Theory, Conceptual Model, or Structural Model?
____0 = no
____1 = yes

_____

2. Was a conceptual definition of transformational leadership reported in the study?
____0 = no
____1 = yes

_____

3. Were research questions, hypotheses, or problem statement clearly stated?
____0 = no
____1 = yes

_____

4. Was the study design reported?
____0 = no
____1 = yes

_____

5. How was the sampling design reported in the study?
____2 = Probability sampling (including: simple random, systematic, stratified,
cluster, two-stage and multi-stage sampling)
____1 = Non-probability sampling (including: purposive, quota , convenience
and snowball sampling)
____0 = Not reported
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_____

Score
6. What was the reported survey response rate?
____2 = > 40%
____1 = < 40 %
____0 = not reported and cannot be calculated from data reported in the study

_____

7. Was the instrument to measure transformational leadership described in the study?
(Check “2” if of the name of the instrument, reference for the instrument, number of items,
and response choices are provided. Check “1” if some but not all information for the
instrument is provided in the study. Check “0” if no name, reference, number of items, and
response choices are given for the instrument.)
____2 = completely described
____1 = partially described
____0 = not described at all

_____

8. What was the sample-specific reliability estimate reported for the transformational
leadership instrument? (Note: Reliability estimates may be reported for the
total scale. If only reliability estimates for subscales are reported, then the composite or
average reliability estimate for the subscales.)
____2 = > .70
____1 = < .70
____0 = not reported

_____

9. Was validity of the transformational leadership instrument reported?
____1 = yes
____0 = no

_____
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Score
10. Were measurement instrument(s) in the study described for one or more of the other
variables of interest in the study (organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and/or
turnover intentions---includes intent to leave, intent to remain, intent to stay with the
job or organization)?
(Check “2” if the name of the instrument(s), reference for the instrument(s), number of
items, and response choices of the instrument(s) were described in the study. Check “1”
if some but not all information for the instrument(s) was described in the study. Check “0”
if no name, reference for the instrument(s), number of items, and response choices were
reported in the study.
____2 = completely described
____1 = partially described
____0 = not described at all

_____

11. What was the sample-specific reliability estimate reported for the instrument or the
subscales for the variables of interest, organizational commitment, job satisfaction,
and/or turnover intentions---includes intent to leave, intent to remain, intent to stay
with the job or organization)?
(Note: Reliability estimates may be reported for the total scale. If only reliability
estimates for subscales are reported, then the composite or average reliability estimate
for the subscales.)
Check “2” if reliability estimates for all measures (total scales or subscales) of all variables
of interest were reported as greater than or equal to .70.
Check “1” if some but not all reliability estimates were reported but less than .70.
Check “0” if no reliability estimates were reported for any of the instruments to measure the
variable(s) of interest.)
____2 = > .70
____1 = < .70
____0 = not reported

______
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Score
12. Were organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and/or turnover intentions
measured using valid instruments?
____2 = all of the variable(s) of interest in the study were measured using
valid instruments
____1 = some but not all variable(s) of interest in the study were measured using
valid instruments
____0 = no report that the variables of interest in the study were measured using
valid instruments
_____
13. What was the Total Quality Rating Score for the study under review?
_____
Number of minutes required to complete Quality Rating Checklist:
__________________________
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APPENDIX XI
Codebook for the Quality Rating Checklist
Codebook for the Quality Rating Checklist
The Study Quality Rating Codebook provides an explanation of each quality criterion and
rating options for each study under review for the meta-analysis. The purpose of the codebook is
to help each reviewer to understand each quality criterion, assign scores, and enhance inter-rater
reliability.
1. Did the study report a Theory, Conceptual Model, or Structural Model?
A theory, conceptual model, or structural model guides the research for a study.
Check “1” if a theory is described for leadership or a conceptual or structural model of
relationships between transformational leadership and one or more of the variables of interest
(organizational commitment, job satisfaction, or turnover intentions) is specified. Check “0” if no
theory, conceptual, or structural model is reported in the study.
2. Was a conceptual definition of transformational leadership reported in the study?
A conceptual definition of transformational leadership is related to a theory or conceptual
model guiding the research and reflects one or more dimensions of the leader’s ability to instill
his/her vision for the organization and demonstrate behaviors to enlist subordinates’ desire to go
beyond their self-interest for the good of the organization. The conceptual definition may be
represented as a unidimensional or multidimensional construct and is determined by the
subordinates’ perspective. Check “1” for “yes” if the study under review describes the
conceptual definition. Check “0” for “no” if the study under review does not describe a
conceptual definition.
3. Were research questions or hypotheses clearly stated?
Research questions and hypotheses indicate the relationships between the variables to be
examined in the study. Check “1” if the study clearly states the research question(s), hypotheses,
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or problem statement(s) for the relationship to be examined between transformational leadership
and one or more of the variables of interest. Check “0” if the study does not clearly state a
research question, hypothesis, or problem statement for transformational leadership and one or
more of the variables of interest.
4. Was the study design reported?
Study design refers to the way in which the research is planned and conducted. There are
experimental, quasi-experimental, or non-experimental research designs. Designs also refer to
whether research was cross-sectional where data are collected one time only or longitudinal
where data are collected over two or more points in time. The design may also use language
related to statistical operations used to evaluate the data. Check “1” if the study reports at least
one of the following: experimental, quasi-experimental, or, non-experimental, observational,
survey or descriptive, cross-sectional or longitudinal, correlational, comparative, or predictive
designs. Check “0” if study design is not reported.
5. How was the sampling design reported in the study?
Sampling design is related to the plan for how the respondents are selected from the
population of interest. Check “2” if probability sampling was used and reported as simple
random, systematic, stratified, cluster, two-stage, or multi-stage sampling. Check “1” if nonprobability sampling was used and reported as purposive, quota, convenience, or snowball
sampling. Check “0” if sampling design was not reported.
6. What was the reported survey response rate?
The survey response rate is the ratio of completed or usable surveys to the number
of surveys distributed to the sample of respondents eligible for the study and reported in
percentage form (# of completed or usable surveys/ # of surveys distributed * 100). Low
response rate may reflect non-response bias. Check “2” if response rate was reported to be
greater than or equal to 40%. Check “1” if response rate was reported but less than 40%. Check
“0” if the response rate was not reported or cannot be calculated from data reported in the study.
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7. Was the instrument used to measure transformational leadership described in the study?

The key variable of the study is transformational leadership. The instrument operationalizes
the transformational leadership or allows a way to measure the construct for a sample of
respondents. Check “2” if the name of the instrument, reference for the instrument, number of
items, and response choices are provided. Check "1" if some but not all information for the
instrument is provided in the study. Check "0" if no name, reference, number of items, and
response choices are given for the instrument.).
(Note: Bass & Riggio (2006) have indicated and described instruments which measure
transformational leadership and include not only the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire
(MLQ), but also the Transformational Leadership Behavior Inventory (TLI), Rafferty & Griffin
Transformational Leadership measure, Transformational Leadership Questionnaire (TLQ),
Global Transformational Leadership scale (GTL), Conger-Kanungo scale (CK-scale), Leadership
Practices Inventory (LPI), Leadership Behavior Questionnaire (LBQ) (pp. 29-31).
[Bass, B. M. & Riggio, R. E. (2006). Transformational leadership (2nd Ed.). Mahwah, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.] However, if the instrument in the study operationalizes the
conceptual definition of transformational leadership in the study, but is not one of the instruments
identified by Bass & Riggio (2006), this instrument may be included as a transformational
leadership instrument.)
8. What was the sample-specific reliability estimate reported for the transformational
leadership instrument? (Note: Reliability estimates may be reported either for the total scale or a
composite of reliability estimates for subscales.) Check “2” if the total scale or the average of
reliability estimates of subscales (composite) is greater than or equal to .70. Check “1” if the total
scale or an average of reliability estimates of subscales (composite) is reported but less than .70.
Check “0” if a reliability estimate is not reported.
9. How was validity of the transformational leadership instrument reported?

Validity of an instrument is essential and is defined as whether the instrument is measuring the
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construct it purports to measure. Validity may be reported as content, construct, or criterionrelated. Check “1” for “yes” if validity is reported for the instrument in the study under review.
Check “0” if validity was not reported for the instrument in the study under
review.
10. Were measurement instrument(s) in the study described for one or more of the other variables

of interest in the study (organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and/or turnover intentions--includes intent to leave, intent to remain, intent to stay with the job or organization)?
Check "2" if the name of the instrument(s), reference for the instrument(s), number of items, and
response choices of the instrument(s) were described in the study. Check "1" if some but not all
information for the instrument(s) was described in the study. Check "0" if no name, reference for
the instrument(s), number of items, and response choices were reported in the study. If a study
included more than one of the other variables of interest, then measures (instruments) of all of the
variables must include all requirements to receive “2”.

If there are two or three variables of

interest measured by instruments, all instruments must be completely described to assign a
rating of “2” for the study under review. If some of the instruments are completely
described and others are not, then assign a rating of “1”. If none of the instruments are
described by name, reference, number of items, or response choices, then assign a rating of
“0” for the study under review.
11. What was the sample-specific reliability estimate reported for the instrument or the
subscales for the variables of interest, organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and/or
turnover intentions (Turnover intentions may include intent to leave, intent to remain, intent to
stay with the job or organization)?
(Note: Reliability estimates may be reported for the total scale. If only reliability estimates for
subscales are reported, then the composite or average reliability estimate for the subscales.)
Check “2” if reliability estimates for all measures (total scales or subscales) of all variables
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of interest were reported as greater than or equal to .70. Check “1” if some but not all reliability
estimates were reported but less than .70. Check “0” if no reliability estimates were reported for
any of the instruments to measure the variable(s) of interest.)
12. Were organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and/or turnover intentions measured
using valid instruments?
Check “2” if all of the variable(s) of interest in the study were measured using valid
instruments. Check “1” if some but not all variable(s) of interest in the study were measured
using valid instruments. Check “0” if there was no report that the variables of interest in the
study were measured using valid instruments.
13. What is the total Quality Rating Checklist score for the study under review?
Sum the rating scores given for each of the 13 quality indicators. The highest total score
possible is 19 and the lowest score possible is 0.
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